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Abstract 

   The Cloud computing Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) model has changed the sales model for 

software providers. The SaaS model transforms the traditional license based model to a 

subscription model, which allows customers to access applications over the Internet without 

software and hardware upfront costs and provides reduced maintenance costs. However, the 

key for sales is still customer satisfaction which is at the heart of the selling process. To 

guarantee Quality of Service (QoS) for customer satisfaction therefore, the Service Level 

Agreement (SLA) is implemented between customers and SaaS providers, where the main 

objectives are profit maximization and increased market share. 

    To achieve these objectives, there are several challenges due to the dynamic nature of the 

Cloud environment. Firstly, the SaaS provider utilizes shared infrastructure and various types 

of request loads which can lead to unpredictability in performance and availability of 

resources. Secondly, there is a possibility that existing customers may make changes in 

requirements, which can lead to resource reallocation. As such, resource allocation may cause 

SLA violations which could reduce the SaaS providers’ profit margin and reputation, meaning 

a possible loss of existing customers and potential new customers. Thirdly, SaaS providers 

need to attract customers with special needs and consider market competition from other 

providers in order to increase profit and market share. 

    To overcome the above challenges, most proposed solutions are focused on the resource 

management with the aim of minimizing cost without sufficiently consideration of customer’ 

needs. Therefore, to address these challenges, this thesis proposes algorithms and techniques 

for optimal provisioning of Cloud resources with the aim of maximizing profit and customer 

base by handling the dynamism associated with SLAs and heterogeneous resources. 

 

The key contributions of the thesis are: 

 A comprehensive survey of how SLAs are created, managed and used with case 

examples drawn from both academy and industry with a major emphasis on the SLA-

based resource management systems. 

 The admission control and scheduling algorithms assist in identifying which request 

is more acceptable based on profitability, reducing the probability of SLA violations 

given the heterogeneous nature of Cloud resources. 

 The customer requirements driven resource provisioning algorithms can help in 

adapting to changes in the requirements. The proposed algorithms provide 

personalized attention to the customer and are also able to understand specific 

customer needs. 

 A new negotiation framework to enlarge a SaaS provider’s customer base that 

considers dynamism in the Cloud environment with time and market factors to make 

the best possible decisions for negotiation. 

 A prototype of the customer requirements driven SLA-based resource management 

system to prove the usefulness of our proposed strategies using the latest 

technologies. 
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1 Introduction 
 

 

 

 

 

 

A vision for delivering “computing as a utility” was introduced in 1969 by Leonard 

Kleinrock, the chief scientist of the original Advanced Research Project Agency (ARPA) 

project. Kleinrock envisioned that computer networks would be used as a “utility” [1]. From 

1969, Information and Communication Technology (ICT) has made many advances in 

various areas to make this vision a reality [2]. The advances in networked computing 

environments have transformed computing to a model consisting of services that can be 

commoditized and delivered similarly to utilities such as water, electricity, gas, and telephony 

[3]. In the utility computing model, consumers can access services on-demand according to 

their requirements regardless of where they are hosted.  

 

The utility computing model can be used as a new outsourcing service model that can bring 

extensive opportunities and benefits for ICT users. The foremost advantage is the decrease of 

IT-related costs and complexities, because enterprises no longer need to invest heavily on or 

maintain their own computing infrastructure, and are not constrained to specific computing 

service providers. Furthermore, this model benefits small businesses lacking working capital. 

Hence utility computing provides businesses with greater flexibility and resilience, and more 

efficient utilisation of resources at lower operating and maintenance costs. Indeed, enterprises 

simply need to pay for resource usage as required the computing service providers. 

 

Today this outsourcing model has emerged in the form of Cloud computing, which promises 

elastic resources to the consumers (customers) [4]. Cloud computing is considered a solution 

for challenges, such as licensing, distribution, configuration, and operation of enterprise 

applications associated with the traditional IT infrastructure, software sales, and deployment 

models. A layered architecture for Cloud services is shown in Figure 1.1. From bottom to top, 

the Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) layer is a resource provisioning model where a provider 

offers infrastructure resources like hardware, storage, servers, and networking components on 

demand to consumers. The Platform as a Service (PaaS) layer offers a computing platform 

and solution stack as a service. It includes application development tools and execution 
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management services. The Software as a Service (SaaS) layer licenses a software application 

to customers as a service on demand using PaaS layer functionalities, such as resource 

management and IaaS layer resources.  

 

Figure 1.1 A layered architecture for Cloud computing 

1.1 SaaS Model  

Prior to the Cloud, the ICT administration tasks were comparatively easy since the single 

important objective of resource provisioning was the performance, such as the time spent on 

resource provisioning for web-based application [115]. Over time, the complexity of 

applications has grown, increasing the difficulties in their administration. Accordingly, 

enterprises have realized that it is more efficient to outsource some of their applications to 

third-party SaaS providers enabled by Cloud computing due to the following reasons [110]: 

 It reduces the maintenance cost, because along with the growth in the complexity, the 

level of sophistication required to maintain the system has increased dramatically. 

 By using SaaS, enterprises do not need to invest in expensive software licenses and 

hardware upfront before knowing the business value of the solution.  

Therefore, by moving to the SaaS model customers benefit from continuously maintained 

software. The complexity of transitioning to new releases is managed transparently by SaaS 

providers, who pursue profit maximization by minimizing cost and enlarging market share by 

accepting more profitable requests and improving the Customer Satisfaction Level (CSL).  
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There are two design patterns for SaaS layers. The first one is the one presented in Figure 1.1, 

with three layered architecture using virtualized resources. This is the focus of this thesis. The 

second alternative utilizes dedicated software on physical servers that share resources between 

users. These two patterns sharing resources for multiple users are called multi-tenancy. 

However, customer satisfaction is a crucial success factor to excel in the service industry, as 

highlighted by Yeo and Buyya [62]. The way to ensure the QoS is to define a legal contract, 

which is SLA (Service Level Agreement), between a service provider and a consumer [21]. In 

general, a customer requests web-based application services from a SaaS provider by agreeing 

with the QoS requirements specified in the SLA. When the SaaS provider can guarantee the 

SLA, the customer is satisfied. If the level of service is better than the specified in the SLA, 

the customer satisfaction level will be more than satisfied.  

1.1.1 SaaS and Service Level Agreements  

SLAs can be traced back to 1980s in telecommunication companies. As an example, 

telecommunication companies include an SLA within the terms of their contracts with 

customers to define the level(s) of service being sold in plain language terms. The SLA 

typically identifies parties who engage in the business processes and specifies the minimum 

expectations and obligations between them [21].   

 

In Cloud computing, generally service providers define a publically published common SLA 

for all their customers. For instance, Microsoft promises to guarantee at least 99.9% 

availability in the SLA of the Microsoft Azure backup service. The SLA is established and 

commenced automatically when a customer requests service with confirmed payment. If any 

clauses in the SLA are violated, the penalty should be enforced, such as the granting of more 

credit for future services to the customer.   

 

Two typical types of SLA are provider predefined and negotiated SLAs. The provider 

predefined SLA provides a generic SLA template for all customers. For example, Amazon 

EC2 has a predefined static SLA. However, customers may have special QoS requirements 

which may not be included in a predefined SLA. In this case, the customer and the provider 

will go through negotiation processes to achieve a mutually agreed SLA (Negotiated SLA). In 

order to ensure the agreed SLA, SaaS providers require strategies to manage resources to 

satisfy the QoS specified in SLA without deteriorating their profit. 

 

Several researchers have satisfied these requirements by providing SLA-based resource 

management mechanisms [72][69] and negotiation strategies [152][153]. There are still 

several challenges for resource management, but the key issue for SaaS providers in Cloud is 
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how to optimize resource provisioning, which aims at improving the utilization of cloud 

systems  in order to achieve profit maximization and market share enlargement. More details 

on the SLA-based resource management are discussed along with their limitations in the 

following section. 

1.2 SLA-based Resource Management for SaaS 

Resource management is a central and the most challenging task in Cloud computing, 

particularly when there is a legal document specified in the form of SLA, which contains QoS 

requirements. There are several problems to consider while managing resources given SLAs, 

such as, type of resource required, mapping, provisioning, allocation, adaptation, and 

brokering. The basic responsibility of a Resource Management System (RMS) is to accept 

requests from customers and then map them to the available resources, provision the matched 

resources, and allocate them to the customer. In practice, due to the heterogeneous and 

dynamic nature of Cloud environments, the RMS needs to be able to adapt to the 

heterogeneity from resource side and dynamic changes from customer sides. In general, there 

are two types of resources for SaaS - physical and logical. For example, data centres, physical 

machines, network elements are physical resources, on the other hand, Virtual Machines 

(VMs) and energy are logical resources. 

 

Research on SLA-based market driven resource management started in 1980s [72][69]. 

However, the SaaS Cloud model has brought into view new challenges that have not been 

addressed before. As Professor David Patterson of the University of California, Berkeley, 

illustrates, the challenges faced by software developers currently, "There are dramatic 

differences between developing software for millions to use as a service versus distributing 

software for millions to run their PCs" [5].  

 

One of the challenges is dealing with heterogeneous geographically distributed resources with 

different usage policies, price models, availability and performance patterns and varying loads. 

Moreover, the SaaS service providers and customers have different goals, objectives, 

strategies, and requirements. Resource sharing becomes further complicated in SaaS Cloud 

due to the self-interested nature of customers. In addition, each customer includes multiple 

user accounts, with different requests. Therefore, SLA-based resource management involved 

in delivering software as a service for millions of customers in Cloud environments is much 

more complex compared to just distribute software [6]. 

 

As mentioned before, the goal of SaaS providers are twofold i.e. maximizing profit and 
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enlarging the customer base by offering better services. To achieve these goals, SaaS providers 

employ different techniques, such as utilizing internal hosted resources of private data centres 

or renting resources from an IaaS provider to guarantee the SLA. For example, Saleforce.com 

[102] hosts resources, but Animoto rents resources from Amazon EC2 [92].  However, the 

main challenge for SaaS providers to achieve these goals is how to manage these resources 

efficiently ensuring SLA specified QoS requirements. Several research works have explored 

this topic to a certain degree [121][122][127][42]. However, still there is a long way to go for 

achieving SaaS providers goals as depicted below. 

1.2.1 Limitation of Existing Solutions 

The current resource management techniques for SaaS in Cloud mainly focus on either 

minimizing the number of VMs without considering SLA or only consider limited QoS 

parameter such as availability only. In contrast, most of these resource management techniques 

need to be extended to include the dynamic, diverse and competitive nature of participants 

with conflicting Quality of Service (QoS) requirements in Cloud. 

 

In a shared resource infrastructure such as Cloud, the heterogeneous nature of resources and 

self-interested nature of customers can lead to problems, where every customer acquires as 

many types of software as possible because there is no incentive for customers to back off 

during times of high demand. The self-interested customers, in turn, over exploit the service 

by degrading the SaaS provider’s ability to deliver the required service to all customers using 

heterogeneous resources. Therefore, resource management needs to be SLA-based, which can 

regulate the supply and demand of resources at peak usage time.  

 

In order to meet the above requirements, most of the SLA-based resource management 

methods are either non-profit based [6] or designed for a fixed number of resources, such as 

FirstPrice [48] and FirstProfit [70].  To resolve the problem caused by customers’ self-interest 

nature and conflicting interests between customer requests, admission control and scheduling 

was proposed as a solution[70][90][91], such as learning-based admission control in Cloud 

[67]. However, these works do not target profit maximisation and an increase in market share 

simultaneously.  

 

SaaS providers aim to optimally provision resources so that service costs can be minimized. In 

general, SaaS providers utilize internal resources of its data centres or rent resources from a 

specific IaaS provider to guarantee SLA. For SaaS providers, in-house hosting resources can 

generate administration and maintenance cost while renting resources from IaaS providers can 

impact the service quality offered to SaaS customers due to performance variability [103]. 
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Several profit-driven resource management solutions are proposed by minimizing the number 

of resources [121][122][127][42]. However, these works did not consider customer 

satisfaction level related QoS parameters. 

 

To satisfy the customer requirements, customer side QoS parameters are essential. However, 

most of the current works consider provider side QoS parameters, such as price [105][127]. 

Although some work consider customer side QoS parameters, some SaaS layer related QoS 

parameters are missing, such as software response time [128][65].  

 

Several projects are related at different degrees to the SLA-aware management of resources, 

such as SLA@SOI [182], Claudia [176], BonFIRE [179], Optimis [177], 4CaaSt [178] and 

Cloud-TM [180]. However, SLA@SOI does not consider Cloud computing infrastructures as 

their target platform, and hence it does not account for some specific needs in this area. 

Claudia [176], BonFIRE and 4CaaSt [178] do not consider management of heterogeneous 

resources. Although Optimis [177] does scheduling for resource management and PaaSage 

[181] provides runtime monitoring and dynamic adaptation, they do not cover SaaS level 

parameters, such as service response time. 

 

Cloud-TM [180] cannot be applied to general purpose Cloud computing, since it is focused on 

datacentric Cloud applications. In the context of the resource allocation algorithms for 

enterprise applications, evolutionary algorithms, such as Genetic Algorithm (GA) have been 

used [111]. As evolutionary algorithms create a pre-planning schedule, they are not able to 

deal with dynamic environments such as Cloud.  

 

Therefore, these approaches are not suitable for SLA-based resource management in dynamic 

Cloud environments to achieve the goal of maximizing profit and customer base for SaaS. 

1.3 Problem Statement and Objectives 

This thesis focuses on the following problem:  

How to design and develop algorithms and techniques that help in maximizing profit and 

market share for Cloud SaaS providers, who lease applications to customers by using Cloud 

resources and simultaneously handle dynamism and variations associated with SLAs and 

available resources. 

In the context of the problem, the two key stakeholders are (1) SaaS providers and (2) SaaS 

customers. A model/architecture that depicts key components of SaaS Cloud is shown in 

Figure 1.1. The model consists of application layer and platform layer functions. Customers 
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request the software service with their QoS requirements to application layer. The platform 

layer is responsible for application development and deployment (such as Aneka [107]). In our 

model, this layer includes the admission control function to analyse the customer’s QoS 

parameters and decide whether to accept or reject the request. The request and resource 

mapping function is responsible for translating the customer side QoS requirements to 

infrastructure level parameters. Based on admission control decision, the resource 

management component is responsible for provisioning and allocating resources. Furthermore, 

the SLA management is required since we consider SLA with customers. For some customers 

with special requirements, which are different from what is publically offered by SaaS 

providers, a negotiation process is required for SLA establishment. 

 

In dynamic Cloud environments, several issues that need to be addressed to solve the 

problem are: 

 Can a new request be accepted without impacting accepted requests using distributed 

and heterogeneous resources, whose capabilities, availabilities and performance (such 

as service time) can change very frequently?  

 How to deal with the resource level heterogeneity (such as service initiation time)?  

 How to map various customer requests with different QoS parameters to the 

resources? 

 How to manage dynamic customer demands? (such as upgrading from a standard 

product edition to an advanced product edition or  adding more accounts) 

 How to design the negotiation related processes and decision-making strategies to 

fulfil special customer requests? 

1.3.1   Challenges and Requirements 

Answering the questions above is not trivial considering the various dynamic and variety of 

factors associated with Cloud environments and actors. Cloud environments give access to 

heterogeneous resources having different price schemas and performance capabilities and that 

can be dynamically expanded and contracted on demand. Each customer has his own 

requirement in terms of services and QoS which can also change dynamically. This brings 

several challenges and requirements for the SaaS provider in order to manage their resources 

in a profitable manner.    

 

To accept any customer request, SaaS providers need to ensure the minimum level of service 

specified in SLA is delivered to the customer using heterogeneous Cloud resources. Currently, 

most SaaS providers use VMs to host their software services and these VMs in general sharing 
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a common physical server with other VMs hosting similar or different software services. The 

challenge comes from unpredictability of the software services performance which is 

dependent on the unknown configuration of underline physical server and variation in other 

VMs resource usage. This can lead to SLA violation or revenue loss when the resource 

performance degradation causes the breach of the minimum level of service requirements 

specified in the SLA. SaaS providers need to consider which customer request is more 

profitable to accept given this heterogeneous nature of Cloud resources. Therefore we need 

new admission control and scheduling strategies that take care of these factors. 

 

Once a customer request is accepted there is always a possibility of changes in requirement, 

since the SaaS provider is expected to scale up and out accordingly. When the customer 

changes his/her requirement, resources have to be dynamically reallocated according to the 

customer’s on-demand requirements. Moreover, while allocating/reallocating resources the 

SaaS provider has to minimize the impact on existing customers while satisfying the 

customers’ requirement changes. Therefore, new adaptive customer requirements driven 

resource management algorithms considering customer profile and the providers’ quality 

parameters are required. 

 

As discussed, SaaS providers want to expand their customer base. Therefore, they need to 

provide more flexibility in terms of service to cater to variations associated with individual 

customer requirements. This is generally done through a negotiation process between 

customers and the service providers. However, while undertaking negotiations, the service 

provider needs to take into consideration not only what they can provide to customers but also 

the competition with other SaaS providers. Thus, new negotiation frameworks are needed for 

SaaS providers that consider the dynamism in the Cloud environment with time and market 

factors to make best possible decisions.  In summary, we identified three sub objectives to 

align with maximizing profit and market share for SaaS: 

 To design SLA-based admission control and scheduling algorithms that differentiate 

customer requests based on the heterogeneous resource capability to minimize cost 

and SLA violations by accepting more profitable requests.  

 To investigate adaptive SLA-based resource provisioning algorithms according to 

customer requirements changes by considering more customer factors that provide 

personalized attention to customers which include considering customer profiles and 

understanding customer specific needs. 
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 To investigate the architectural model for automated SLA negotiation framework to 

establish SLA between SaaS and customers, whose requirements are not covered by 

existing SaaS predefined static SLA. 

In this thesis, we propose a solution that meets these objectives. 

1.3.2 Proposed Solution 

As discussed above, SaaS providers need to deal with the heterogeneity and variety from both 

the resource providers’ side and the customers’ side. To solve the problem as stated in the 

previous section, we consider the following example scenarios of SaaS to achieve the 

specified objectives. 

 

SaaS providers lease web-based software as services to customers and use either 3rd party 

resources (such as Virtual Machines from Amazon) or in house hosted resources. Take 

Animoto as a SaaS example, it creates videos based on the customer uploaded pictures or 

videos with selected themes. Three simple steps, 1) customers upload pictures or videos; 2) 

customers select style, text, music to generate video; 3) customers download or share 

generated video [108]. In this service application model, different customers will submit their 

request at any time with different QoS parameters, such as different file size from customer 

side impact the resource management for SaaS providers. Therefore, this thesis focuses on the 

dynamism in terms of resource availability and capability caused by the variety of customer 

requests and resource heterogeneities. Admission control algorithms are proposed employing 

different strategies to accept more profitable requests for minimal performance impact, 

avoiding SLA penalties for existing customer requests that decrease the SaaS provider’s 

profit and the customer satisfaction level. The scheduling algorithms determine where and 

which type of resource should be used by incorporating the heterogeneity of IaaS providers in 

terms of QoS factors, such as price, service initiation time, and data transfer time. 

 

Another SaaS application model is enterprise application, which is required for day to day 

business. For instance, Microsoft sales Office365 software packages with three product 

editions (for example, small business, small business premium and midsize business) and 

each product edition has a fixed price. The existing customer may require an upgrade in their 

service by adding additional user accounts or an upgrade of the software edition at any time. 

In practice, the SaaS provider has to handle these on-demand customer requests in line with 

the SLA. Hence, to achieve SaaS providers’ objectives, we minimize total cost and improve 

customer satisfaction levels in two ways: 1) minimizing SLA violations and 2) improve 

service quality. Our work further investigates the dynamic changes in customer requirements 

with the consideration of customer profile to pay more personalized attention to customers. 
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In terms of SLAs, the above two scenarios consider pre-defined SLAs, however, in many 

circumstances; some customers may request special services for special needs. For example, 

the Department of Education requires the Office 365 with a particular type of template for 

teachers and students to automatically provision the classes and lectures when they login the 

portal. In this case, the pre-defined SLA listed on the web site will not suit their requirements. 

Thus, our work proposes the automated SLA negotiation framework to maximize profit and 

enlarge market share for SaaS by considering two factors. Firstly, the dynamic nature of the 

Cloud, as service cost and quality are constantly changing and customers have varying needs. 

Secondly, time and market oriented resource allocation, as any delay incurred in waiting for a 

resource assignment is perceived as an overhead [145]. 

1.4 Contributions  

This thesis makes the following research contributions towards the understanding and the 

advancement of SLA-based resource management in Cloud environments to achieve the goal 

of Cloud service providers: 

1. It presents a comprehensive taxonomy and survey on SLAs and their creation, 

management, and usage in utility computing environments. It discusses existing use 

cases from Grid and Cloud computing systems to identify the level of SLA 

realization in state-of-art systems and emerging challenges for future research. The 

survey not only helps researchers to understand primary design factors and issues that 

are still outstanding and crucial but also provides insights for extending and reusing 

components of existing market-based Resource Management Systems (RMSs). 

Therefore, the survey can help in the design and implementation of more practical 

and enhanced SLA-based Cloud resource management systems in the near future. 

The SLA-based RMSs selected for the survey are primarily research works as they 

reflect the latest technological advances. The design concepts and architectures of 

these research-based RMSs are also well-documented in publications to facilitate 

comprehensive comparisons, unlike commercially released products by vendors. 

2. It proposes admission control and scheduling algorithms for SaaS providers to 

effectively utilise heterogeneous Cloud resources to maximize profit by accepting 

more profitable customer requests using the least cost resources while minimizing the 

SLA violations for existing customers. It also conducts detailed performance analysis 

using trace-based simulation to highlight the effectiveness of managing the risk of 

inaccurate runtime estimates for various scenarios that includes varying workload, 
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deadline, budget, contract length, service initiation time, performance degradation, 

and inaccurate estimated high: low ratio. 

3. Thesis proposes customers’ requirements driven resource provisioning algorithms for 

SaaS providers who lease enterprise applications to customers. The proposed 

provisioning algorithms consider customer profiles and providers’ quality parameters 

(e.g. response time) to handle dynamic customer requirement changes and 

infrastructure level heterogeneity by minimizing infrastructure and penalty cost. It 

also takes care of CSL by minimizing SLA violations and improving the quality of 

service (e.g. response time) expected by the customer. We also take into account 

customer-side parameters (such as the proportion of upgrade requests), and 

infrastructure-level parameters (such as the service initiation time) to compare 

algorithms. These algorithms are evaluated by extensive experimental study using 

data from a real Cloud. 

4. It proposes a novel automated negotiation framework considering the SaaS Broker as 

the one-stop-shop for customers to efficiently get required services. The automated 

negotiation framework performs adaptive and intelligent bilateral bargaining of SLAs 

between SaaS brokers and SaaS providers including negotiation policies, protocols, 

and strategies. It proposes decision-making heuristics considering time, market 

constraints, and trade-off between different issues as well. These negotiation 

heuristics are evaluated by extensive experimental study of our prototype framework 

using data from real Cloud as detailed in particular chapters. 

5. It details an implementation of SLA-based Resource Management System 

(SLARMS) to demonstrate the usefulness of the algorithms proposed in the thesis. 

1.5 Methodology 

We primarily evaluated the proposed algorithms using the CloudSim [80] simulator with 

workloads from real Cloud software systems, such as CloudMinder
1
. 

1.5.1 Workload 

From the customer requests perspective, we adopted as workload data shared with us by the 

cloud provider CA Technologies, who offers a number of enterprise software solutions to 

customers delivered as SaaS [108].  The data provided includes the response, refresh and 

processing times of an enterprise solution hosted on VMs, as measured by the quality 

assurance team. As SaaS availability depends on the infrastructure availability, this 

                                                           
1
 CloudMinder is Software as a Service product from CA Technologies (Computer Associates). 
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information is collected from the CloudHarmony benchmarking system [156], which provides 

real data from Cloud providers. 

 

In order to analyse technical challenges to manage resources, we performed experiments by 

collecting real data from both public Cloud infrastructures, such as Amazon EC2 [92], GoGrid 

[94], and private Clouds from industry, such as CA (Computer Associates) hosted private 

Cloud.  

 

We modelled and adapted the workload data to meet the requirements of our experiments. In 

order to evaluate the proposed algorithms under different loads, we model request arrival rate 

using Poisson distribution similar to many previous works [100][101]. Similar as other works, 

we use a normal distribution to model all the other parameters (standard deviation = (1/2) x 

mean) that are not available from real workload. 

1.5.2 Experiment System 

CloudSim Toolkit [80] is used to model and simulate the proposed algorithms for resource 

management. We simulated data centres with physical machines whose configuration 

resembles public Cloud such as Amazon EC2 large image. We map a number of VMs of 

different types to physical machines. The general scheduling policy is time shared scheduling. 

We have extended the existing Cloud environment and added our algorithm for SLA-based 

resource management.  

 

We also implemented a prototype system called Service Level Agreement Resource 

Management System (SLARMS) to validate and demonstrate the usefulness and practicality of 

the proposed algorithms and techniques. The details of experiment settings of our works will 

be explained throughout the thesis. 

1.6 Organization  

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows (Figure 1.2): Chapter 2 presents a 

comprehensive survey of how SLAs are created, managed and used in utility computing 

environments in practice. Chapter 3 proposes an admission control and scheduling algorithm 

that utilizes multiple resources to minimize the penalty cost of accepting a new request, 

which may violate the SLA objectives. Chapter 4 proposes customer driven SLA-based 

resource provisioning for web-based enterprise applications by minimizing the cost and the 

number of SLA violations. The proposed provisioning algorithms consider customer profiles 

and the providers’ parameters to handle dynamic customer requests and infrastructure level 
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heterogeneity. Chapter 5 proposes a novel automated web-based negotiation framework 

considering the SaaS Broker as the one-stop-shop for customers to get required service 

efficiently. Chapter 6 describes an implementation of SLA-based Resource Management 

System to demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed algorithms. Chapter 7 concludes and 

provides directions for future work. 

 

Figure 1.2 Thesis Organizations 

The core chapters are derived from various research works that have been published during 

the course of candidature as detailed below: 

• Chapter 2 is derived from: 

Linlin Wu and Rajkumar Buyya, Service Level Agreement (SLA) in Utility 

Computing Systems, Performance and Dependability in Service Computing: 

Concepts, Techniques and Research Directions, Pages: 1-25, V. Cardellini et al. 

(eds), ISBN: 978-1-60-960794-4, IGI Global, Hershey, PA, USA, July 2011. 

 

• Chapter 3 is derived from: 

Linlin Wu, Saurabh Kumar Garg, and Rajkumar Buyya, SLA-based Admission 

Control for a Software-as-a-Service Provider in Cloud Computing Environments, 

Journal of Computer and System Sciences, Volume 78, No. 5, Pages: 1280-1299, 

ISSN 0022-0000, Elsevier Science, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, September 2012.  

 

 • Chapter 4 is derived from: 

Chapter 2

Taxonomy and Survey

Chapter 3: 

Admission Control

Chapter 4 :

Customer Requirements Driven Resource 

Management

Chapter 5:

SLA Negotiation Framework

Chapter 6

Prototype of SLA-based RMS

Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Directions

Maximize profit by minimizing cost 

Enlarge market share by 

minimizing SLA violations and 

improving CSL

Maximize profit by minimizing cost 

Enlarge market share by accepting 

more profitable requests in a way to 

avoid SLA violations for existing 

customers

Issue: Dynamic 

nature of Cloud 

Resources

Issue: Dynamic 

Request Changes

Issue: Special 

customer requests

Maximize profit by minimizing cost 

Enlarge market share by improving 

CSL

http://www.buyya.com/papers/SLA-UtilityComputing2011.pdf
http://www.buyya.com/papers/SLA-UtilityComputing2011.pdf
http://www.buyya.com/papers/AdmissionControlInClouds-JCSS.pdf
http://www.buyya.com/papers/AdmissionControlInClouds-JCSS.pdf
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Linlin Wu, Saurabh Kumar Garg and Rajkumar Buyya, SLA-based Resource 

Allocation for a Software as a Service Provider in Cloud Computing Environments, 

Proceedings of the 11th IEEE/ACM International Symposium on Cluster, Cloud and 

Grid Computing (CCGrid 2011, IEEE CS Press, USA), Los Angeles, USA, May 23-

26, 2011. 

Linlin Wu, Saurabh Kumar Garg Steve Versteeg, and Rajkumar Buyya, SLA-based 

Resource Provisioning for Software-as-a-Service Applications in Cloud Computing 

Environments, IEEE Transactions on Services Computing (TSC), ISSN: 1939-1374, 

IEEE Computer Society Press, USA (in press, accepted on Oct. 11, 2013).  

 

• Chapter 5 is derived from: 

Linlin Wu, Saurabh Kumar Garg, Rajkumar Buyya, Chao Chen, and Steve Versteeg, 

Automated SLA Negotiation Framework for Cloud Computing, Proceedings of the 

13th IEEE/ACM International Symposium on Cluster, Cloud, and Grid Computing 

(CCGrid 2013, IEEE CS Press, Los Alamitos, CA, USA), Delft, the Netherlands, 

May 13-16, 2013. 

http://www.buyya.com/papers/SLA-SaaS-CCGrid2011.pdf
http://www.buyya.com/papers/SLA-SaaS-CCGrid2011.pdf
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2 Service Level Agreement (SLA) in Utility 

Computing Systems 
 

 

 

 

 

This chapter presents a comprehensive survey of how SLAs are created, managed, and used in 

utility computing environments. We discuss existing use cases from Grid and Cloud computing 

systems with major emphasis on resource management to identify the level of SLA realization in 

state-of-art systems and emerging challenges for future research. 

2.1 Introduction 

As discussed before, utility computing [62] offers computing services on demand, thus it makes 

them consumed as other utilities, such as water, electricity, gas, and telephony. With this new 

service model, users no longer have to invest heavily on or maintain their own computing 

infrastructures, and they are not constrained to any specific computing service provider. Instead, 

they can outsource jobs to service providers and just pay for what they use. Utility computing has 

been increasingly adopted in many fields including science, engineering, and business [66]. Grid, 

Cloud, and Service-oriented computing are some of the paradigms that enabled delivery of 

computing as a utility. In these computing systems, different Quality of Service (QoS) parameters 

have to be guaranteed to satisfy user’s request. A Service Level Agreement (SLA) is used as a 

formal contract between service provider and consumer to ensure service quality [21].  

 

A typical utility computing system architecture is shown in Figure 2.1 with the following 

components: the User/Broker, SLA Management, Service Request Examiner, and 

Resource/Service Provider. User or Broker submits its requests via applications to the utility 

computing system, which includes the bottom three layers. The Service Request Examiner is 

responsible for Admission Control. The SLA Management includes SLA establishment and 
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enforcement. The Resource Allocation component takes care of resources scheduling. Finally, 

the Resource or Service Provider offers resources or services. 

 

 

Figure 2.1 A typical architectural view of utility computing system 

 

In the above architecture, SLAs are used to identify parties who engage in the electronic 

business, computation, and outsourcing processes and to specify the minimum expectations and 

obligations that exist between parties [21]. The most concise SLA includes both general and 

technical specifications, including business parties, pricing policy, and properties of the resources 

required to process the service [63]. According to Sun Microsystems Internet Data Center 

Group’s report [54], a good SLA sets boundaries and expectations of service provisioning and 

provides the following benefits: 

 Enhanced customer satisfaction level: A clearly and concisely defined SLA increases 

the customer satisfaction level, as it helps providers to focus on the customer 

requirements and ensures that the effort is put on the right direction. 

 Improved Service Quality: Each item in an SLA corresponds to a Key Performance 

Indicator (KPI) that specifies the customer service within an organization.  

 Improved relationship between two parties: A clear SLA indicates the reward and 

penalty policies of a service provision. The consumer can monitor services according to 

Service Level Objectives (SLOs), which are QoS items specified in the SLA. Moreover, 

the precise contract helps parties to resolve conflicts more easily. 
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A clearly defined lifecycle is essential for effective realization of an SLA. Ron, S. et al. [51] 

define SLA lifecycle in three high level phases, which are the ‘creation phase’, ‘operation phase’, 

and ‘removal phase’. Sun Microsystems Internet Data Center Group [54] defines a practical SLA 

lifecycle in six steps, which are ‘discover service providers’, ‘define SLA’, ‘establish agreement’, 

‘monitor SLA violation’, ‘terminate SLA’, and ‘enforce penalties for violation’.  

 

The realization of an SLA can be traced back to 1980s in telecommunication companies. 

Furthermore, the advent of Grid computing reinforces the necessity of using SLA [62]. 

Specifically, in service-oriented commercial Grid computing [22], resources are advertised and 

traded as services based on an SLA after users specify various levels of service required for 

processing their jobs [49]. However, SLAs have to be monitored and assured properly [52]. SLA 

management has been addressed partially by frameworks such as WS-Agreement [12] and 

WSLA [40].  

 

Recently, Cloud computing has emerged as a new platform for delivering utility computing 

services. In Clouds, infrastructure, platform and application services are available on-demand and 

companies are able to access their business services and applications anywhere in the world 

whenever they need. In this environment, massively scalable systems are made available to end 

users as a service [20]. In this scenario, where both request arrival rate and resources availability 

continuously vary, SLAs are used to ensure that service quality is kept at acceptable levels.  

 

This chapter reveals key design factors and issues that are still significant in utility computing 

platforms such as Grids and Clouds. It provides insights for extending and reusing components of 

the existing SLA management frameworks and it aims to be a guide in designing and 

implementing enhanced SLA-based management systems.  

 

This chapter presents key use cases that reflect the latest technological advances. The design 

concepts and architectures of these works are well-documented in publications to facilitate 

comprehensive investigation. 

 

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Utility architecture and SLA foundational 

concepts are summarized in Section 2.2. In Section 2.3, the key challenges and solutions for SLA 

management are discussed. SLA use cases are proposed in Section 2.4. The open problems 
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addressing some of the issues in current systems are presented in Section 2.5. Finally, the chapter 

concludes with the open challenges in SLA management in Section 2.6. 

2.2 Utility Architecture and SLA Foundations 

In this section, initially, a typical utility computing architecture is presented. SLA definitions 

from different areas are summarized in Section 2.2.2. SLA components are described in Section 

2.2.3. In Section 2.2.4, two types of SLA lifecycle are presented and compared. 

2.2.1 Utility Architecture 

The layered architecture of a typical utility computing system is shown in Figure 2.2. From top 

to bottom it is possible to identify four layers, a User or Broker submits its requests using 

various applications to the utility computing system, the Service Request Examiner is 

responsible for admission control, SLA Management balances workloads, and a Resource or 

Service Provider offers resources or services. Users or Brokers, who act on users’ behalf, submit 

their service requests of using applications, from anywhere in the world, to be processed by 

utility computing systems. When a service request is submitted, the Service Request Examiner 

(SRE) uses Admission Control mechanism to interpret request’s QoS requirements before 

determining whether to accept or reject it after interacting with SLA Management component 

which is responsible for enforcing SLA. Thus, the SRE ensures that there is no overloading of 

resources whereby many service requests cannot be fulfilled successfully due to limited 

availability of resources/services.  

 

The SLA Management component is responsible for resource allocation and consists of several 

components: Discovery, Negotiation/Renegotiation, Pricing, Scheduling, Monitoring, SLA 

Enforcement, Dispatching and Accounting. The Discovery component is responsible for 

discovering service providers that can satisfy user requirements. In order to define mutually 

agreed terms between parties, it is common to put in place price negotiation mechanisms or to 

rely on quality metrics. The Pricing mechanism decides how service requests are charged. Pricing 

serves as a basis for managing supply and demand of computing resources within the utility 

computing system, and facilitates in prioritizing resource allocations. Once the negotiation 

process is completed, the Scheduling mechanism uses algorithms or policies to decide how to 

map requests to resource providers. Then the Dispatching mechanism starts the execution of 

accepted service requests on allocated resources. 
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The Monitoring component consists of a Resource Monitoring mechanism and a Service Request 

Monitoring mechanism. The Resource Monitoring mechanism keeps track of the availability of 

Resource Providers and their resource entitlements. On the other hand, the Service Request 

Monitoring mechanism keeps track of the execution progress of service requests. The SLA 

enforcement mechanism manages violation of contract terms during the execution. Due to the 

SLA violation, sometimes Renegotiation is needed in order to keep ongoing trading. The 

Accounting mechanism maintains the actual usage of resources by requests so that the final cost 

can be computed and charged to the users. At the bottom of the architecture, there exists a 

Resource/Service Provider that comprises multiple services such as computing services, storage 

services and software services in order to meet service demands. 

 

Figure 2.2 SLA-based Utility Computing System Architecture 

2.2.2 SLA Definitions 

Dinesh et al. [27] define an SLA as: “An explicit statement of expectations and obligations that 

exist in a business relationship between two organizations: the service provider and customer”. 

Since SLA has been used since 1980s in a variety of areas, most of the available definitions are 

contextual and vary from area to area. Some of the main SLA definitions in Information 

Technology related areas are summarized in Table 2.1. 
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Table 2.1 Summary of SLA definitions classified by the area 

Area  Definition Source 

Web 

Services 

“SLA is an agreement used to guarantee web service delivery. 

It defines the understanding and expectations from service 

provider and service consumer”.  

HP Lab [36] 

Networking “An SLA is a contract between a network service provider and 

a customer that specifies, usually in measurable terms, what 

services the network service provider will supply and what 

penalties will assess if the service provider cannot meet the 

established goals”. 

Research 

Project  

Internet “SLA constructed the legal foundation for the service delivery. 

All parties involved are users of SLA. Service consumer uses 

SLA as a legally binding description of what provider promised 

to provide. The service provider uses it to have a definite, 

binding record of what is to be delivered”. 

Internet NG [51] 

Data Center 

Management 

“SLA is a formal agreement to promise what is possible to 

provide and provide what is promised”.  

Sun Microsystems 

Internet Data 

Center group [54] 

2.2.3 SLA Components 

An SLA defines the delivery ability of a provider, the performance target of consumers’ 

requirement, the scope of guaranteed availability, and the measurement and reporting 

mechanisms [50]. 

Jin et al. [36] provided a comprehensive description of the SLA components, including: (Figure 

2.3): 

 Purpose: Objectives to achieve by using an SLA. 

 Restrictions: Necessary steps or actions that need to be taken to ensure that the 

requested level of services are provided. 

 Validity period: SLA working time period. 

 Scope:  Services that will be delivered to the consumers, and services that will not be 

covered in the SLA.  

 Parties: Any involved organizations or individuals involved and their roles (e.g. provider 

and consumer). 
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 Service-level objectives (SLO): Levels of services which both parties agree on. Some 

service level indicators such as availability, performance, and reliability are used.  

 Penalties: If delivered service does not achieve SLOs or is below the performance 

measurement, some penalties will occur. 

 Optional services: Services that are not mandatory but might be required. 

 Administration: Processes that are used to guarantee the achievement of SLOs and the 

related organizational responsibilities for controlling these processes. 

 

 

Figure 2.3 SLA Components 

2.2.4 SLA Lifecycle 

Ron et al. [51] define the SLA life cycle in three phases (Figure 2.4). Firstly, the creation phase, 

in which the customers find service provider who matches their service requirements. Secondly, 

the operation phase, in which a customer has read-only access to the SLA. Thirdly, the removal 

phase, in which SLA is terminated and all associated configuration information is removed from 

the service systems. 
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Figure 2.4 SLA high level lifecycle phases, according to the description of Ron et al. [51] 

A more detailed life cycle has been characterized by the Sun Microsystems Internet Data Center 

Group [54] , which includes six steps for the SLA life cycle: the first step is ‘discover - service 

providers’, in where service providers are located according to consumer’s requirements.  The 

second step is ‘define – SLA’, which includes definition of services, parties, penalty policies and 

QoS parameters. In this step it is possible to negotiate between parties to reach a mutual 

agreement. The third step is ‘establish – agreement’, in which an SLA template is established 

and filled in by specific agreement, and parties are starting to commit to the agreement. The 

fourth step is ‘monitor – SLA violation’, in which the provider’s delivery performance is 

measured against to the contract. The fifth step is ‘terminate – SLA’, in which SLA terminates 

due to timeout or any party’s violation. The sixth step is ‘enforce - penalties for SLA violation’, 

if there is any party violating contract terms, the corresponding penalty clauses are invoked and 

executed. These steps are illustrated in Figure 2.5.   

 

The mapping between three high level phases and six steps of SLA lifecycle is shown in Table 

2.2 Mapping between two types of SLA lifecycle. The ‘creation’ phase of three phase lifecycle 

maps to the first three steps of the other lifecycle. In addition, the ‘operation’ phase of three 

phase lifecycle is the same as the fourth step of the other lifecycle.  
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Table 2.2 Mapping between two types of SLA lifecycle 

Three phases Six steps 

1.  1.2 .3 

2.  4. 

3.  5.6. 

 

The six steps SLA lifecycle is more reasonable and provides detailed fine grain information, 

because it includes important processes, such as re/negotiation and violation control. During the 

service negotiation or renegotiation, a consumer exchanges a number of contract messages with a 

provider in order to reach a mutual agreement. The result of these processes leads to a new SLA 

[66]. In six steps lifecycle, steps 2 and 3 map to these processes. However, the three phase’s 

lifecycle does not include them. Furthermore, the ‘Enforce Penalties for SLA violation’ phase is 

important because it motivates parties adhere to follow the contract. We believe that the six steps 

formalization of the SLA life cycle provides a better characterization of the phenomenon and 

from here onwards we will refer to this as SLA life cycle. 

 

  

 

Figure 2.5 SLA life cycle six steps, as defined by Sun Microsystems Internet Data Center Group [54] 
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2.3 SLA in Utility Computing Systems 

As highlighted by Patterson [5], there are many challenges involved in developing software for a 

million users to use as a service via a data center as compared to distributing software for a 

million users to run on their individual personal computers. Using SLAs to define service 

parameters that are required by users, the service provider knows how users value their service 

requests, hence it provides feedback mechanisms to encourage and discourage service request 

submissions. In particular, utility models are essential to balance the supply and the demand of 

computing resources by selectively accepting and fulfilling limited service requests out of many 

competing service requests submitted.  

 

However, in the case of service providers making available a commercial offer to enable crucial 

business operations of companies, there are other critical QoS parameters to be considered in a 

service request, such as reliability and trust/security. In particular, QoS requirements cannot be 

static and need to be dynamically updated over time due to continuing changes in business 

operations and operating environments. In short, there should be greater importance on customers 

since they pay for accessing services. Therefore, the emphasis of this section is to describe SLA 

management in utility computing systems. 

 

2.3.1 SLA Management in Utility Computing Systems 

SLA management includes several challenges and in this section we will discuss them as part of 

the steps of the SLA life cycle. 

 

Discover - Service Provider  

In current utility computing environments, especially Grid and Cloud, it is important to 

locate resources that can satisfy consumers’ requirement efficiently and optimally [32]. Such 

computing environments contain a large collection of different types of resources, which are 

distributed worldwide. These resources are owned and operated by various providers with 

heterogeneous administrative policies. Resources or services can join and leave a computing 

environment at any time. Therefore, their status changes dynamically and unpredictably. 

Solutions for service provider discovery problems must efficiently deal with scalability, 

dynamic changes, heterogeneity and autonomous administration.   
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Define - SLA 

Once service providers have been discovered, it is necessary to identify the various elements 

of an SLA that will be signed by agreeing metrics. These elements are called service terms 

and include QoS parameters, the delivery ability of the provider,  the performance target of 

diversity components of user’s workloads, the bounds of guaranted availability and 

performance, the measurement and reporting mechanisms, the cost of the service, the data set 

for renegotiation,  and the penalty terms for SLA violation. In this stage of the SLA lifecycle, 

measurement metrics and definition of each of these elements is done by a negotiation 

process between both parties [16][25].  

 

Other challanges are related to the negotiation process. Firstly, parties may use different 

negotiation protocols or they may not have the common definition of the same service [19]. 

Secondly, service descriptions, in an SLA, must be defined unambiguously and be 

contextually specified by the means of its domain and actor. Therefore, an SLA language 

must allow the parameterisation of service description [43]. Moreover it should allow a high 

degree of flexibility and enable a precise formalisation of what a service guarantee means. 

Another aspect is how to keep SLA definition consistent throughout the entire SLA lifecycle.  

 

Establish - Agreement 

In this step an SLA template is constructed. A template has to include all aspects of SLA 

components. In utility computing environments, to facilitate dynamic, versatile, and adaptive 

IT infrastructures, utility computing systems have to promply  react to environmental 

changes, software failures, and other events which may influence the system’s behavior. 

Therefore, how to manage SLA-based adaptive systems, which exploit self-renegotiation 

after system failure, becomes an open issue [20]. Although most of the works recognise SLA 

negotiation as a key aspect of SLA managemet, recent works only provide little insight on 

how negotiation (especially automated negotiation) can be realised. In generalclients provide 

their QoS requirements; however, given the dynamic and hetergeneous nature of underline 

computing system, it is not trivial for the service providers to reflect or gurantee the quality 

aspects of SLA components in a template. 

 

Monitor - SLA Violation 

SLA violation monitoring begins once an agreement has been established. It plays a critical 

role in determining whether SLOs are achieved or violated. There are three main concerns. 
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Firstly, which party should be in charge of this process? There are two types of SLAs, 

negotiable and non-negotiable. When a non-negotiable SLA is offered, the provider 

administers those portions stipulated in the agreement. In the case of PaaS or IaaS, it is 

usually the responsibility of the consumer’s system administrators to effectively manage the 

residual services specified in the SLA, with some offset expected by the provider to ensure 

basic quality of service [183]. In the case of SaaS, it is the customer who monitors the quality 

of service and SaaS provider will be responsible for the SLA violations, and this 

responsibility might be transferred to the PaaS or IaaS providers if SaaS using their services. 

Secondly, how fairness can be assured between parties. Thirdly, how the boundaries of SLA 

violation are defined. 

 

SLA violation means ‘un-fulfillment’ of service agreement. According to the Principles of 

European Contract Law, the term ‘un-fulfillment’ is defined as defective performance 

(parameter monitored at lower level than agreed), late performance (service delivered at the 

appropriate level but with unjustified delays), and no performance (service not provided at 

all). There are three broad provisioning categories based on the above definition [48]. ‘All-

or-Nothing’ provisioning, characterizes the case in which all SLOs must be satisfied or 

delivered by the provider. ‘Partial’ provisioning identifies some SLOs as mandatory ones, 

and must be met for the successful service delivery by both parties. ‘Weighted Partial’ 

provisioning, is the case in which the “provision of a service meets SLO if it has a weight 

greater than a threshold (defined by the client)” [48].  ‘All-or-Nothing’ provisioning is used 

in most cases of SLA violation monitoring, because violation leads to complete failure and 

negotiation to create a new SLA. An SLA contains mandatory SLOs that must be delivered 

by the provider. Hence, in ‘Partial’ provisioning, all parties assign these SLOs the highest 

priority to reduce violation risk. How much the SLO affects the ‘Business Value’ a measure 

of the importance of a particular SLO term? The more important the violated SLO, the more 

difficult it is to renegotiate the SLA, because any party does not want to lose their 

competitive advantages in the market. 

 

Terminate - SLA 

In terminating a SLA, a key aspect is to decide when it should be terminated, and once 

decided, all associated configuration information is removed from the service systems.  

If the termination is due to a SLA violation, two questions need to be answered, who is the 

party that triggered this activity and what are the consequences of it. 
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Enforce Penalties for SLA Violation 

In order to enforce penalties for SLA violation, penalty clauses are need to be defined. In 

utility computing systems, where consumers and provides are globally distributed, the 

penalty clauses work differently in various countries.  

 

This leads to two problems, which particular clause should be used and whether it is fair for 

both sides. Moreover, due to the different types of violation, the penalty clauses need to be 

comprehensive. Recently, some works used the linear model for penalty enforcement of SLA 

violations in simple contexts [42][63]. The linear model exhibits a poor performance, thus, 

the selection of these best models for SLA violation penalty clauses enforcement is still an 

open problem. 

 

2.3.2 Solutions for SLA Management in Utility Computing Systems 

This section introduces solutions for the problems presented in the previous section.  Six SLA 

management languages and frameworks are analyzed, because they can be used as solutions in 

multiple steps of SLA lifecycle.  

 

SLA Management Frameworks and Languages 

SLA can be represented by specialized languages for easing SLA preparation, automating 

SLA negotiation, adapting services automatically according to SLA terms, and reasoning 

about their composition. In this section we introduce six languages for SLA specification and 

management. Among them, the WS-Agreement and Web Service Level Agreement (WSLA) 

are the most popular and widely used in research and industry. The comparison among all of 

these languages is shown in Table 2.3. 

 

Bilateral Protocol: Venugopal et al. [56] presented a negotiation mechanism for advanced 

resource reservation.  It is a protocol for negotiating SLAs based on Rubinsteins Alternating 

Offers protocol for bargaining between parties. Any party is allowed to modify the proposal 

in order to reach a mutually-agreed contract. The authors implemented this protocol by using 

the Gridbus Broker on the customer’s side and Aneka on the provider’s side. Web services 

enable platform independence, and are therefore used to communicate between consumers 

and providers because the Gridbus Broker is implemented in Java, and Aneka is a .Net based 
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enterprise Grid. The advantage of these high level languages is that they are object oriented 

and web services enable semantic definition. Thus, this protocol supports SLA component 

reuse, and type and semantic definition.  

 

WS-Agreement:  Open Grid Forum (OGF) has defined a standard for the creation and the 

specification of SLAs called Web Services Agreement Specification (WS-Agreement) [12]. 

It is a language and a protocol for establishing, negotiating, and managing agreements on the 

usage of services at runtime between providers and consumers. It uses an XML-based 

language for specifying the nature of an agreement template, which facilitates discovery of 

compatible providers. Its interaction is based on request and response. Moreover, it helps 

parties in exposing their status, so SLA violation can be dynamically managed and verified. 

Originally the language did not support negotiation and currently it has been complemented. 

WS-Agreement Negotiation, which lies on the top of WS-Agreement and describes the 

re/negotiation of the SLA. Its main feature is the robust signaling protocol for the 

negotiation.  

 

Web Service Level Agreement (WSLA): WSLA [40] is a framework developed by IBM to 

specify and monitor SLA for Web Services. It provides a formal XML schema based 

language to express SLAs, and architecture to interpret this language at runtime. It can 

measure, and monitor QoS parameters and report violations to the party. It separates 

monitoring clauses from contractual terms for outsourcing purposes. It provides the 

capability to create new metrics over existing metrics to implement multiple QoS parameters 

[40].  However, the semantic of metrics is not formally defined, hence, there are limitations 

for the creation of new terms base on existing terms.  

 

WSOL: Web Service Offerings Language (WSOL) defines a syntax for service offers’ 

interaction [53]. It provides template instantiation and reuse of definitions. WSOL and 

WSLA support definition of management information and actions, such as violation 

notifications. However, they are not defined by a formal semantic. WSOL and QML (Quality 

Management Language) support type systems allowing the same SLA to be described either 

in abstract or specific values to create a new SLA. The generalization relationships between 

SLAs facilitate definitions of SLA types.  
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SLAng: Skene et al. [55] propose Service Level Agreement Language (SLAng), which uses 

Extensible Markup Language (XML) to define SLAs. It is motivated by the fact that 

federated distributed systems must manage the quality of all aspects of their deployment. 

SLAng is different from other languages and frameworks. Firstly, it defines an SLA 

vocabulary for Internet services. Secondly, its structure is based on the specific industry 

requirement, aiming to provide usable terms. Thirdly, it is modeled using Unified Markup 

Language (UML) and defined according to the behavior of services and consumers involved 

in service usage, unlike other languages, such as WSLA and WSOL, where QoS definition is 

based on metrics. Moreover, it supports third party monitoring schemes. However, it lacks of 

the ability to define management information, such as associated financial terms. Thus, it is 

not suitable for commercial computing environments. 

 

QML: QML [31] define a type system for SLAs, allowing users to define their own 

dimension types. However, it does not support extension of individual defined metrics 

because the exchange of SLAs between parties requires a common understanding of metrics. 

QML defines semantic for both its type system and its notion of SLA conformance. 

 

QUO: It is a CORBA specific framework for QoS adaption based on proxies [43]. It includes 

a quality description language used for describing QoS parameters, adaptations and 

notifications. QUO properties are the response of invoking instrumentation methods on 

remote objects. Like WSLA, no formal constraints are placed on the implementation of these 

methods.  

 

Discover - Service Provider 

In the Grid computing community, Fitzgerald [28] introduced the Monitoring and Discovery 

System, Gong et al. [32] proposed the VEGA Grid Project and also relevant is the work of 

Iamnitchi et al. [35]. 

 

Monitoring and Discovery System (MDS) is the information service described in the Globus 

project [28]. In its architecture, Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) is used as 

directory service, and information stored in information servers are organized in tree 

topology. In utility computing systems, resources’ availability and capability are dynamic in 

nature. However, in MDS, the relationship between information and information servers is 
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static. In addition, service provider’s information is frequently updated in these dynamic 

changing environments, whilst LDAP is not designed for writing and updating information. 

 

VEGA Infrastructure for Resource Discovery (VIRD) has three-level hierarchy architecture. 

The top level is a backbone, which is responsible for the inter-domain resource discovery and 

consists of Border Grid Resource Name Servers (BGRNS). The second level consists of 

several domains and each domain consists of Grid Resource Name Servers (GRNS). The 

third level includes all clients and resource providers. There is no central control in this 

architecture, thus resource providers register themselves to GRNS server within a domain. 

When clients submit requests, GRNS responses to them with requested resources. The 

limitation of this architecture is that it only focuses on the issue of scalability and dynamic 

environmental changes but not on heterogeneity and autonomous administration.  

 

Iamnitchi et al. [35] propose a resource discovery framework using peer-to-peer (P2P) 

technologies in Grids. P2P architecture is fully distributed and all the nodes are equivalent. 

However, one major limitation of their work is that every node has little knowledge about 

resources distribution and their status. Specifically, when there is large number of resource 

types or the work-set is very large, the opportunity for inaccurate results increases, because 

the framework is not able to use history data to accurately discover resources. 

 

Define - SLA and Establish - Agreement 

‘Define – SLA’ and ‘Establish – Agreement’ are two dependent steps, and SLA languages 

facilitate their development. For example, WSLA and WS-Agreement are the most widely 

used languages in these steps. Creation and Monitoring of Agreements (CREMONA) is a 

WS-Agreement framework implemented by IBM [26]. It proposes a Commitment 

Agreement and architecture for the WS-Agreement. All of these agreements are normal WS-

Agreements, following a certain naming convention. This protocol basically aims at solving 

problems related to the creation of agreements on multiple sites. However, it is unable to 

solve limitations when service providers and consumers have different standards, policies, 

and languages during negotiations. For example, if a consumer uses WSLA but a provider 

uses WS-Agreement, the interaction is actually not possible. In order to solve this, Brandic et 

al. [19] proposed a Meta-Negotiation Architecture for SLA-Aware Grid Services based on 

meta-negotiation documents. These documents record supported protocols, document 
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languages, and the prerequisites for starting negotiations and establishing agreements for all 

participants.  

 

SLA-based Resource Management Systems (RMS) have been developed for addressing 

negotiation problems in Grids, for example, Wurman et al. [61] state a set of auction 

parameters and a price-based negotiation platform, which serves as an auction server for 

humans and software agents. Nevertheless, their solution only support one-dimensional 

auction (only focus on price), but not multiple-dimensional auctions, which are important in 

utility computing environments. 
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Table 2.3 Comparison of SLA Management frameworks and Languages 

Name Type  Domain Dynamic 

Establish / 

Management 

Negotiation Metrics Define 

Management 

Actions 

Support 

Reuse 

Provide 

Type 

Systems 

Define 

Semantic 

 

Cope 

with SLA 

lifecycle  

Bilateral 

Protocol 

Java, .Net 

and Web 

Service 

based 

protocol 

Originally 

for resource 

reservation in 

Grids. 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes. Yes Support by 

Web 

Service. 

Step 1 to 

Step 4. 

WS-

Agreement 

XML 

language; 

Framework; 

A protocol 

Any domain Establish and 

manage 

dynamically 

Re/negotiation 

with WS-

Agreement 

Negotiation 

Do not 

define 

specification 

of metrics 

associated 

with 

agreement 

parameters.  

Yes Yes Yes Not 

formally 

defined 

Step 1 to 

step 6 

WSLA Provide 

language; 

Framework; 

runtime 

architecture 

Originally 

for Web 

services 

Establish and 

manage 

dynamically 

Re/negotiation. Allows 

creation of 

new metrics  

Yes Yes NA Not 

formally 

defined  

Step 1 to 

step 6 

QML language Any Domain Yes Yes Allows 

creation of 

new metrics 

Yes Yes Yes, 

allows 

definition 

of new 

Yes Step 1 to 

step 4 
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type 

systems 

WSOL XML Originally 

for Web 

Services 

Yes  Originally do 

not support  

NA Yes Yes  Yes  No Step 1 to 

step 4 

QUO CORBA 

specific 

framework 

Any domain Yes Yes NA Yes Yes Yes No Step 1 to 

step 4 

SLAng XML 

Language  

Originally 

for 

Internet DS 

environment 

NA Yes No 

But based on 

behavior of 

SLA parties 

NA Yes  Yes Yes Step 1 to 

Step 4 
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Monitor - SLA Violation 

Monitoring infrastructures are used to measure the difference between the pre-agreed and 

actual service provision between parties [48]. There are three types of monitoring 

infrastructures, which are trusted third party (TTP), trusted module on the provide side, and 

trusted module on the client side. Nowadays, TTP provides most of functionalities for 

monitoring in most typical situations to detect SLA violation. 

 

Terminate - SLA 

There are two scenarios in which an SLA may be terminated. The first is termination due to 

normal time out. The second one is termination because any party violated its contract terms. 

Normally, in Clouds, this step is conducted by customers and termination typically is caused 

by normal time out or the provider’s SLA violation. Sometimes, providers also terminate 

SLAs depending on the task priorities. If the reason for SLA termination is violation, then the 

‘Enforce Penalties for SLA Violation’ step of the SLA lifecycle has to be applied. This step 

is normally performed manually. 

 

Enforce Penalties for SLA Violation 

A penalty clause can be applied to the party who violates SLA terms. First is a direct 

financial deposit being negotiated and agreed between parties. Second is a decrease in price 

along with the extra compensation for any subsequent interaction. In other words, this option 

is according to the value of loss caused by the violation. In this case, TTP is usually used as a 

mediator. The workflow for this option is that clients transfer their deposit, bond, and any 

other fees into the Third Party’s account, and then if the SLOs have been met, the money is 

paid to provider via TTP. Otherwise, the TTP returns the amount of fees back to the 

consumer as compensation for SLA violations. The SLA violation has two indirect side 

impacts on providers. The first is that consumers use less service from the provider in the 

future. The second is that provider’ reputation decreases and it affects other clients’ willing 

to choose this provider subsequently.  The major indirect influence on consumer is future 

request will be rejected due to bad credit record. 

 

A major issue, in the above discussion, is the variety of laws enforced in different countries. 

This problem can be solved by a ‘choice of law clause’, which indicates expressly which 

country’ laws are applied when a conflict happens between parties. ‘Legal templates’ [27] 

can be used to refine these clauses [48]. 
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2.4 SLA Use Cases in Utility Computing Systems 

Utility computing provides access to on-demand delivery of IT capabilities to the consumer 

according to cost-effective pricing schema. Typically, a resource in a Data Center is idle during 

85% of time [63]. Utility computing provides a way for enterprises to lease this 85% of idle 

resource or to use outsourcing to pay for resources according to their usage. Two approaches of 

utility computing that achieve above goals are Grid and Cloud. In the rest part of this section, we 

present use cases in Grid and Cloud computing environments. 

2.4.1 SLA in Grid Computing Systems 

In this section we introduce the definition of Grid computing, and some recent significant Grid 

computing projects that have focused on SLAs and enabled them in their frameworks. 

 

According to Buyya et al. (2009) “A Grid is a type of parallel and distributed system that enables 

the sharing, selection, and aggregation of geographically distributed ‘autonomous’ resources 

dynamically at runtime depending on their availability, capability, performance, cost, and users’ 

quality-of-service requirements [22].” Grid computing is a paradigm of utility computing, 

typically used for access to NPC and scientific resources, even though it has been also used in the 

industry. 

 

SLA has been adopted in Grid computing, and many Grid projects are SLA oriented. We classify 

them into three categories, which are SLA for business collaboration, SLA for risk assessment, 

and SLA renegotiation supports dynamic changes. 

 

SLA for Business Collaboration: GRIA (The GRIA Project) is a service-oriented infrastructure 

designed to support B2B collaborations across organizational boundaries by providing services. 

The framework includes a service manager with the ability to identify the available resources 

(e.g. CPUs and applications), assign portions of the resources to consumers by SLAs, and charge 

for resource usage. Furthermore, a monitoring service is responsible for monitoring the activity 

of services with respect to agreed SLOs.  

 

The BREIN consortium (The BREIN Project, 2006-2009) defines a business framework 

prototype for electronic business collaborations. Some capabilities of this framework prototype 

include Service Discovery with respect to SLA capabilities, SLA negotiation in a single-round 
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phase, system monitoring and evaluation, and SLA evaluation with respect to the agreed SLA. 

The WSLA/WS-Agreement specifications are suggested for SLAs management. The project 

focuses on dynamic SLAs. This initiative shows that the industry is demonstrating their interest 

in SLA management. 

 

In the work of Joita et al. [37], WS-Agreement specification is used as a basis to conduct 

negotiation between two parties. An agent-based infrastructure takes care of the agreement offer 

made by the requesting party. In this scenario, many one-to-one negotiations are considered in 

order to find the service that best matches the offer. 

 

Risk Assessment: The AssessGrid [15] project focuses on risk management and assessment in 

Grid. It aims at providing service providers with risk assessment tools, which help them to make 

decisions on the suitable SLA offer by assigning, mapping, and associating the risk of failure to 

penalty fees. Similarly, end-users get knowledge about the risk of an SLA violation by a resource 

provider that helps them to make appropriate decisions regarding acceptable costs and penalty 

fees. A broker is the matchmaker between end-users and providers. WS-Agreement-Negotiation 

protocol is responsible for negotiating SLAs with external contractors. 

 

SLA renegotiation supporting dynamic changes: Ludwig et al. [44] propose an extension of 

WS-Agreement allowing a run-time SLA renegotiation. Some modifications are proposed in 

the ’GuaranteeTerm’ section of the agreement schema and a new section is added to define 

possible negotiations, to be agreed by parties before the offer is submitted. The limitation is that 

it does not support run-time renegotiation to adapt dynamic operational and environmental 

changes, because after the agreement’s acceptance, there is no interaction between the provider 

and the consumer. Sakellariou et al. [53] specify the guarantee terms of an agreement as variable 

values rather than fixed values. This work aims at minimizing the number of re-negotiations to 

reach consensus with agreement terms. BabelNet, is a Protocol Description Language for 

automated SLA negotiation, has been proposed [34] to handle multiple-dimensional auctions. 

 

2.4.2 SLA in Cloud Computing 

Cloud computing is a paradigm of service oriented utility computing. In this section we introduce 

a definition of Cloud computing and SLA use cases in industry and academia. Finally, we 

compare SLA usage difference between Cloud computing and traditional web services. 
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Cloud Computing 

Based on the observation of the essence of what Clouds are promising to be, Buyya et al. 

(2009) propose the following definition: “A Cloud is a type of parallel and distributed system 

consisting of a collection of inter-connected and virtualized computers that are dynamically 

provisioned and presented as one or more unified computing resource(s) based on service-

level agreements established through negotiation between the service provider and 

consumer[22].” Hence, Clouds fit well into the definition of utility computing. 

 

Figure 2.6 shows the layered design of Cloud computing architecture. Physical Cloud 

resources along with core middleware capabilities from the bottom for delivering IaaS. The 

user-level middleware aims at providing PaaS capabilities. The top layer focuses on 

application services (SaaS) by making use of services provided by the lower layer services. 

PaaS/SaaS services are often provided by 3rd party service providers, who are different from 

IaaS providers [23].  

 

User-Level Applications: this layer includes the software applications, such as social 

computing applications and enterprise applications, which be deployed by PaaS providers 

renting resources from IaaS providers. 

 

Core Middleware: this layer provides runtime environment enabling Capabilities to 

application services built using User-Level Middleware.  Dynamic SLA management, 

Accounting, Monitoring and Billing are examples of core services in this layer. The 

commercial example suit this layer are Google App Engine and Aneka. 

 

System Level: physical resources including physical machines and virtual machines sit in 

this layer. These resources are transparently managed by higher level virtualization services 

and toolkits that allow sharing of their capacity among virtual instances of servers. 
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Figure 2.6 Layered Cloud computing architecture [23] 

 

Use Cases  

In this section, we present industry and academic use cases in Cloud computing 

environments. 

 

Industry Use Cases:  In this section, we present how Cloud providers implement SLA. 

Important parameters are summarized in Table 2.4.  All elements in Table 2.4, are original 

from formal published SLA documents of AmazonEC2 and S3 (IaaS provider), and 

Microsoft Azure
1
 Compute and Storage (IaaS/PaaS provider).   

 

A Characterization of studied systems following the six steps of SLA lifecycle model is 

summarized in Table 2.5. From the users’ perspective, the process of activating SLA 

lifecycle with Amazon and Microsoft is simple because the SLA has been pre-defined by the 

provider. According to SLA lifecycle, the first step is to find the service providers according 

to users’ requirements. For example, users find the provider via searching on the Internet, 

and then explore the providers’ web site for collecting further information. Most Cloud 

service providers offer pre-defined SLA documents. In this case, the second step and third 

step are pre-defined and always be entwined together. The check for SLA violation 

monitoring can be done by third party tools, such as Cloudwatch, Cloudstatus, Monists, 
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Nimsoft. Developers are able to develop their own monitoring systems by taking use of these 

tools.  

 

For what concerns the termination of a SLA we can consider IaaS services as a reference 

example. In this case three scenarios may occur. The normal termination of a SLA is 

constituted by the release of Cloud release of Cloud resources by the user. An SLA can also 

be actively terminated by a provider if the resource usage lasts beyond the predefined expire 

time. A termination with penalty may occur in case the resource is unable to provide 

resources according to the expected Quality of Service. The last step of SLA lifecycle will be 

invoked if any party violates contract terms. Currently most of service providers give service 

credit to customer if they violate SLA. 

 

      Table 2.4 SLA Use Cases of the most famous Cloud Provider and related characteristics in SLAs 

Cloud  

Provider 

Name 

Service Commitment Effective 

Date 

Monthly Uptime 

Percentage (MUP)% 

Service Credits 

Percentage (%) 

Amazon 

AWS EC2 

“AWS will use 

commercially reasonable 

efforts to make Amazon 

EC2 and Amazon EBS each 

available with a Monthly 

Uptime Percentage (defined 

below) of at least 99.95%, in 

each case during any 

monthly billing cycle (the 

“Service Commitment”). In 

the event Amazon EC2 or 

Amazon EBS does not meet 

the Service Commitment, 

you will be eligible to 

receive a Service Credit 

“(AWS EC2 Service Level 

Agreement). 

01 June, 

2013 

99%=<MUP<99.9% 10% 

MUP%<99% 30% 

Amazon “AWS will use 01 June, 99%=<MUP<99.9% 10% 
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AWS S3 commercially reasonable 

efforts to make Amazon S3 

available with a Monthly 

Uptime Percentage (defined 

below) of at least 99.9% 

during any monthly billing 

cycle (the “Service 

Commitment”). In the event 

Amazon S3 does not meet 

the Service Commitment, 

you will be eligible to 

receive a Service Credit as 

described below. “(AWS S3 

Service Level Agreement). 

2013 MUP<99 25% 

Microsoft 

Azure  

“For Cloud Services, we 

guarantee that when you deploy 

two or more role instances in 

different fault and upgrade 

domains, your Internet facing 

roles will have external 

connectivity at least 99.95% of 

the time. 

For all Internet facing Virtual 

Machines that have two or 

more instances deployed in the 

same Availability Set, we 

guarantee you will have 

external connectivity at least 

99.95% of the time.  

For Virtual Network, we 

guarantee a 99.9% Virtual 

Network Gateway availability.” 

(Windows Azure Service Level 

Agreement) 

NA <99.95% 10% 

<99% 25% 

 

1.The formula used to calculate Monthly Connectivity Uptime Percentage (MCUP) is depending on 

Maximum Connectivity Minutest (MCM), Connectivity Downtime (CD) and Maximum Connectivity 

Minutest (MCM). The equation is given as follows MCMCDMCMMCUP  )(    Source:  

Windows Azure Service Level Agreement 
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Table 2.5 From users’ perspective SLA Use Cases of Cloud Provider follows six steps SLA lifecycle 

Cloud 

Service 

Provider 

Service 

Type 

Step 1: 

Discover-Service 

Provider 

Step 2: 

Define-SLA 

Step 3: 

Establish-

Agreement 

Step 4: 

Monitor-SLA 

Violation 

Step 5: 

Terminate- 

SLA 

Step 6: 

Enforce 

Penalties for 

SLA Violation 

Amazon 

EC2 
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Academy Use Cases: In this section, we present SLA-based projects and algorithms as 

academy use cases. 

  

SLA-based Resource Allocation for Data Centers and Cloud Computing Systems: The 

Cloud Computing and Distributed Systems (CLOUDS) Laboratory, at the University of 

Melbourne has proposed the use of market-based resource management to support utility-

based resource management for cluster computing [65][64]. The initial work successfully 

demonstrated that market-based resource allocation strategies are able to deliver better utility 

for users than traditional system-centric strategies. However, early research focused on 

satisfying only two static Quality of Service (QoS) parameters: the deadline for completing a 

service request and the budget that the consumer is willing to pay for completing the request 

before the deadline. In the commercial computing environment, there are other critical QoS 

parameters to consider in a service request, such as reliability and trust/security. In particular, 

QoS requirements cannot be static and need to be dynamically updated over time due to 

continuing changes in business operations and operating environments. 

 

SLA based Management and Scheduling: Lee et al. [42] propose profit-driven SLA based 

scheduling algorithms in Clouds to maximize the profit for service providers. The application 

model used in this work can be classified as SaaS and PaaS. The service types supported by 

their algorithm are dependent services, which mean one sub-service can not start until the 

pre-required services complete. However, their work does not support multiple providers and 

full simulation configuration is not available. We recommend possible future research 

direction is SLA management with multiple providers, since it is required for emerging 

research in InterCloud. We define InterCloud as multiple Cloud providers with peer 

agreement to support collaborative activities. 

 

Several projects in the last years are related at different degrees to the SLA-aware 

management of resources, such as Claudia[176], BonFIRE [179], Optimis [177] and 4CaaSt 

[178]. 

 

Claudia: is a toolkit aims to provide dynamic provision and scalability of services in IaaS 

Clouds. BonFIRE is a European project provides a unified federation environment for 

developers to manage Cloud deployments. In addition, European project 4CaaSt targets to 

provide a platform for the deployment, management and trade of Cloud services. It allows 
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providers to federate their resources in a common marketplace and enables users to compose 

services. However these works neither consider dynamic management of resources nor 

consider QoS parameters, so SLA-based resource management is not in their scope. 

 

Optimis: A European project aimed to enable private Cloud to automatically interact with 

public Cloud providers, optimizing the usage of resources by means of Cloud federation; it 

does scheduling operations by deciding the best provider to host resources. It allows 

specifying requirements at IaaS level and constraints in Cloud services. However, this work 

does not cover SaaS level requirements and only considers cost but not customer satisfaction 

level. 

 

SLA@SOI: The SLA@SOI project has developed a methodology for the SLA-aware 

management of infrastructures and services, and encompasses activities such as dynamic 

service discovery and composition, service monitoring and assessment, infrastructure 

planning and optimization etc. However this project does not consider Cloud computing 

infrastructures as their target platform, and hence it does not account for some specific needs 

of this area. 

 

Cloud-TM [180]:  a European project aimed to provide a data centric PaaS middleware for 

the development of distributed Cloud applications. However, this work does not cover SaaS 

level. The SLA system is based on SLA@SOI. However this project does not cover the PaaS 

and SaaS levels of Cloud computing, and is focused on data centric Cloud applications, 

instead of the general purpose Cloud computing. 

 

PaaSage [181] : another recent European project providing runtime monitoring and dynamic 

adaptation, intelligent metadata retrieval, multi provider support, etc. Although this project 

covers several topics dealing with QoS assessment and dynamic management of resources, it 

does not use SLAs for the definition of resources or QoS requirements, nor cover SaaS Level 

of Cloud computing. 

 

 

SLA related difference between Cloud and Web Service 

In this section we compare the difference between SLAs applied in cloud computing and in 

traditional web services as follows: 
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QoS Parameters: Most web services focus on parameters such as response time, SLA 

violation rate for the task, reliability, availability, levels of user differentiation, and cost of 

service. In Cloud computing more QoS parameters than traditional web services need to be 

considered, for example, energy related QoS, Security related QoS, Privacy related QoS, 

trust related QoS. More than 20 QoS parameters are defined by the SMI (Service 

Management Index) consortium to be used in the industry and academy as standard 

benchmark. 

 

Automation: The whole process of SLA negotiation and provisioning, service delivery and 

monitoring need to be automated for highly dynamic and scalable service consumption. 

Researches in traditional web services explored this topic, for example, Jin L.J et al [36] 

proposed a model for SLA analysis of Web Services. Nevertheless, SLA automation is a 

rapidly growing area in Cloud computing. In fact there are some research projects starting to 

focus on it, such as CLOUDS Lab at the University of Melbourne and SLA@SOI.  

 

Resource Allocation: SLA oriented resource allocation in Cloud computing is possible 

different from allocation in traditional web services, because web services have a Universal 

Description Discovery and Integration (UDDI) for advertising and discovering between web 

services. However, in Clouds, resources are allocated and distributed globally without central 

directory, so the strategy and architecture for SLA based resource allocation in such 

environment are different from traditional web services.  

 

2.5 Open Problems 

SLA management must provide ways for reliable provisioning of services, monitoring of SLA 

violations and detection of any potential performance decrease during service execution [41][45]. 

The goal of SLA management is to establish a scalable and automatic SLA management 

framework for automatically adapting to dynamic environmental changes by considering 

multiple QoS parameters.  In addition, an SLA has to be suitable for multiple domains with 

heterogeneous resources. The VIRD architecture is a three-level hierarchy focused on scalability. 

Wurman et al. [61] state a set of auction parameters and price-based negotiation platform. 

Nevertheless, this solution only supports one-dimensional auction, thus could not handle 
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multiple-dimensional auctions, which are important in utility computing environments. Recently, 

BabelNet handles multiple-dimensional auctions.   

 

Nevertheless, somehow consumers still need to be involved in the management process to some 

extent. Moreover, multiple QoS parameters have been investigated by CLOUDS Lab’s initial 

work. Whilst that work only focused on the most common QoS parameters (price and deadline), 

there are other critical QoS parameters that should be considered in a service request, such as 

reliability and trust/security. In particular, QoS parameters are must be updated dynamically over 

time due to continuing changes in business operations environments. Thus, multiple QoS 

parameters should be investigated in the future research work.  

 

More specifically, there are some open challenges for SLA-based resource management. First 

and foremost, different SLA negotiation protocols and processes constraint the negotiation for 

establishing SLAs, the modification of an implemented SLA, and SLA negotiation between 

distinct administrative domains. Second, the SLA has to be established between providers and 

consumers from different end-to-end viewpoint. For example, if the system service has been 

outsourced from one provider to another, there should be SLA agreement between them as well. 

Similar to Business to Consumer (B2C) models and Business to Business (B2B) models, there 

will be different types of SLAs that needs to be established depending on entities involved.. 

Third, admission control policies, because decision on which user request to accept affects the 

performance, profit, and reputation of the resource provider. Moreover, the resource allocation 

management has to be considered carefully, because it addresses which resource is best suitable 

for current admitted requests from both parties’ point of view. In addition, management of QoS 

metrics, different parties using different parameters, and the failure management become a 

challenge especially for the automatic handling, such as cause analysis and automatic problem 

resolution. We can also mention, performance forecast management is another open question in 

utility computing environments because it enables the recommendation for performance 

improvement. 

 

2.6 Summary 

This chapter presented the literature survey, issues and solutions of SLA management in utility 

computing systems and how SLAs have been used in these systems. An SLA is a formal contract 

between service providers and consumers to guarantee that the service quality is delivered to 
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satisfy pre-agreed consumers’ expectations. SLA management is important in utility computing 

systems because it helps to improve the CSL and to define clear relationship between business 

parties. In this chapter, we summarized the main fundamental concepts of SLA and analyzed two 

types of SLA lifecycle. One is the three phase high level lifecycle, which includes creation phase, 

operation phase and removal phase; the other is more specific lifecycle including six steps, which 

are ‘discover-service provider’, ‘define-SLA elements’, ‘establish-agreement’, ‘monitor-SLA 

violation’, ‘terminate-SLA’ and ‘SLA violation control’. The second type of lifecycle is more 

comprehensive, and introduces the characterization of SLA violation that is a foundation in 

utility computing environments where services are consumed on a pay-as-you-go basis. 

 

The analysis carried out in this chapter identified four major goals in case of SLA-based utility 

computing. First, supporting customer-driven service management based on customer profiles 

and requested service requirements. Second, defining computational risk management tactics to 

identify and manage risks involved in the execution of applications with regards to service 

requirements and customer needs. Third, deriving appropriate market-based resource 

management strategies encompassing customer-driven service management to sustain SLA-based 

resource allocation. Fourth, how to incorporate adaptive resource management models and 

dynamic changes in service requirements in order to satisfy both new service demands and 

existing service obligations.  

 

To achieve these goals, the main challenges and solutions of SLA-based resource management in 

utility computing environments are discussed by following the steps of SLA lifecycle. In the 

‘discover-service provider’, the main issues are scalability, dynamic changes, heterogeneity, and 

autonomous administration. Some architectures and algorithms have been proposed to cope with 

them, such as the MDS and VIRD architectures. To design an automatic negotiation framework 

is a challenge during the ‘define-SLA’ and ‘establish- agreement’ steps, because two parties need 

to negotiate before they agree on the terms to be included in SLAs. SLA frameworks and 

languages are used as solutions. Currently, the most widely used languages are WSLA and WS-

Agreement. However, there are not many effective solutions for the automatic negotiation 

framework for SLA-based resource management. Thus, the automatic negotiation is still an open 

issue. Regarding the ‘monitor SLA violation’ step, the most popular solution is using Third Party 

(TTP) who provides most of functionalities for monitoring a service in most typical situations to 

detect SLA violations. The main issues for the last two steps ‘terminate SLA’ and ‘enforce 

penalties for SLA violation’, are automatic failure management, such as cause analysis, penalty 
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clauses invocation, and automatic failure resolution. Some penalty strategies were presented. 

However, resource management with penalty model and automatic problem resolution still are 

open challenges and more investigation is needed in the future. 

 

In conclusion, SLA in utility computing systems is a rapidly moving target although some works 

have been explored in the past. The rest of this thesis will explore three major challenges listed in 

the Chapter 1. In addition, the next chapter will investigate admission control and scheduling 

algorithms for SaaS providers to effectively utilise public Cloud resources to maximize profit by 

minimizing cost and improving customer satisfaction level. 
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3 SLA-based Admission Control for Software-as-

a-Service Providers 
 

 

 

 

 

This chapter presents innovative admission control and scheduling algorithms for SaaS providers 

to effectively utilise heterogeneous Cloud resources to maximize profit by minimizing cost and 

enlarging market share by accepting more user requests while minimizing the SLA violations for 

existing customers. Then, an extensive evaluation study is conducted to analyse which algorithm 

suits best in which scenario to achieve SaaS (Software-as-a-Service) providers’ objectives. 

Simulation results show that our proposed algorithms provide substantial improvement (up to 

40% cost saving) over reference ones across all ranges of variation in QoS parameters. 

 

3.1 Introduction 

 

The general objective of SaaS providers is to maximize profit and enlarge market share. To 

maximize profit, SaaS (Software-as-a-Service) providers need to minimize the infrastructure cost, 

administration operation cost and penalty cost caused by SLA violations. Market share can be 

enlarged by accepting more user requests, which also increases the profit. Market share can also 

be improved by satisfying more customers. To satisfy the customer, SaaS providers need to 

guarantee Quality of Service (QoS) specified in SLAs. 

 

In general, SaaS providers utilize internal resources of its data centres or rent resources from a 

specific IaaS provider. For example, Saleforce.com [102] hosts resources but Animoto rents 

resources from Amazon EC2 [92]. In-house hosting can generate administration and maintenance 

cost while renting resources from a single IaaS provider can impact the service quality offered to 

SaaS customers due to the variable performance [103].  
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To overcome the above limitations, multiple IaaS providers and admission control are considered 

in this chapter. Procuring from multiple IaaS providers brings huge amount of resources, various 

price schemas, and flexible resource performance to satisfy Service Level Objectives, which are 

items specified in Service Level Agreement (SLA). Admission control has been used as a general 

mechanism to avoid overloading of resources and SLA satisfaction [2]. However, current SaaS 

providers do not have admission control and how they conduct scheduling is not publicly known. 

Therefore, the following questions need to be answered to allow efficient use of resources in the 

context of SaaS providers using multiple resources from IaaS providers, where resources can be 

dynamically expanded and contracted on demand: 

 Can a new user request be accepted without impacting accepted requests? 

 How to map various user requests with different QoS parameters to VMs?  

 What available resource should the request be assigned to? Or should a new VM be 

initiated to support the new user request?  

 

This chapter provides answers to the above questions by proposing an innovative cost-effective 

admission control and scheduling algorithms to maximize the SaaS provider’s profit and CSL. Our 

proposed solutions are able to maximize the number of accepted users through the efficient 

placement of requests on VMs leased from multiple IaaS providers. We take into account various 

customer’s QoS requirements and infrastructure heterogeneity. The key contributions of this 

chapter are twofold: 1) it proposes the system and mathematical models for SaaS providers to 

satisfy customers; and 2) it proposes three innovative admission control and scheduling 

algorithms for profit and market share maximization by accepting as many new user requests as 

possible with guaranteed SLA and minimized cost. 

 

3.2 System Model 

In this section, we introduce a model, which consists of actors and ‘admission control and 

scheduling’ system (as depicted in Figure 3.1). The actors are users/customers, SaaS providers, 

and IaaS providers. The system consists of application layer and platform layer functions. Take 

Animoto.com as an example of SaaS provider, who leases video generation software to users. 

There are three steps for users to generate video using Animoto.com: 1) upload pictures or videos; 

2) select themes, music and styles for the video; 3) download or share the video. In this example, 

customers expect video to be generated within deadline and budget. We extended this application 

model by focusing more on customer requirements satisfaction. Thus, users request the software 
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service from a SaaS provider by submitting their QoS requirements, such as service deadline and 

budget.  The QoS model considered is adapted from utility models proposed in previous work [6]. 

In general, budget is computed by clients through own their market research and strategic plans. 

The platform layer uses admission control to interpret and analyse the user’s QoS parameters and 

decides whether to accept or reject the request based on the capability, availability and price of 

VMs. Then, the scheduling component is responsible for allocating resources based on admission 

control decision. Furthermore, in this section we design two SLA layers with both users and 

resource providers, which are SLA (U) and SLA (R) respectively. 

3.2.1 Actors 

The participating actors involved in the process are discussed below along with their objectives 

and constraints: 

User 

On users’ side, a request for application is sent to a SaaS provider’s application layer with 

QoS constraints, such as, deadline, budget and penalty rate. Then, the platform layer utilizes 

the ‘admission control and scheduling’ algorithms to admit or reject this request. If the request 

can be accepted, a formal agreement (SLA) is signed between both parties to guarantee the 

QoS requirements. SLA with Users – SLA (U) includes the following properties: 

 Deadline: Maximum time user would like to wait for the result. 

 Budget: How much user is willing to pay for the requested services. 

 Penalty Rate Ratio: A ratio for consumers’ compensation if the SaaS provider misses the 

deadline.  

 Input File Size: The size of input file provided by users. Users upload the file, and the size is 

calculated by the application layer function. 

 Request Length: How many Millions of Instructions (MI) are required to be executed to 

serve the request? This value is predefined in the SLA (U) by the SaaS provider. 
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Figure 3.1 A high level system model for application service scalability for in IaaS providers. 

 

SaaS provider 

A SaaS provider rents resources from IaaS providers and leases software as services to users. 

SaaS providers aim at minimizing their operational cost by efficiently using resources from 

IaaS providers, and improving CSL by satisfying SLAs, which are used to guarantee QoS 

requirements of accepted users. From SaaS provider’s point of view, there are two layers of 

SLA with both users and resource providers, which are described in Section A and Section C. 

It is important to establish two SLA layers, because SLA with user can help the SaaS provider 

to improve the CSL by gaining users’ trust of the QoS; SLA with resource providers can 

enforce resource providers to deliver the satisfied service. If any participants in the contract 

violate its terms, the defaulter has to pay for the penalty according to the clauses defined in the 

SLA. 

  

IaaS Provider 

An IaaS resource provider (RP), offers VMs to SaaS providers and is responsible for 

dispatching VM images to run on their physical resources. The platform layer of SaaS 
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provider uses VM images to create instances. It is important to establish SLA with a resource 

provider – SLA (R), because it enforces the resource provider to guarantee service quality. 

Furthermore, it provides a risk transfer for SaaS providers, when the terms are violated by 

resource provider. In this work, we do not consider the compensation given by the resource 

provider because 85% resource providers do not really provide penalty enforcement for SLA 

violation currently [93]. The SLA (R) includes the following properties: 

 Service Initiation Time: How long it takes to deploy a VM. 

 Price: How much a SaaS provider has to pay per hour for using a VM from a 

resource provider? 

 Input Data Transfer Price: How much a SaaS provider has to pay for data transfer 

from local machine (their own machine) to resource provider’s VM. 

 Output Data Transfer Price: How much a SaaS provider has to pay for data 

transfer from resource provider’s VM to local machine? 

 Processing Speed: How fast the VM can process? We use Machine Instruction Per 

Second (MIPS) of a VM as processing speed. 

 Data Transfer Speed: How fast the data is transferred? It depends on the location 

distance and also the network performance. 

3.2.2 Profit Model 

In this section we describe mathematical Equations used in our work. Let assume at a given time 

instant t, I be the number of initiated VMs, and J be the total number of IaaS providers.  Let IaaS 

provider j provides Nj types of VM, where each VM type l has Pjl price. The prices/GB charged 

for data transfer-in and –out by the IaaS provider j are inPrij and outPrij
  
respectively.  Let (iniTijl)  

be the time taken for initiating VM i of type l from provider j. 

 

Let a new user submit a service request at submission time subT
new

 to the SaaS Provider. The new 

user offers a maximum price B
new

 (Budget) to SaaS provider with deadline DL
new 

and Penalty 

Rate β
new

. Let  inDS
new

   and outDS
new

  be the user requests required transfer in and transfer out 

data.  

 

Let  Costijl
new

 be the total cost incurred to the SaaS provider by processing the user request on  

VM i of type l uses resource provider j. Then, the profit Profijl
new

 gained by the SaaS provider is 

defined as:   
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new

ijl

newnew

ijl CostB Prof jNlJjIi  ,,                                     (3.1)  

The total cost incurred to SaaS provider for accepting the new request consists of request’s 

processing cost (PCijl
new

), data transfer cost (DTCjl
new

), VM initiation cost (ICijl
new

), and penalty 

delay cost (PDCijl
new

) (to compensate for miss deadline).  Thus, the total cost is given by 

processing the request on VM i of type l on IaaS provider j. 

                    
new

ij

new

ijl

new

jl

new

ijl

new

ijl PDCICDTCPCCost  jNlJjIi  ,,
                     

(3.2) 

The processing cost (PCijl
new

) for serving the request is dependent on the new request’s 

processing time (procTijl
new

) and hourly price of VMil offered by IaaS provider j .  Thus, PCijl
new

 is 

given as: 

                                jjl

new

ijl

new

ijl NlJjIiPprocTPC  ,,,
                               (3.3)

 

Data transfer cost as described in Equation (3.4) includes cost for both data-in and data-out.  

               jl

new

jl

newnew

jl ioutoutDSiininDSDTC PrPr  
jNlJj  ,

                   
(3.4) 

The initiation cost (ICij
new

) of VM i (type l) is dependent on the type of VM initiated in the data 

center of IaaS provider  j. 

                                  jjlij

new

ijl NlJjIiPiniTIC  ,,,                                       (3.5) 

In Equation (3.6), penalty delay cost (PDCij
new

) is how much the service provider has to give 

discount to users for SLA(U) violation. It is dependent on the penalty rate (β
new

) and penalty 

delay time (PDTijl
new

) period. We model the SLA violation penalty as linear function which is 

similar to other related works [65][48][68]. 

                              
new

ijl

newnew

ijl PDTPDC  
jNlJjIi  ,,                                  (3.6) 

To process any new request, SaaS provider either can allocate a new VM or schedule the request 

on an already initiated VM. If service provider schedules the new request on an already initiated 

VMi, the new request has to wait until VM  i becomes available. The time for which the new 

request has to wait until it starts processing on VM i is 


K
k

ijl
k

procT
1

 , where K is the number of 

request yet to be processed before the new request. Thus, PDTljl
new

  is given by: 

                    
    {

,

1

new
K

k

ijl DL
new

ijl
procT

k
procTt 


                                

        
                  

                                

                 (3.7) 

DTTijl
new

 is the data transfer time which is the summation of time taken to upload the input 

(inDTill
new

)  and download the output data (outDTijl
new

) from the VM il on IaaS Provider j.  The 

data transfer time is given by:  
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new

ijl

new

ijl

new

ijl outDTinDTDTT  jNlJjIi  ,,                               (3.8) 

Thus, the response time (Tijl
new

) for the new request to be processed on VMil  of IaaS Provider j is 

calculated in Equation (3.9) and consists of VM initiation time (iniTijl
new

), request’s service 

processing time (procTijl
new

), data transfer time (DTTijl
new

), and penalty delay time (PDTijl
new

).  

                             
    {

,

1

new

ijl
procT

k
procT

K
k

ijl


                               

        
                  

                          

                             (3.9) 

The investment return (retijl
new

) to accept new user request per hour on a particular VM il on IaaS 

Provider j is calculated based on the profit (profijl
new

) and response time (Tijl
new

):  

                                       
new

ijl

new

ijlnew

ijl
T

prof
ret  jNlJjIi  ,,                                         (3.10) 

3.3 Algorithms and Strategies 

In this section, we present four strategies to analyse whether a new request can be accepted or not 

based on the QoS requirements and resource capabilities. Then, we propose three algorithms 

utilizing these strategies to allocate resources. In each algorithm, the admission control uses 

different strategies to decide which user requests to accept in order to cause minimal performance 

impact, avoiding SLA penalties that decrease SaaS provider’s profit. The scheduling part of the 

algorithms determines where and which type of VM will be used by incorporating the 

heterogeneity of IaaS providers in terms of their price, service initiation time, and data transfer 

time. 

3.3.1 Strategies 

In this section, we describe four strategies for request acceptance: a) initiate new VM, b) queue 

up the new user request at the end of scheduling queue of a VM, c) insert (prioritize) the 

new user request at the proper position before the accepted user requests and, d) delay the 

new user request to wait all accepted users to finish. Inputs of all strategies are QoS 

parameters of the new request and resource providers’ related information. Outputs of all 

strategies are admission control and scheduling related information, for example, which VM and 

in which resource provider the request can be scheduled. All flow charts in this section are in the 

context of each VM in each resource provider. 

Initiate New VM Strategy 
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Figure 3.2 illustrates the flow chart of “initiate new VM strategy”, which first checks for 

each type of VMs in each resource provider in order to determine whether the deadline of 

new request is long enough comparing to the estimated finish time. The estimated finish time 

depends on the estimated start time, request processing time, and VM initiation time.  

 

If the new request can be completed within the deadline, the investment return is calculated 

(Equation 3.10). If there is value added according to the investment return, and then all 

related information (such as resource provider ID, VM ID, start time and estimated finish 

time) are stored into the potential schedule list. This strategy is represented as 

canInitiateNewVM () in algorithms. 

 

Figure 3.2 Flow Chart of ‘Initiate new VM strategy’ 

Wait Strategy 

Figure 3.3 illustrates the wait strategy, which first verifies each VM in each resource 

provider if the flexible time (fTijl
new

) of the new request is enough to wait all accepted 

requests in vmil to complete. The fTijl
new

 is given by Equation (3.11), in which K indicates 

total number of all accepted requests, I indicates all VMs, J indicates all resource providers, l 

indicates VM type, and Nj indicates all VM types provided by resource provider j. 

          



 
K

newk

ijl

new

k
procTDLfT subTnew

ijl
1

jNlKkJjIi  ,,,              (3.11)  

If new request can wait for all accepted requests to complete, and then the investment return 

is calculated and the remaining steps are the same as those in initiate new VM strategy. This 

strategy is called as canWait () in algorithms.  

Request can complete 

within deadline

Store Related Info. Return True

Return False

Calculate Investment Return

Investment Return > 0

No

Yes

Yes

No
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Figure 3.3 Flow Chart of ‘wait strategy’ 

Insert Strategy 

Figure 3.4 shows the flow chart of “insert strategy”, which first checks verifies if any 

accepted request uk according to latest start time in vmil can wait the new request to finish. If 

the flexible time of accepted request (fTijl
k
) is enough to wait for a new user request to be 

completed then the new request is inserted before request k. The fTijl
k 
 indicates the duration 

of request wait time with deadline and it is given by Equation (3.12), in which DL
k 
indicates 

the deadline of accepted request,  k indicates the position of accepted request, and K indicates 

the total number of accepted user requests, l indicates the VM type and Nj indicates all VM 

types provided by resource provider j. 

          

newnew

ijl

K

kn
n

n

ijl

kk subTTprocTDLfTijl 


 ,1

jNlKkJjIi  ,,,            (3.12) 

If there is an already accepted request u
k
 that is able to wait for the new user request to 

complete, the strategy checks if the new request can complete before its deadline. If so, u
new 

gets priority over u
k
, then the algorithm calculates the investment return and the remaining 

steps are the same as those in initiate new VM strategy. This strategy is presented as 

canInsert () in algorithms.  

Request can wait all 

accepted requests to finish
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Figure 3.4 Flow Chart of ‘insert strategy’ 

Penalty Delay Strategy 

Figure 3.5 describes the flow chart of “penalty delay strategy”, which first checks if the new 

user request’s budget is enough to wait for all accepted user requests in vmi to complete after 

its deadline. Equation (3.1) is used to check whether budget is enough to compensate the 

penalty delay loss, and then the investment return is calculated and the remaining steps are 

the same as those in initiate new VM strategy. This strategy is presented as funciton 

canPenaltyDelay() in algorithms. 

 

Figure 3.5 Flow Chart of ‘penalty delay strategy’ 
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3.3.2 Proposed Algorithms 

A service provider can increase the profit by reducing the infrastructure cost, which depends on 

the number and type of initiated VMs in IaaS providers’ data centre. Therefore, our algorithms 

are designed to minimize the number of VMs by maximizing the utilization of already initiated 

VMs. The assumption here is that SaaS provider will offer proper security protection for business 

data, especially when data is copied to VMs that are already created. In this section, based on 

above strategies we propose three algorithms, which are ProfminVM, ProfRS, and ProfPD: 

 Maximizing the profit by minimizing the number of VMs (ProfminVM). 

 Maximizing the profit by rescheduling (ProfRS). 

 Maximizing the profit by exploiting the penalty delay (ProfPD). 

 

Maximizing the Profit by Minimizing the number of VMs (ProfminVM)   

Algorithm 1 describes the ProfminVM algorithm, which involves two main phases: a) 

admission control and b) scheduling.  

 

In admission control phase, the algorithm analyses if the new request can be accepted either 

by queuing it up in an already initiated VM or by initiating a new VM. Hence, firstly, it 

checks if the new request can be queued up by waiting for all accepted requests on any 

initiated VM - using Wait Strategy (Step 3).  If this request cannot wait in any initiated VM, 

then the algorithm checks if it can be accepted by initiating a new VM provided by any IaaS 

provider - using Initiate New VM Strategy (Step 8). If a SaaS provider does not make any 

profit by utilizing already initiated VMs nor by initiating a new VM to accept the request, 

then the algorithm rejects the request (Step 9). Otherwise, the algorithm gets the maximum 

investment return from all of the possible solutions (Step 13). The decision also depends on 

the minimum expected investment return (expInvRetijlnew) of the SaaS provider. If the 

investment return 

new

ijlret
is more than the SaaS provider’s expInvRetijlnew, the algorithm 

accepts the new request (Step 14, 15), otherwise it rejects the request (Step 16, 17). The 

expected investment return ratio w is customized by SaaS providers. The expected 

investment return (expInvRetijlnew) is given by Equation (3.13): 

                            
new

ijl

new
ijlnew

ijl
T

Cost
 expInvRet

jNlJjIi  ,,
                              (3.13) 
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The scheduling phase is the actual resource allocation and scheduling based on the admission 

control result; if the algorithm accepts the new request, the algorithm first finds out in which 

IaaS Provider rpj and which VM vmi a SaaS provider can gain the maximum investment 

return by extracting information from PotentialScheduleList  (Step 20). If the maximum 

investment return is gained by initiating a new VM (Step 22), then the algorithm initiates a 

new VM in the referred resource provider (rpj), and schedule the request to it. Finally, the 

algorithm schedules the new request on the referred VM (vmi)  (Step 23). The time 

complexity of this algorithm is O(KIJ+KI), where K indicates the total number of accepted 

requests, I indicates the total number of initiated matched type of VMs and J indicates the 

number of resource providers.  

 

Algorithm 1. Pseudo-code for ProfminVM algorithm 

Input: New user’s request parameters (unew), expInvRetijnew 

Output: Boolean 

Functions:  

admissionControl( ) {        

 1.               If ( there is any initiated VM )  {     

 2.                  For each vmi in each resource provider rpj { 

 3.                                           If  (! canWait ( unew, vmi ) ) { 

 4.                                                        continue; 

 5.                                            } 

6.                                  } 

 7.                       } 

 8.                     Else If (! canInitiateNew(unew, rpj))  

9.                                          Return reject 

10.                       If (PotentialScheduleList  is empty) 

11.                                           Return reject 

12.                       Else { 

13.                                            Get the max[retijnew, SDij ] in   PotentialScheduleList 

14.                                             If  ( max(retijnew)  ≥  expInvRetijnew  ) 

15.                                                           Return  accept 

16.                                             Else          

17.                                                          Return  reject 

18.                         } 
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19.                    } 

} 

schedule ( )  {           

20.                              Get the [retmaxnew, SDmax ] in  maxRet(PotentialScheduleList)                                 

21.                              If ( SDmax is initiateNewVM)  

22.                                      initiateNewVM in rpj                      

23.                              Schedule the unew in VMmax in  rpmax according to SDmax. 

  } 

 

Maximizing the Profit by Rescheduling (ProfRS) 

In ProfminVM algorithm, a new user request does not get priority over any accepted request. 

This inflexibility affects the profit of a SaaS provider since many urgent and high budget 

requests will be rejected. Thus, ProfRS algorithm reschedules the accepted requests to 

accommodate an urgent and high budget request. The advantage of this algorithm is that a 

SaaS provider accepts more users utilizing initiated VMs to earn more profit. 

 

Algorithm 2 describes ProfRS algorithm. In the admission control phase, the algorithm 

analyses if the new request can be accepted by waiting in an already initiated VM, inserting 

into an initiated VM, or initiating a new VM. Hence, firstly it verify if new request can wait 

all accepted requests in any already initiated VM - invoking Wait Strategy (Step 3). If the 

request cannot wait, then it checks if the new request can be inserted before any accepted 

request in an already initiated VM -using Insert Strategy (Step 4). Otherwise the algorithm 

checks if it can be accepted by initiating a new VM provided by any IaaS provider - using 

Initiate New VM Strategy (Step 5). If a SaaS provider does not make sufficient profit by any 

strategy, the algorithm rejects this user request (Step 10, 11). Otherwise the algorithm gets 

the maximum return from all analysis results (Step 15).  The remaining steps are the same as 

those in ProfminVM  algorithm. The time complexity of this algorithms is O (KIJ+IK
2
), 

where K indicates the total number of accepted requests, I indicates the total number of 

initiated matched type of VMs and J indicates the number of resource providers. 

 

Algorithm 2. Pseudo-code for ProfRS algorithm 

Input: New user’s request parameters (unew), expInvRetij
new 

Output: Boolean 
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Functions:  

admissionControl( ) {        

 1.     If ( there is any initiated VM )  {     

 2.                    For each vmi in each resource provider rpj { 

 3.                                               If  (! canWait ( unew, vmi ) ) { 

 4.                                                         If  (! canInsert ( unew, vmi ) ) { 

 5.                                                                   If  ( ! canInitiateNew(unew, rpj)) { 

 6.                                                                              continue; 

 7.                                                                  } 

 8.                                                         } 

 9.                                               } 

 10.                                             Else If (! canInitiateNew(unew, rpj))  

 11.                                                            Return  reject 

 12.                                   If (PotentialScheduleList  is empty) 

 13.                                                  Return  reject 

 14.                                  Else { 

 15.                                             Get the max[retij
new, SDij ] in    PotentialScheduleList 

 16.                                             If  ( max(retij
new)  ≥  expInvRetij

new ) 

 17.                                                             Return  accept 

 18.                                            Else          

 19.                                                            Return  reject 

 20.                                  } 

  } 

schedule ( )  {           

21.                              Get the [retmax
new, SDmax ] in  maxRet(PotentialScheduleList)                                 

22.                              If ( SDmax is initiateNewVM)  

23.                                      initiateNewVM in rpj                      

24.                              Schedule the unew in VMmax in  rpmax according to SDmax. 

 } 

 

Maximizing the Profit by exploiting penalty delay (ProfPD) 

To further optimize the profit, we design the algorithm ProfPD by considering delaying the 

new requests to accept more requests.  
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Algorithm 3 describes ProfPD algorithm. In the admission control phase, we analyse if the 

new user request can be processed by queuing it up at the end of an already initiated VM, by 

inserting it into an initiated VM, or by initiating a new VM. Hence, firstly the algorithm 

check if the new request can wait all accepted requests to complete in any initiated VM - 

invoking Wait Strategy (Step 3). If the request cannot wait, then it checks if the new request 

can be inserted before any accepted request in any already initiated VM -using Insert 

Strategy (Step 4). Otherwise the algorithm checks if the new request can be accepted by 

initiating a new VM provided by any resource provider - using Initiate New VM Strategy 

(Step 5) or by delaying the new request with penalty compensation - using Penalty Delay 

Strategy (Step 7). If a SaaS provider does not make sufficient profit by any strategy, the 

algorithm rejects the new request (Step 14). Otherwise, the request is accepted and scheduled 

based on the entry in PotentialScheduleList which gives the maximum return (Step 23). The 

rest of the steps are the same as those in ProfminVM. The time complexity of this algorithms 

is O (KIJ+IK
2
), where K indicates the total number of accepted requests, I indicates the total 

number of initiated matched type of VMs and J indicates the number of resource providers. 

 

Algorithm 3. Pseudo-code for ProfPD algorithm 

Input: New user’s request parameters (unew), expInvRetij
new 

Output: Boolean 

Functions:  

admissionControl( ) {        

 1.     If ( there is any initiated VM )  {     

 2.        For each vmi in each resource provider rpj { 

 3.                                                   If  (! canWait ( unew, vmi ) ) { 

 4.                                                          If  (! canInsert ( unew, vmi ) ) { 

 5.                                                                If  (! canInitiateNew(unew, rpj))  

 6.                                                                          continue;                                                              

 7.                                                                If  (! canPenaltyDelay(unew, rpj))  

 8.                                                                         continue;                                

 9.                                                                } 

10.                                                   } 

11.                                   } 

12.                      } 

13.                      Else If (! canInitiateNew(unew, rpj))  
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14.                                      Return  reject 

15.                      If (PotentialScheduleList  is empty) 

16.                                      Return  reject 

17.                      Else {       Get the max[retij
new, SDij ] in  PotentialScheduleList 

18.                                       If  ( max(retij
new)  ≥  expInvRetij

new  ) 

19.                                                      Return  accept 

20.                                       Else          

21.                                                      Return  reject 

22.                                 } 

} 

schedule ( )  {           

23.                              Get the [retmax
new, SDmax ] in  maxRet(PotentialScheduleList)                                 

24.                              If ( SDmax is initiateNewVM)  

25.                                      initiateNewVM in rpj                      

26.                              Schedule the unew in VMmax in  rpmax according to SDmax. 

} 

 

3.4 Performance Evaluation 

In this section, we first explain the reference algorithms and then describe our experiment 

methodology, followed by performance evaluation results, which includes comparison with 

reference algorithms and among our proposed algorithms.  

 

As existing algorithms in the literature are designed to support scenarios different to those 

considered in our work, we are comparing proposed algorithms to reference algorithms exhibiting 

lower and up bounds: MinResTime and StaticGreedy.  

 The MinResTime algorithm selects the IaaS provider where new request can be processed 

with the earliest response time to avoid deadline violation and profit loss, therefore it 

minimizes the response time for users. Thus, it is used to know how fast user requests 

can be served.  

 The StaticGreedy algorithm assumes that all user requests are known at the beginning of 

the scheduling process. In this algorithm, we select the most profitable schedule obtained 

by sorting all the requests either based on Budget or Deadline, and then using ProfPD 

algorithm. Thus, the profit obtained from StaticGreedy algorithm acts as an upper bound 
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of the maximum profit that can be generated. It is clear that assumption taken in 

StaticGreedy algorithm is not possible in reality as all the future requests are not known. 

 

3.4.1 Experimental Methodology 

We use CloudSim [80] as a Cloud environment simulator and implement our algorithms within 

this environment. We observe the performance of the proposed algorithms from both users’ and 

SaaS providers’ perspectives. From users’ perspective, we observe how many requests are 

accepted and how fast user requests are processed (we call it average response time). From SaaS 

providers’ perspective, we observe how much profit they gain and how many VMs they initiate. 

Therefore, we use four performance measurement metrics: total profit, average request response 

time, number of initiated VMs, and number of accepted users. All the parameters from both users’ 

and IaaS providers’ side used in the simulation study are given in following sub-sections:  

 

Users’ side  

We examine our algorithms with 5000 users. From the user side, five parameters (deadline, 

service time, budget, arival rate and penalty rate factor) are varied to evaluate their impact on  

the performance of our proposed algorithms. Request arrival rate follows poisson distribution 

as many previous works [100][101] model arrival rate as poisson distribution. Similar as 

other works, we use a normal distribution to model all parameters (standard deviation 

=(1/2)xmean), because there is no available workload specifiying these parameters. Equation 

3.14 is used to calculate the deadline (DLijl
new

).  is the factor which is used to vary the 

deadline from  “very tight” ( =0.5) to “very relax” ( =2.5). estprocTijl
new

 indicates the new 

service request’s estimated processing time. 

                     
new
ijl

estprocTnew
ijl

estprocTnew
ijl

DL 
 

jNlJjIi  ,,        (3.14) 

 

Service time is estimated based on the Request Length (MI) and the Millions of Instruction 

per Second (PS) of a VM. The mean Request Lengths are selected between 10
6 

MI (“very 

small”) to 5x10
6 
MI (“very large”), while MIPS value for each VM type is fixed.  

 

In common economic models, budget is generated by random numbers [65]. Therefore, we 

follow the same random model for budget, and vary it from “very small” (mean=0.1$) to 

“very large” (mean=1$). We choose budget factor up to 1, because the trend of results does 
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not show any change after 1. Five different types of request arrival rate are used by varying 

the mean from 1000 to 5000 users per second. The penalty rate β (the same as in Equation 

3.1) is modelled by Equation 3.15. It is calculated in terms of how long a user is willing to 

wait (r) in proportion to the deadline when SLA is violated. In order to vary the penalty rate, 

we vary the mean of r from “very small” (4) to “very large” (44). 

                                              rnewDL

newB



 JjIi  ,                                                (3.15) 

 

Resource Providers’ side 

We consider five resouce providers – IaaS providers, which are Amazon EC2[92], 

GoGrid[94], Microsoft Azure[96], RackSpace[95] and IBM[97]. To simulate the effect of 

using different VM types, MIPS ratings are used. Thus, a MIPS value of an equivalent 

processor is assigned to the request processing capability of each VM type. The price schema 

of VMs follows the price schema of GoGrid [94] , Amazon EC2 [92], RackSpace [95], 

Microsoft Azure [96], and IBM [97]. The detail resource characteristics which are used for 

modelling IaaS providers are shown in Table 3.1. The three different types of average VM 

initiation time are used in the experiment, and the mean initiation time varies from 30 

seconds to 15 minutes (standard deviation= (1/2)xmean). The mean of initiation time is 

calculated by conducting real experiments of 60 samples on GoGrid [94] and Amazon EC2 

[92] done for four days (2 week days and 2 weekend days).  

 

3.4.2 Performance Results 

In this section, we first compare our proposed algorithms with reference algorithms by varying 

number of users. Then, the impact of QoS parameters on the performance metrics is evaluated. 

Finally, robustness analysis of our algorithm is presented. All of the results present the average 

obtained by 5 experiment runs. In each experiment we vary one parameter, and others are given 

constant mean vaule. The constant mean, which are used during experiment, are as follows: 

arrival rate=5000 requests/sec, deadline=2*estprocT,  budget=1 $, requst length= 4x10
6 
MI,  and 

penalty rate factor (r) =10.  
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Table 3.1 The summary of resource provider characteristics. 

Provider VM Types VM Price ($/hour) 

Amazon EC2 Small / Large 0.12/0.48 

GoGrid 1 Xeon / 4 Xeon 0.19/0.76 

RackSpace Windows 0.32 

Microsoft Azure Compute 0.12 

IBM VMs 32-bit (Gold) 0.46 

 

Comparison with Reference Algorithms 

To observe the overall performance of our algorithms, we vary the number of users from 

1000 to 5000 without varying other factors such as deadline and budget. Figure 3.6 presents 

the comparison of our proposed algorithms with reference algorithms StaticGreedy and 

MinResTime in terms of the four performance metrics. When the number of user requests 

varies from 1000 to 5000, for each algorithm the total profit and average response time has 

increased, because of more user requests.  

 

Figure 3.6 shows that ProfPD earns 8% less profit (Requests = 5000) for SaaS provider than 

StaticGreedy which is used as the upper bound. That is because in the case of StaticGreedy, 

all the user requests are already known from the beginning to the SaaS provider. The base 

algorithm MinResTime has smaller (two third of StaticGreedy) response time, but earns less 

profit (approximately half of ProfPD). These observations indicate the trade-off between 

response time and profit, which SaaS provider has to manage while scheduling requests.  

 

Figure 3.6a shows that the ProfPD achieves (15%) more profit over ProfRS and (17%) over 

ProfminVM by accepting (10%, 15%) more user requests and initiating (19%, 40%) less 

number of VMs, when number of users changes from 1000 to 5000. When number of users is 

1000 ProfPD earns 4% and 15% more profit over ProfminVM and ProfRS respectively. 

When the user number is increased from 1000 to 5000, the profit difference between ProfPD 

and other two algorithms became larger. This is because when the number of requests 

increased, the number of users being accepted increased by utilizing initiated VMs. If all 

requests are known before scheduling, then StaticGreedy is the best choice for maximizing 

profit, however, in the real Cloud computing market, these are unknown. Therefore, a SaaS 

provider should use ProfPD, however, ProfRS is a better choice for a SaaS provider in 
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comparison with ProfminVM. In addition, the ProfPD is effective in maximizing profit in 

heavy workload situations. 

  

                (a). Total profit                                                       (b). Average response time 

   

      (c).  Number of initiated VMs                                           (d).  Number of accepted users 

Figure 3.6 Overall algorithms’ performance during variation in number of user requests 

 

Figure 3.6b shows that our algorithms’ trends of response time increase from 1000 users to 

5000 users because of increasing in processing of user requests per VM. When there is 

smaller number of requests, the difference between different algorithm’s response times 

becomes significant. For example, with 1000 requests, ProfPD gives users 16% lower 

response time than ProfminVM and ProfRS, and even accept more requests. This is because 

ProfPD scheduled less number of users per VM, thus user’s experience less delay. In other 

scenarios the reason for lower response time is smaller initiation time. ProfminVM provides 

the lowest response time compared to others, because it can serve a new user with new VMs.  

 

Impact of QoS parameters 

In the following sections, we examine various experiments by varying both user and resource 

provider side’s SLA properties to analyse the impact of each parameter.    
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To observe the impact of arrival rate in our algorithms, we vary the arrival rate factor, while 

keeping all other factors such as deadline, budget as the same. All experiments are conducted 

with 5000 user requests. It can be seen from Figure 3.7 that when arrival rate is “very high”, 

the performance of ProfminVM, ProfRS, and ProfPD are affected significantly. The overall 

trend of profit is decreasing and the response time is increasing because when there is more 

user arrival per second, the service capability is decreased due to fewer new VM 

instantiations.  

 

Figure 3.7a shows that the ProfPD achieves the highest profit  (maximum 15% more than 

ProfminVM and ProfRS) by accepting (45%) more users and initiating the least number of 

VMs (19% less than ProfminVM,  28% less than ProfRS) when arrival rate increases from 

“very small” to “very large”. This is because ProfPD accept users with existing machines 

with penalty delay. In the same scenario, ProfminVM and ProfRS achieve similar profit, but 

ProfRS accepts 4% more requests with 13% more VMs than ProfminVM. Therefore, in this 

scenario ProfPD is the best choice for a SaaS provider. However, when arrival rate is “very 

large”, and the number of VM is limited, ProfRS is a better choice compared to ProfminVM 

because although it provides similar profit as ProfminVM, it accepts more requests, leading 

to market share expanding. 

    

                                (a). Total profit                                                              (b). Average response time  

 

      (c).  Number of initiated VMs                                        (d).  Number of accepted users 

      Figure 3.7 Impact of arrival rate variation 
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Figure 3.7b shows that the ProfPD achieves in the smallest response time and accepted more 

number of users with less number of VMs except when arrival rate is very high. Even in the 

case of high arrival rate, the difference between response time from ProfPD and its next 

competitor is just 3%.  ProfminVM and ProfRS have similar response times. However, there 

is a drastic increase in response time when the arrival rate is very high because more requests 

are accepted per VM which delays the processing of requests. It is safe to conclude that even 

considering the response time constraints from users, the first choice for a SaaS provider is 

still the ProfPD. 

 

2) Impact of variation in deadline 

To investigate the impact of deadline in our algorithms, we vary the deadline, while keeping 

all other factors such as arrival rate and budget fixed. Figure 3.8a shows that the ProfPD 

achieved the highest profit (45% over ProfminVM and 41% over ProfRS) by accepting 33% 

more user requests (Figure 3.8d) and initiating 52% less VMs (Fig. 8c)”. In some scenarios, 

ProfminVM provides higher profit than ProfRS, for example, when deadline is “very tight”, 

because ProfRS accepted requests with larger service time, which occupy the space for 

accepting other requests.  

 

              (a). Total profit                                                       (b). Average response time 

 

        (c).  Number of initiated VMs                                     (d).  Number of accepted users 

Figure 3.8 Impact of deadline variation 
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Figure 3.8b shows that when deadline is relaxed, ProfPD results in 4% higher average 

response time than in the case of ProfminVM and ProfRS. The ProfPD has larger response 

time because of the two factors governing response time, i.e., request’s service time and VM 

initiation time. It can be seen from Figure 3.8d that ProfPD always requires less VMs, to 

process more requests. Thus, when service time is comparable to the VM initiation time, the 

response time will be lower. When the VM initiation time is larger than the service time, the 

response time is affected by the number of initiated VMs. 

 

3) Impact of variation in budget 

Figure 3.9 shows variation of budget impacts our algorithms, while keeping all other factors 

such as arrival rate and deadline fixed. Figure 3.9a shows that when budget is varies from 

“very small” to “very large”, in average the total profit by all the algorithms has increased, 

and response time has decreased since less requests are processed using more VMs. From 

Figure 3.9a, it can be observed that ProfPD gains the highest profit for SaaS provider except 

when budget is “large”. In case of scenario when budget is “large”, ProfminVM provides the 

highest profit (20%) over other algorithms by accepting similar number of requests while 

initiating more VMs without penalty delay. This is due to an increase in the Penalty Delay 

Rate (β) (Equation15) with the budget raise. Between ProfminVM and ProfRS, ProfminVM 

provides more profit in all scenarios. Therefore, in this scenario a SaaS provider should 

consider ProfPD, ProfminVM compared with ProfRS.   

 

In the case of response time (Figure 3.9b), ProfPD on average delayed the processing of 

request for the longest time (e.g. 33% bigger response time for “very small” budget scenario) 

even though it processed more user requests and initiated less VMs. However, when budget 

is “large”, the response time provided by ProfminVm is the longest even though it accepts 

similar number of users as ProfPD. This anomaly caused by the contribution of VM initiation 

time which becomes very significant when ProfRS initiated large number of VMs. 
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               (a). Total profit                                                       (b). Average response time 

 

     (c).  Number of initiated VMs                                        (d).  Number of accepted users 

  Figure 3.9 Impact of budget variation 

 

4) Impact of variation in service time 

Figure 3.10 shows how service time impacts our algorithms, while keeping all other factors 

such as arrival rate and deadline as the same. In order to vary the service time, five classes of 

request length (MI) are chosen from “very small” (10
6
MI) to “very large” (5x10

6
MI). 

 

Figure 3.10a shows that the total profit by all algorithms has slightly decreased but response 

time increased rapidly when the request length varies from “very small” to “very large”. 

ProfPD achieves the highest profit among other algorithms. For example, in the case of “very 

large” request length scenario, ProfPD generated about 30% more profit than other 

algorithms by accepting 24% more requests (Figure 3.10d) and initiating 32%  (Figure 

3.10c) less VMs. In addition, ProfminVM and ProfRS achieve similar profit in most of the 

cases. Therefore, the ProfPD is the best solution for any size of requests. 

 

In addition, it can be observed from Fig. 10b that ProfPD provides only a slightly higher 

response time (almost 6%) than others except when the request size is very small. When 
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request size is very small, the response time provided by ProfPD becomes 27% bigger than 

others, because it accepts 63% more user requests with 22% more VMs, leading to more 

requests waiting for processing on each VM.  

 

                    (a). Total profit                                                      (b). Average response time  

          

              (c).  Number of initiated VMs                                       (d).  Number of accepted users 

     Figure 3.10 Impact of request length variation 

 

5) Impact of variation in penalty rate  

In this section, we investigate how penalty rate (β) impacts our algorithms. The penalty rate 

(Equation 3.15) depends on how long user is willing to wait (r), which is defined as penalty 

rate factor in our chapter. Therefore, when the penalty rate factor (r) is large, the penalty rate 

is small. All the results are presented in Figure 3.11. 

 

In can be observed from Figure 3.11 that only ProfPD shows some effect of variation in 

penalty rate since this is the only algorithm which uses Penalty Delay strategy to maximize 

the total profit. The total profit (Figure 3.11a) and average response time (Figure 3.11b) are 

only slightly decreased when the (r) is varied from “very low” to “very high”. In almost all 

scenarios, ProfPD achieves 29% more profit over others by accepting 22% more requests 

and initiating 30% less VMs. In addition, when the penalty rate varies from “very low” to 

very high”, the response time slightly decreased. This is because ProfPD accepts a little bit 
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less requests with similar number of VMs. Thus, the number of requests waiting in each VM 

becomes smaller, leading to faster response time for each request.  

 

               (a). Total profit                                                    (b). Average response time 

 

         (c).  Number of initiated VMs                                       (d).  Number of accepted users 

     Figure 3.11  Impact of penalty rate factor variation 

 

6) Impact of variation in Initiation Time 

In this section, we analyse the variation of initiation time impacts our algorithms. Figure 

3.12a illustrates that with increase in initiation time the total profit achieved by all the 

algorithms decreases slightly while response time has increased a little bit. Due to increase in 

initiation time, the number of initiated VMs (Figure 3.12c) has decreased rapidly due to the 

contribution of initiation time in SaaS providers cost (spending). In all the scenarios, ProfPD 

achieves highest profit over others by accepting 17% more requests (Figure 3.12d) and with 

37% less initiated VMs. Therefore, ProfPD is the best choice for a SaaS provider in this 

scenario. 

 

The response time offered by ProfPD is slightly higher than others in most of cases, because 

it accepted more users with less number of VMs, in other word, a VM required to serve more 

number of users, leading to delay in request processing. The response time of ProfPD is the 

lowest in this scenario; because of large initiation time of VM, the response time is also 
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increased with each initiated VM. However, the contribution to delay in processing of 

requests, due to more number of requests per VM also increases. This leads to higher 

response time in the scenario when the initiation time is “very long”.   

 

                 (a). Total profit                                                     (b). Average response time 

 

     (c).  Number of initiated VMs                                      (d).  Number of accepted users 

     Figure 3.12 Impact of initiation time variation 

  

Robustness Analysis 

In order to evaluate the robustness of our algorithms, we run some experiments by reducing 

the actual performance of VMs in the SLA(R) promised by IaaS providers. This performance 

degradation has been observed by previous research study in Cloud computing environments 

[98]. This experiment is conducted also to justify the inclusion of compensation (penalty) 

clauses in SLAs which is absent in current IaaS providers’ SLAs [93].  We modelled the 

reduced performance using a normal distribution with average variation between mean varies 

0% and 50%. 
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                 (a). Total profit                                                      (b). Average response time 

  

                          (c). Number of initiated VMs                                  (d).  Number of accepted users 

      Figure 3.13 Impact of performance degradation variation 

Figure 3.13 shows that during the degradation of VM performance, the average total profit 

(Figure 3.13a) has reduced 11% and average response time (Figure 3.13b) has doubled with 

the increase in performance degradation of initiated VMs. This is because of the performance 

degradation of VMs has not been accounted in SLA(R). Therefore, a SaaS provider does not 

consider this variation during their scheduling, but it impacts significantly on the total profit 

and average user requests response time. 

 

Two solutions to handle this VMs performance degradation are: first, utilization of the 

penalty clause in SLA(R) to compensate for profit loss; second, considering the degradation 

as a potential risk. Therefore, during the scheduling process a (300 seconds) slack time is 

added in estimated service processing time and it can be seen from Figure 3.14, that the latter 

solution reduces considerably (from 0% to 50%, profit decreased only by 2%). Thus, if there 

is a risk for a SaaS provider to enforce SLA violation with an IaaS provider, an alternative 

solution to reduce risk is by considering a slack time during scheduling. 
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                 (a). Total profit                                                    (b). Average response time  

     

           (c). Number of initiated VMs                    (d).  Number of accepted users 

     Figure 3.14 Impact of performance degradation variation after considering slack time 

 

3.5 Related Work 

Research on market driven resource allocation and admission control has started as early as 1981 

[72][69]. Most of the market-based resource allocation methods are either non-pricing-based [6] or 

designed for fixed number of resources, such as FirstPrice [48] and FirstProfit [70]. In Cloud, IaaS 

providers focusing on maximize profit and many works [89][6][42] proposed market based 

scheduling approaches. For instance, Amazon [92] introduced spot instance way for customers to 

buy those unused resources at bargain prices. This is a way of optimizing resource allocation if 

customers are happy to be terminated at any time. However, our goal is not only to maximize 

profit but also satisfy the SLA agreed with the customer. 

 

At platform category, Projects such as InterCloud [77], Sky Computing [79], and Reservoir [78] 

investigated the technological advancement that is required to aid the deployment of cloud 

services across multiple infrastructure providers. However, research at the SaaS provider level is 

still in its infancy, because many works do not consider maximizing profit and guaranteeing SLA 
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with the leasing scenario from multiple IaaS providers, where resources can be dynamically 

expanded and contracted on demand.  

 

As we focus on developing admission control and scheduling algorithms and strategies for SaaS 

providers in Cloud, we divide related work into two sub-sections: admission control and 

scheduling. 

 

3.5.1 Admission Control  

Yeo and Buyya presented algorithms to handle penalties in order to enhance the utility of the 

cluster based on SLA [65]. Although they have outlined a basic SLA with four parameters in 

cluster environment, multiple resources and multiple QoS parameters from both user and provider 

sides are not explored.  

 

Bichler and Setzer proposed an admission control strategy for media on demand services, where 

the duration of service is fixed [74]. Our approach allows a SaaS provider to specify its expected 

profit ratio according to the cost, for example; the SaaS provider can specify that the service 

request which can increase the profit in 3 times will be accepted. 

 

Islam et al. investigated policies for admission control that consider jobs with deadline constraints 

and response time guarantees [90][91]. The main difference is that they consider parallel jobs 

submitted to a single site, whereas we utilize multiple VM from multiple IaaS providers to serve 

multiple requests. 

 

Jaideep and Varma proposed learning-based admission control in Cloud computing environments 

[67]. Their work focuses on the accuracy of admission control but does not consider software 

service providers’ profit. 

 

Reig G. et al contributed on minimizing the resource consumption by requests and executing them 

before their deadline with a prediction system [86]. Both the works use deadline constraint to 

reject some requests for more efficient scheduling. However, we also consider the profit constraint 

to avoid wastage of resources on low profit requests.  
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3.5.2 Scheduling 

Chun et al. built a prototype cluster of time-sharing CPU usage to serve user requests [75].  A 

market-based approach to solve traffic spikes for hosting Internet applications on Cluster was 

studied by Coleman et al. [76][75].   Lee et al. investigated a profit-driven service request 

scheduling for workflows [42]. These related works focus on scenarios with fixed resources, while 

we focus on scenarios with variable resources.  

 

Liu et al. analysed the problem of maximizing profit in e-commerce environment using web 

service technologies, where the basic distributed system is Cluster [83]. Kumar et al. investigated 

two heuristics, HRED and HRED-T, to minimize business value but they studied only the 

minimization of cost [99]. Garg et al. also proposed time and cost based resource allocation in 

Grids on multiple resources for parallel applications [89]. However, our current study uses 

different QoS parameters, (e.g. penalty rate). In addition, our current study focuses on Clouds, 

where the unit of resource is mostly VM, which may consist of multiple processors. 

 

Menasce et al. proposed a priority schema for requests scheduling based on user status. The 

algorithm assigns higher priority to requests with shopping status during scheduling to improve 

the revenue [84]. Nevertheless, their work is not SLA-based and response time is the only concern. 

 

Xiong et al. focused on SLA-based resource allocation in Cluster computing systems, where QoS 

metrics considered are response time, Cluster utilization, packet loss rate and Cluster availability 

[87]. We consider different QoS parameters (i.e., budget, deadline, and penalty rate), admission 

control and resource allocation, and multiple IaaS providers. Netto et al. considered deadline as 

their only QoS parameter for bag-of-task applications in utility computing systems considering 

multiple providers [88]. Popovici et al. mainly focused on QoS parameters on resource provider’s 

side such as price and offered load [70]. However, our work differs on QoS parameters from both 

users’ and SaaS providers’ point of view, such as budget, deadline, and penalty rate. 

 

In summary, this chapter is unique in the following aspects: 

 The utility function is time-varying by considering dynamic VM deploying time (aka 

initiation time), processing time and data transfer time. 
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 Our strategies adapt to dynamic resource pools and consistently evaluate the profit of adding a 

new instance or removing instances, while most previous work deal with fixed size resource 

pools. 

 

3.6 Summary 

We presented admission control and scheduling algorithms for efficient resource management to 

maximize profit and market share by accepting more profitable user requests with minimum 

number of resources for SaaS providers. Through simulation, we showed that the algorithms 

work well in a number of scenarios. Simulation results show that in average the ProfPD 

algorithm gives the maximum profit (in average save about 40% VM cost) among all proposed 

algorithms in all scenarios varying all types of QoS parameters. If a user request needs fast 

response time, ProfRS and ProfminVM could be chosen depending on the scenario. The summary 

of algorithms and their ability to deal with different scenarios is shown in Table 3.2.  

 

In this work, we assumed that the estimated service time is accurate since existing performance 

estimation techniques (e.g. analytical modelling Error! Reference source not found., empirical, 

and historical data [83]) can be used to predict service times on various types of VMs. However, 

still some error can exist in this estimated service time [98] due to variable VMs’ performance in 

Cloud. The impact of error could be minimized by two strategies: first, considering the penalty 

compensation clause in SLAs with IaaS provider and enforce SLA violation; second, adding 

some slack time during scheduling for preventing risk. 

 

The next chapter generalizes the problem and presents customer requirements-driven algorithms 

to achieve SaaS providers’ objectives by dedicating personalized attention to customers. These 

algorithms take into account customer profiles (such as their credit level) and multiple Key 

Performance Indicator (KPI) criteria.  
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Table 3.2 Summary of heuristics of comparison results (Profit) 

Algorithm Time 

Complexity 

Overall Performance 

Arrival 

Rate 

Deadline Budget Request 

Length 

Penalty 

Rate 

Factor 

VM 

Initiation 

Time 

Data 

Transfer 

ProfminVM O(KIJ+KI) Good (low 

-high) 

Good 

(low-high) 

Good Good 

(very low 

& very 

high) 

No 

effect 

Okay Good 

(very low 

& very 

high) 

ProfRS 

O(KIJ+IK
2
) 

Okay 

(very 

high) 

Okay 

(very 

high) 

Okay 

(very low) 

Okay No 

effect 

Good 

(low-

high) 

Okay 

ProfPD O(KIJ+IK
2
) Best Best Best Best Best Best Best 
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4 SLA-based Resource Provisioning for SaaS 

Applications 
 

 

 

 

This chapter proposes customers’ requirements-driven resource provisioning algorithms to 

achieve SaaS providers' objectives. The proposed provisioning algorithms consider customer 

profiles and providers’ quality parameters (e.g. response time) to handle dynamic changes in 

customer requirements and infrastructure level heterogeneity for SaaS providers that lease 

enterprise software. We also take into account customer-side parameters (such as the proportion 

of upgrade requests), and infrastructure-level parameters (such as the service initiation time) to 

compare algorithms. Simulation results show that our algorithms reduce the total cost up to 54% 

and the number of SLA violations up to 45%, compared with the previously proposed best 

algorithm. 

4.1 Introduction  

Research related to SLA-based cost minimization and Customer Satisfaction Level (CSL) 

maximization for SaaS providers are still in their preliminary stages, and current research on 

Cloud computing [42][6][89] focus mostly on market oriented models for IaaS providers. Many 

authors do not consider customer driven resource management, where resources have to be 

dynamically reallocated according to the customer’s on-demand requirements.  

 

CSL can be reduced by SLA violations while it also can be improved by delivering services better 

than expected. For example, if actual service response time is higher than the one specified in SLA, 

it causes SLA violations and customer will be unsatisfied. On the other hand, if the response time 

is smaller than the one specified in the SLA, the customer satisfaction level will be improved.  

 

This chapter proposes customer driven algorithms to minimize the total cost and maximize CSL 

by resource provisioning. These algorithms also take into account customer profiles (such as their 
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credit level) and multiple Key Performance Indicator (KPI) criteria. A holistic way to quantify the 

customer experience is by considering KPIs from seven categories: Financial, Agility, Assurance, 

Accountability, Security and Privacy, Usability and Performance [115]. To improve a SaaS 

application’s performance quality rating, we consider three KPIs, including one from provider’s 

perspective: cost (part of the Financial category) and two from customers’ perspective: service 

response time (part of the Performance category) and SLA violations (related to Assurance): 

 Cost: the total cost of resource usage including VM and penalty cost.        

 Service response time: how long it takes for users to receive a response.  

 SLA violations: the possibility of SLA violations creates a risk for SaaS providers. In 

this chapter, SLA violations are caused by elapse in the expected response time, and 

whenever a SLA violation occurs, a penalty is charged. 

 

To satisfy customer requests in order to minimize the total cost and SLA violations for SaaS 

providers, the following key questions are addressed: 

 How to manage dynamic customer demands? (such as upgrading from a standard 

product edition to an advanced product edition or  adding more accounts) 

 How to reserve resources by considering the customer profiles and multiple KPI 

criteria? 

 How to map customer requirements to infrastructure level parameters? 

 How to deal with infrastructure level heterogeneity (such as different VM types and 

service initiation time)? 

The key contributions of this chapter are:  

 Design of a resource provisioning model for SaaS Clouds considering customer profiles 

and multiple KPI criteria. These considerations are important for resource reservation 

strategies to improve the CSL.  

 Development of innovative scheduling algorithms to minimize the total cost and 

number of SLA violations. 

 Extensive evaluation of the proposed algorithms with new QoS parameters such as 

credit levels.  
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4.2 System Model 

The SaaS model for serving customers in the Cloud is shown in Figure 4.1. The SaaS provider 

uses a three layered Cloud model, namely the application layer, the platform layer and the 

infrastructure layer, to satisfy the user requests. The application layer manages all the secured 

application services, such as the Customer Relationship Management (CRM) or Enterprise 

Relationship Package (ERP) applications, that are offered to customers by the SaaS provider. The 

platform layer is responsible for application development and deployment (such as Aneka [106], 

Google App Engine [135], Spring framework). In our model, the function of this layer also 

includes mapping and scheduling policies for translating the customer side QoS requirements to 

infrastructure level parameters. The mapping policy considers customer profiles and KPI criteria 

to measure the SaaS provider’s QoS.  

 

The infrastructure layer includes the virtualization VM management services (such as VMWare 

[137], Hyper-V [136]) and controls the actual initiation and termination of VMs resources, which 

can be leased from IaaS providers, such as Amazon EC2, S3 [106] or own private virtualized 

clusters. In both cases, the minimization of the number of VMs will deliver savings for the 

providers.  
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Figure 4.1 A system model of SaaS layer structure 

4.2.1 Actors 

The actors involved in our system model are described below along with their objectives, activities 

and constraints. 

 

SaaS Providers 

SaaS providers lease web-based enterprise software as services to customers. The main 

objective of SaaS providers is to minimize cost and SLA violations. We achieve this objective 

by proposing customer-driven SLA-based resource provisioning algorithms for Web-based 

enterprise applications. In our context, a SaaS service provider X offers CRM or ERP software 

packages with three product editions (for example, Standard, Professional and Enterprise) and 

each product edition with a fixed price. The current SaaS providers, such as ‘Compiere ERP’, 

use a similar service model [107]. In this service model, when a customer Company Y submits 

its ‘first time rent’ request with a product edition (Standard), and additional number of 

accounts, the SaaS provider needs to allocate resources and then provides the login 

information to the customer. Company Y may require an upgrade in their service by adding 
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additional user accounts or an upgrade of the software edition. In this case, sometimes a new 

VM is created and the content from the previous VM is migrated to the new one. In practice, 

the provider has to handle these on-demand customer requests in line with the SLA. The SLA 

properties including the provider’s pre-defined parameters and the customer specified QoS 

parameters are as follows: 

 Product Edition (p): It is defined as the software product package that is offered to 

customers. For example, SaaS X offers Standard, Professional, and Enterprise product 

editions.  

 Request Type (j): This defines the type of customer request, which may be a ‘first time 

rent’ or a ‘service upgrade’ request. ‘First time rent’ means the customer is renting a 

new service from this SaaS provider. A ‘service upgrade’ includes two types of 

upgrade, which are ‘add account’ and ‘upgrade product’. To downgrade a service, first, 

the customer needs to terminate the current contract, and then processing of this 

downgrade request will be treated as a new request. 

 Contract Length (cl): How long the customer is going to use the software service. 

 Number of Accounts (a): The actual number of user accounts that a customer wants to 

create. The maximum number of accounts is related to and restricted by the type of 

product edition. 

 Number of Records (n): The average number of records that a customer is able to 

create for each account during a transaction and this may impact the data transfer time 

during the service upgrade (The value of this parameter is predefined in the SLA). 

 Response Time (respT): It represents the time taken by the provider to process a 

particular customer request. For example, An SLA violation occurs when the actual 

response time is longer than it was defined in the SLA. We consider four types of 

response time: (a) first time renting (ftr) of the service - respT(ftr), (b) upgrading the 

service(upServ) by adding additional accounts (addAcc) - respT(upServ,addAcc) (c) 

upgrading the product (upProd) - respT(upServ,upProd), and (d) the service usage 

(useServ), such as for saving a document (the value of each type of response time is 

different and predefined in the SLA).  

 Penalty Conditions: For each SLA violation the SaaS provider needs to pay a penalty, 

which is based on the delay in the response time to the customer. For each request type 

there is a different penalty (detailed in the cost model on Section 2.2.2). Penalty rate is 

the monetary cost incurred to the provider for unit time delay in serving the customer 

request.  
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The infrastructure layer (Figure 4.1) uses VM images to create instances on their physical 

infrastructure according to mapping decisions. The following infrastructure layer 

properties are important for mapping: 

 VM types (l): The type of VM image that can be initiated. For instance, there may be 

three types of VMs:  large, medium, and small. The three types of VMs have different 

capability to serve different numbers of accounts and records since different requests 

may consume different memory and storage. Therefore, for a particular type of VM, 

price, and the maximum capabilities are listed in Table 4.1. 

 Service Initiation Time (iniT): How long it takes to initialize the service, which 

includes the VM initiation time and application deployment and installation time. 

 Service Processing Time (procT): It is defined as the time taken to process an 

operation of SaaS service. For example, how long it takes to generate a report, or save 

a transaction record.  

 VM Price (VMPrice): How much it costs for the SaaS provider to use a VM for the 

customer request per hour. It includes the physical equipment, power, network and 

administration cost. 

 Data Transfer Time (DTT): How long it takes to transfer one Gb record from one VM 

to another. This depends on the network bandwidth. 

 

Customers 

When customers register on the SaaS provider’s portal, their profile information is gathered. 

In practice, this happens via forms that customers fill during the registration process. To 

categorize customers, high level information such as company size in range is collected.  For 

example, when the number of information workers, who may be the potential users, are 

between 5 to 10. The following items are considered: 

 Company Name (compName): The legally registered trade name. 

 Company Size (compSize): The number of information workers (staffs who may use 

the software service) in the company.   

 Company Type (compType): The classification of a customer’s company based on the 

number of employees and revenue. Customer companies are categorized into three 

divisions, i.e., small, medium, and large. 

 Future Interest Expression (futureInterest): The customer’s expected future upgrade 

requirements. Such as the need for additional user accounts. This allows the SaaS 
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provider to plan for possible offering of discount as it helps them in making resource 

reservation decisions. The provider’s reduced cost due to advance booking is shared 

with customer by offering them a discounted price. Such practice is quite commonly 

used by current industries and service providers. Therefore, we believe that this model 

will work well for Cloud computing. 

 

Moreover, in the service market, there are two types of sales models, which are one off 

and long term relationships. The entire sales process is based on relationship building and 

trust [129]. In addition, the application type we provide is enterprise application, which is 

used as a pay-as-you-go and most of time with the customer repeatedly using the service.  

For instance, Company Y may need to use the invoice and report services only a few 

times a month, but they will use these services repeatedly over the long term. Therefore, 

we focus on the relationship model but not the once off model (e.g. spot pricing).  

 

4.2.2 Mathematical Models 

Customer Profile Model 

Credit Level (creditLevel): It measures the creditability and loyalty of a customer, which 

depends on the value of the company type and credit level factor (Equation 4.1). 

                              creditLevel= compTypeValue                                      (4.1) 

 

The CompTypeValue indicates the company type, which is categorized based on the range of 

company size. In practice, the company size can be verified during the registration identity 

and security verification process. The CompTypeValue for small, medium and large company 

types are 1, 2 and 3 respectively. The reason we use the values 1, 2 and 3 rather than say 10, 

20, 30 or other sets of values, because the trend of other value sets are found to be the same 

during the evaluation. The company type is considered when calculating the credit level, 

because having larger companies as customers adds more value to the SaaS provider’s market 

share. The credit level factor ( ) is determined by the customer’s historical upgrade requests 

and the actual upgrade action.  The actual upgrade is a boolean value. If an actual upgrade 

happened, the actual upgrade is true, and otherwise it is false. The value of actual upgrade 

(actualUpgradeValue) is the actual value, such as number of account, that service upgrades 

requested. The credit level factor (  ) is the ratio of the actualUpgradeValue and 

futureInterestValue (which cannot be 0) (Equation 4.2).  
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(4.2) 

For example, Company Y expresses a future interest to add 2 user accounts before the contract 

expiry date. In this case the future interest is ‘add user accounts’ and the value of the future 

interest (futurInterestValue) is 2. If they do not come back to request more user accounts (the 

actual upgrade is false, and the actualUpgradeValue is 0), its credit level factor ( ) is 0; but 

if it adds one user account (the actual upgrade is true, and the actualUpgradeValue is 1), the 

credit level factor (  ) is 1/2 =0.5 (Equation 4.2). If it adds 3 user accounts (the 

actualUpgradeValue is 3), the credit level factor is 3/2 = 1.5. If there is no history about 

previous actions or user does not specify the future interest value, then   is 0 (in this case the 

‘future interest value’ is not used for new requests). The customers have to specify the future 

interest every time they submit requests. 

 

This model is used to adjust the inaccuracy or ensure information from the customer using the 

actually verified and historical data. However it is necessary for providers to keep gathering 

future interest data from customers, since customers supplied high level “future” expectations/ 

requirements guided in the initial planning and helps resource providers to plan about possible 

incentives they may offer to their “high” value customers. 

  

Cost Model 

Let C be the number of customer requests and c indicates a customer request id. At a given 

time t, a customer submits a service request c to the SaaS provider. The customer specifies a 

product edition, contract length, and number of accounts after agreeing with the pre-defined 

SLA clauses (response time). After the SLA establishment, the SaaS provider will reserve the 

requested software services which are translated at the infrastructure level to match the VM 

capacity. 

 

Let Cost
  
be the total cost incurred to the SaaS provider to serve all customer requests C and as 

described in Equation (4.3). It depends on the VM cost and the penalty cost. 

                                                Cost = VMCost + PenaltyCost
 

 (4.3) 

Let I be the number of initiated VMs, and i indicates the VM id. The VM cost is the total cost 

for all VMs and is expressed by Equation (4.4): 
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The Penalty cost is the total penalty cost for all customer requests C and is expressed by 

Equation (4.5): 

                                  




C
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1
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 (4.5) 

For each VM i, the VM cost depends on the VM price of type l (VMPricel), the time slot when 

the VM is on (si), and the time slot when the VM is off (fi) and the set up time of the VM i (tsi) 

and it is expressed by Equation (4.6): 

                              
)( iiili t ssfVM Pr i ceVM Cos t       LlIi  ,   (4.6) 

Let c’ be the previous request from the same customer. The time spent on a VM set up is 

expressed by Equation (4.7) and it depends on the request type j, VM initiation time iniTi, total 

data transfer time for c’ (totalDTTc’). If j is ‘first time rent’ then the data transfer time is zero. 

Only when j is ‘service upgrade’ and requires data migration, the data transfer time occurs. 

                               tsi = iniTi + totalDTTc’   CcLlIi  ',,   (4.7) 

The total data transfer time depends on the number of accounts ( 'ca ) that previously were 

requested by the same customer, the data records created by previous request c’, the storage 

size per record ( 'crs ) and data transfer time per size ( 'cDTT ). N indicates the total number of 

records and n is the record id. 

                           
'

1
''' c

N

n
ccc DTTrsatotalDTT 



 CcNn  ',  
 (4.8) 

The SLA violation penalty (Penalty) model is similar to the models used in the related 

publications [65][48][68] and is modeled as a linear function. The penalty model is shown in 

Equation (4.9). The constant factor α is used to make sure the minimum penalty is always 

greater than 0. β is the penalty rate and td indicates delay time. β is based on the request type, 

and each type of request incurs the same range of penalty rate. This is a similar model to credit 

card penalty, in which the late payment for a particular type of card will have the same range 

of penalty [132].   

                                                t dPenal t y     (4.9) 
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The penalty function penalizes the service provider by increasing the cost. According to the 

penalty model, the penalty cost equation for each customer request c is depicted as follows 

where the customer request c is of request type j and tdc indicates the delay time for customer 

request c. 

                              cjc tdtPenaltyCos   CcJj  ,  (4.10) 

The delay time td is the variation between the value of the response time defined in the SLA 

and the actual experienced response time. There are four situations in which a penalty delay 

can occur (Table 4.1). If the request type is ‘first time rent’, the delay (violation) can occur 

due to a long service initiation time. If the request type is ‘upgrade service’, the delay can be 

caused by adding accounts or upgrading the product edition. Moreover, during the service 

usage, the delay can be caused by machine performance degradation, which is out of the scope 

of this chapter.  

 

Average performance can be calculated based on a per-user (macroaverage) or per-request 

(microaverage). Macroaverage performance treats all users equally, although some users will 

be more active and generate more traffic than others. In contrast, microaverage performance 

emphasizes the requests made by highly active users. Authors claimed that “we don’t always 

build per-user predictive models. Individual models of behavior require more space, and tend 

to be less accurate because they see less data than a global model. Thus for comparison, we 

will report only per-request average” [139]. In addition, we consider penalties caused by 

service preparation response time which are once-off activities without moving average and 

thus it is based on per-request. 

Table 4.1 The summary of penalty delay time according to request types 

Response Time First Time Rent-ftr Upgrade Service 

Add account-addAcc Upgrade product-upServ 

Defined in SLA respT (ftr) respT(upServ, addAcc) respT (upServ, upPro) 

Actual Time iniT iniT + totalDTT iniT +totalDTT 

 

The service initiation time varies subjected to the physical machine’s capability 

           
ctd      iniTi – respTj                               where,j = first time rent                              

iniTi + totalDTT- respTj    where,j = upgrade service                            (4.11) 
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4.2.3 Mapping of products to resources 

In our work, the infrastructure layer focuses on the VM and the host level. The mapping between a 

host and hosted VMs is depicted in Figure 4.2. Our VM to physical machine ‘Mapping 

configuration’ supports heterogeneous physical machines. Homogeneous physical machines are 

depicted just for easy comparison and presentation of results. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4.2 The summary of mapping between requests and resources 

VM Type VM Capacity and Price Product Edition Max Account # Min Account # 

Small 1 CPU Unit, 2Gb RAM, 

160 G Disk. 

$0.12 per hour 

Standard M 1 

Medium 2 CPU Unit, 4Gb RAM, 

850 G Disk. 

$0.48 per hour 

Standard, Professional 2m m+1 

Large 4 CPU Unit, 8Gb RAM, 

1690 G Disk. 

$0.96 per hour 

Standard, Professional, 

Enterprise 

10m 2m+1 

 

We use a similar record model as ‘Salesforce.com’ to restrict each account to create the maximum 

number of records. This configuration is chosen to avoid/minimize the SLA violations due to 

service response delay. Because the VM performance can degrade after a certain number of VMs 

are hosted on the same server due to using shared resources, such as CPU. An example of a 

mapping strategy between customer requests and VM resources is shown in Table 4.2. 

 

4.2.4 Problem description 

Let a SaaS provider have I VMs initiated in a data center, and C is the number of requests 

currently arriving to the SaaS provider. The SaaS provider charges a fixed service price from 

Small VM Medium VM Large VM 4 small 2 medium 1 large

1 Host

or or

Figure 4.2 Mapping between VMs and a Host 
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customers for an application based on their request parameters. The request parameters include 

request type (j), product edition (p), contract length (cl), and the number of accounts (a). The SaaS 

provider has a dual objective, i.e., minimizing the cost and improving CSL. The objective 

functions and constraint functions are explained below with input parameters and variables: 

Input Parameters 

1. L: Set of VM type. 

2. η: Time-slot size. 

3. I: Set of VM has been initiated from time 0 to time T. T is divided in slots of size η 

4. VMPricel : The cost of VM of type l , l  

5. c: The particular request. The parameter of this request includes the number of accounts, when 

the contract starts, when the contract finishes, which type of request it is, and what type of 

product it is requesting. 

6. C: Set of customer requests received from time 0 to T. 

7. βj: Penalty rate that is associated with request type j. 

8. Al: Maximum number of accounts that can be allocated for VM type l. 

9. ac: The number of accounts requested by request c. 

10.  sc:  The time slot when this customer request contract started. 

11. fc: The time slot when this customer request contract finished. 

Variables 

12. yil = 1,  if  VM i is of type l, otherwise = 0. 

13. zcj : For request c, zcj=1, if request c is of request type j. 

14. fi: The time slot when the VM is off.  

15. si: The time slot when the VM is on.  

16. xcit= 1, if request c is served by VM i at time slot t. 

17. tdc: The time delayed to serve request c. 

18. tsi:  The time spent in setting up the VM i. 

Objective Functions In our model we are interested in minimizing the total cost and SLA 

violations. Consequently, cost minimization can be described by the following function: 

                                   Minimize (Cost) =  VMCost + PenaltyCost (4.12) 

Where  

 (4.13) 
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(4.14) 

In Equation (4.12), the minimization of cost depends on the VM Cost, and Penalty Cost due to 

SLA violations. In Equation (4.13), the VM Cost depends on the type of VM l and the time 

period VM is on, which is calculated by (fi – si). VM Cost is the cost of all initiated VM of type l 

during the time period when the VM is on.  In Equation (4.14), the Penalty Cost depends on the, 

penalty rate βj of request type j and time delayed to serve request c (tdc).   

 

The other objective function is to maximize of the CSL by minimizing the SLA violations, which 

is expressed below: 

Minimize (SLA violations) (4.15) 

The number of SLA violations impacts CSL, so we consider minimizing the number of SLA 

violations as the objective function for maximizing CSL. 

 

Constraints: The SaaS provider needs to ensure that the customer requested product edition, and 

the number of accounts are allocated before a threshold time (refer to Table 4.1) to minimize the 

penalty delay. To this end, we define the following set of constraint functions: 





3

10 l

tll

C

c

ccit yAax  
(4.16) 
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  (4.17) 
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c
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  (4.18) 

 
 


I
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lilcitc Ayxa
0

3

1

)(0  
(4.19) 

The Equation (4.16) restricts the number of accounts requested by all customers on VM i which 

should be within the maximum capability of the VM of type l (the VM capability is listed in 
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Table 4.2).  In Equation (4.17), si represents the minimum time when customer contract started. 

In Equation (4.18), fi represents the max time when customer contract finished. In Equation 

(4.19), the number of accounts (ac) should be less than or equal to the maximum capability of the 

VM of type l, which is serving the customer request c.  

 

The objective functions (4.12) and (4.15) of the SLA based resource provision problem are to 

minimize cost and SLA violations for a SaaS provider. The constraints ensure that the customer 

requirements of an application are met. However, it is difficult to allocate the exact number of 

accounts to a VM to avoid space wastage within the response time, because customer requests 

have different parameters, require different types of VMs, and have dynamic arrival rates [133]. 

Moreover, this problem maps to the 2-dimensional bin-packing problem which is NP-hard [134]  

(proof as below), hence we propose various algorithms to heuristically approximate the optimum. 

Proof of 2-dimensional bin-packing problem 

Definition 1. Let X=( x1, xij, …., xn) be a given list of n items with a value of xij , and B= 

b1, … bm be a finite sequence of m bins each of unit capacity. The 2-dimensional bin-packing 

problem is to assign each xij into a unique bin, with the sum numbers in each bj  not exceeding 

one, such that the total number of used bins is a minimum ( denoted by L*) [43]. 

Proposition 1.The optimization problem described in Equation (13) and (14) is an NP-hard 

problem 

Proof. The proposition can be proven by reducing the problem to the (2-dimensional) bin-

packing problem [43], which is a well-known NP-hard problem. The number of bins m is equal 

to the available N VMs. The dimensions of an application request c consist of two parameters: 

the number of accounts (ac) and the contract length (fc-sc).  However, to serve the request on a 

particular VM depends on these two parameters with objective that total number of VMs is 

minimum. By Definition 1, it is a 2-dimensional bin-packing problem defined by the number of 

accounts and contract length. 

 

4.3 Resource Provisioning Algorithms 

As discussed on the provider side, the main objective of our work is to minimize cost and SLA 

violations using resource provisioning strategies to achieve SaaS providers' objectives. We use the 

best algorithm (ProfminVMMinAvaiSpace) proposed in our previous chapter [114] as a benchmark 

algorithm (renamed to BestFit) and propose two new algorithms: BFResvResource and 

BFReschedReq, which consider customer profiles and provider KPI criteria. 
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4.3.1 Base Algorithm: Maximizing the profit by minimizing the cost by sharing the 

minimim available space VMs (BestFit). 

A SaaS provider can maximize its profit by minimizing the resource cost, which depends on the 

number and type of initiated VMs. Therefore, this algorithm is designed to minimize the number 

of VMs by utilizing the same already initiated one for serving other user requests as well. The 

algorithm avoids SLA violations of existing requests by not allocating new request to the initiated 

VM if the new request can cause an SLA violation to existing customers.   

 

The strategy of this algorithm is illustrated in Figure 4.3, where the gray space indicates 

unavailable space, x axis indicates the id of VM, which has the same VM type and is deployed 

with the same type of product as customer c requested; y axis indicates the number of accounts a 

VM can hold. 

 

Base Algorithm Pseudo-code for BestFit 

Input 

Output 

Functions 

request  c with QoS parameters 

Boolean 

FirstTimeRent (), Upgrade () 
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Request c

First Time Rent (c) 

1 Let p be the product edition and ac be the number of accounts required by request c 

2 Let L be type of VM which can serve c after applying mapping strategy. 

3 Foreach VM i of type ‘l’ from ‘L’ to ‘Large’ 

{    //get list of VMs of type l which can serve the request ‘c’ 

4  Let  vmList=GetVMlist(l, p , ac) 

5  If(vmList is empty) 

6   continue; 

7  Else 

{ 

 

8   Allocate capacity of VMmin with minimum available space in vmList to request c 

9   update the available capacity of VMmin to (VMmin‘s  available capacity – ac) 

Figure 4.3 Best Fit Strategy 
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Customer request c is the input of the algorithm, which includes the request type, product edition, 

and the number of accounts. The algorithm involves two main request types: a) first time rent and 

b) upgrade service.  

 

10   

} 

break; 

 }  

11 If(request c is still not served) 

{ 

12  Initiate a new VM of type L and deploy the product type p on the VM 

13  Allocate capacity of the new VM to request c 

14  

} 

Update the available capacity of  the new VM to (available capacity – ac) 

Upgrade(c) 

1 If (upgrade type is ‘add account’)  

{ 

2  Get  VMil  which is processing the previous request from the same customer as c 

3  If ( VMilhas enough space to serve request c and can guarantee SLA objectives of existing requests) 

{ 

4   

} 

Process request c using VMil 

5  Else 

{ 

6   Let ac’ be the number of account that are already rented by the customer.  

7   Let new ac be the number of more accounts requested by the customer 

8   Using similar process as of the function First Time Rent(c) search a newVMil which can serve request 

with  

( ac’+new ac) accounts 

9 

10 

  

 

} 

Transfer data from VMil to newVMil 

Release the space in old VMil 

 

11 If (upgrade type is‘upgrade service’) 

{    

12  Get the VMil which processed the previous request from the same customer as c 

13  Using similar process as of the function First Time Rent (c) search a  newVMil which can serve the request 

14  Transfer data from VMil to newVMil 

15  

} 

Release the space in old VMil 
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If the request type is ‘first time rent’, the algorithm gets the VM type L using a mapping table 

similar to Table 4.2 (Line 1). Then, it checks and gets the list of all initiated VMs of type L (Line 2) 

that can serve the request ‘c’ (Line 4). If there is no such initiated VM, it will find space in other 

types of VMs which are larger in size (Line 5-6). Otherwise, the request c is assigned to the VM 

from ‘vmList’ that has minimum available space (Line 8). The available capacity of VMmin is 

updated (Line 9-10) (it is illustrated in Figure 4.3). If there is no initiated VM, which can serve the 

request, then it initiates a new VM according to the mapping strategy and deploys the requested 

product on this VM (Line 13).    

 

If the request type is ‘upgrade’, then it checks the type of upgrade. If upgrade type is ‘add 

account’, the algorithm gets the id (i) and type (l) of VM, which has placed the previous request 

from the same customer as c’ (Line 2). If VMil has enough space to place the new request c, the 

algorithm schedules c to VMil  (Line 3, 4). Otherwise, the algorithm searches for a newVMil using a 

similar way as given in First Time Rent (Line 6-8).Then, the algorithm transfers data stored on the 

old VM to the new VM and releases space on the old VM (Line 9, 10). On the other hand, if a 

customer requests an upgrade to a more advanced product edition, the new request is placed to a 

suitable VM by using the First Time Rent() function, and then the customer’s old data is migrated 

to the new VM and the space occupied by the old request on the old VM is released (Lines 11-15). 

The time complexity of this algorithm is O(IK+I), where I represents the total number of initiated 

VMs and K represents the total number of  existing requests. 

 

The “BestFit” algorithm minimizes the number of initiated VMs in order to minimize cost. 

However, the disadvantage is that it can increase the cost in some cases due to delay penalties. For 

example, when a new customer requests to add more accounts on the VM which has been fully 

occupied by other requests, initiating a new VM may be more expensive than the delay penalty. 

4.3.2 Proposed Algorithms 

 Minimizing the cost by minimizing the penalty cost through resource provisioning based 

on the customer’s credit level (BFResvResource). 

 Minimizing the cost by rescheduling the existing requests (BFReschedReq). 

Algorithm 1 : Minimizing the cost by minimizing the penalty cost through resource   provisioning 

based on the customer’s credit level (BFResvResource) 

The base algorithm can cause upgrade penalties in the situations when a customer requests to 

add more accounts and the available space is filled by other requests, because this could 
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trigger the initialization of a new VM. To optimize the cost caused by adding new accounts, 

Algorithm 1 provisions more resources than requested based on the customer’s credit level 

(which is driven by customer’s actual requirements, the credit level is 0 when the request type 

is new). When a request’s credit level is greater than the provider’s expected value, more 

resources will be provisioned in order to minimize the time spent on adding user accounts. 

The algorithm is designed to minimize penalty cost due to the addition of new accounts to the 

system by reserving resources according to the customer requirements (Line 11). Penalty cost 

is caused by SLA violations; therefore the reduction of penalty cost will automatically reduce 

SLA violations. The algorithm also reserves resources according to the historical record and 

customer estimation to reduce VM cost.  Therefore, the total cost (based on VM cost and 

penalty cost) are minimized. 

 

The customers may be unsure about their future interest, so we design two types of 

reservation strategies (dynamic and fixed) to figure out how much resources should be 

reserved. Dynamic reservation (dynamicR) strategy reserves resources for customer request c 

depending on its credit level (creditLevelc), the number of accounts (ac(futureInterest)) 

specified in the future interest and provider’s expected value for credit level (its value is ‘1’ in 

the experiments) using Equation (4.20). Fixed reservation strategy uses a fixed percentage 

(e.g. 20%) customer specified future interest value instead of credit level. 

 

dynamicR  

The ReservationStrategy is depicted in Figure 4.4 (The pattern with horizontal line indicates 

the reserved resources for the same customer; gray space, x axis and y axis are the same as 

Figure 4.3). The other lines are the same as those in the base algorithm. The time complexity 

of this algorithm is O(IK+I), where I represents the total number of initiated VMs and K 

represents the total number of  existing requests. 

 

Figure 4.4 The Reservation Strategy 
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(4.20)        valueexpectedprovider     if    ),(ca  cc lcreditLeverestfutureIntelcreditLeve  

 0,   otherwise         
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Algorithm 1.  Pseudo-code for BFResvResource 

Input 

Output 

Functions: 

request  c with QoS parameters 

Boolean 

FirstTimeRent (), Upgrade () 

First Time Rent (c) 

1 Let p be the product type and  acbe the number of accounts required by request c 

2 Let L be type of VM which can serve c after applying mapping strategy. 

3 Foreach VM i of type ‘l’ from ‘L’ to ‘Large’ 

{ 

4  Let  vmList=GetVMlist(l, p , ac)//get list of VMs of type l which can serve request ‘c’ 

5  If (vmList is empty) 

6   continue; 

7  Else 

{ 

 

8   Allocate capacity of VMmin with minimum available space in vmList to request ‘c’ 

9   CreditLevel = getCreditLevel(Profile Information) 

//get the credit level for request ‘c’ 

10   If (CreditLevel ≥  Threshold) 

11    update the available capacity of VMmin to (VMmin‘s  available capacity – ac(futureInterest)) 

12   Else 

13    update the available capacity of VMmin to (VMmin‘s  available capacity – ac) 

14   

} 

break; 

 }  

15 If (request c is still not served) 

{ 

16  Initiate a new VM of type L and deploy the product type p on the VM 

17  Allocate capacity of the new VM to request c 

18  

} 

 update the available capacity of  the new VM to (available capacity – ac) 

Upgrade(c) 

1 If (upgrade type is ‘add account’)  

{ 

2  Get  VMil  which is processing the previous request from the same customer c 

3  If ( VMil has enough space to serve request c and can guarantee SLA objectives of existing requests) 

{ 

4   

} 

Process request c using VMil 

 

5  Else 

{ 

6   Let ac’ be the number of account that are already rented by the customer.  
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Algorithm 2: Minimizing the cost by rescheduling existing requests. (BFReschedReq). 

Algorithm 1 prevents the penalties caused by adding accounts but does not prevent penalties 

caused by upgrading the product edition. Algorithm 2 further minimizes the product edition 

upgrade penalty by rescheduling accepted requests, which leads to a reduction of SLA 

violations and total cost (Line 11-26).  

 

The strategy of this algorithm is depicted in Figure 4.5 (The pattern with horizontal line 

indicates the reserved resources for the same customer; gray space, x axis and y axis are the 

same as Figure 4.3). The time complexity of this algorithm is O(IK+I
2
) where I represents 

the total number of initiated VMs and K represents the total number of  existing requests. 

 

     Figure 4.5 The Reschedule Strategy 
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7   Let new ac be the number of more accounts requested by the customer 

8   Using similar process as of the function First Time Rent (c) search a  newVMil which can serve 

request with (ac’+new ac) accounts 

9   Transfer data from VMil to newVMil 

10  

 

} 

 

} 

Release the space in old VMil 

 

11 If (upgrade type is ‘upgrade service’) 

{    

12  get the VMil which processed the previous request from the same customer c 

13  Using similar process as of the function First Time Rent (c) search a  newVMil which can serve the 

request 

14  Transfer data from VMil to newVMil 

15  

} 

Release the space in old VMil 
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space of VMi which has served the previous request c’. If the available space of VMi is less 

than the c required and there is an existing request ce, which causes a lower (or zero) penalty 

than the current request c, then request c is scheduled on VMi and the ce is migrated to 

another available and capable VM (Upgrade ( c )). The request ce is rescheduled to the 

cheapest VM. The rest of the lines are the same as those in Algorithm 1 except that Algorithm 

2 does not differentiate VM types, because all VMs are deployed with the full package. 

When the customer requests more accounts than the reserved fixed percentage for upgrade, 

the upgrade function will take care of the exception (Lines 13-26). Briefly, the algorithm 

checks if the current VM has enough available resources to fit the extra accounts. If yes, the 

extra accounts will be allocated to the same VM. If no, we will search for the same type of 

VM with minimum available but enough capability. If there is no suitable VM, Algorithm2 

need to check if a new VM can be initiated. This may require content migration and incurs 

penalty cost.  

Algorithm 2.  Pseudo-code for BFReschedReq 

Input 

Output 

Functions: 

request  c with QoS parameters 

Boolean 

FirstTimeRent (), Upgrade () 

First Time Rent (c) 

1 Let p be the product type and  acbe the number of accounts required by request ‘c’  

4 Let  vmList=GetVMlist(p , ac)//get list of VMs of which can serve request ‘c’ 

5 If (vmList is not empty){ 

8  Allocate capacity of VMmin with minimum available space in vmList to request ‘c’ 

9  

 

CreditLevel = getCreditLevel(Profile Information) 

//get the credit level for request ‘c’ 

10  If (CreditLevel ≥   Threshold ) 

11  update the available capacity of VMmin to (VMmin‘s  available capacity – ac(futureInterest)) 

12  Else  

13   update the available capacity of VMmin to (VMmin‘s  available capacity – ac) 

 }  

14 Else  

{ 

15  Initiate a new VM of type L and deploy the product type p on the VM 

16  Allocate capacity of the new VM to request c 

17  

} 

 Update the available capacity of  the new VM to (available capacity – ac) 

Upgrade(c){ 

1 If (upgrade type is ‘add account’)  

{ 
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2  Get  VMil  which is processing the previous request from the same customer as c 

3  If ( VMil has enough space to serve request c and can guarantee SLA objectives of existing requests) 

{ 

4   

} 

Process request c using VMil 

 

5  Else 

{ 

6   Let ac’ be the number of account that are already rented by the customer.  

7   Let new ac be the number of more accounts requested by the customer 

8   Using similar process as of the function First Time Rent (c) search a  newVMil which can serve request 

with ( ac’+newac) accounts 

9    Transfer data from VMil to newVMil 

10  

 

} 

 

} 

Release the space in old VMil 

 

11 If (upgrade type is ‘upgrade service’) 

{    

12  get the VMil which processed the previous request from the same customer as c 

13  If  ( the available space of VMil is less than request c required in VMil  )  { 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

      If ( migrating c’generates minimum penalty cost || after trying to migrate all requests, 

available space in VMil is still less than request c required) { 

           Find or initiate the VM where new and previous requests generate minimum penalty 

cost    

           Migrate c’ and assign c to the VM found or initiated in last step. 

           Transfer all the data to this VM. 

      } 

20 

21 

22 

23 

 

24 

     Else { 

           Find or initiate the VM where migrating other requests generate  minimum penalty cost       

            Migrate these requests to the VMs found or initiated in last step. 

           Transfer all the data to this VM. 

     } 

     Release the space in old VMil 

 

25 

26 

 

 

 

 } 

Else { 

      Allocate c to VMil;       

} 

 }  
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4.3.3 Lower Bound 

Due to the NP hardness of the SLA-based resource provisioning problem described in the system 

model section, it is difficult to find the optimal solution in polynomial time. Thus, to estimate the 

performance of our algorithms, we present a lower bound for the cost. The lower bound is derived 

from the scenario when we can get the minimum cost in case all requests are allocated to the VM 

to minimize the VM space wastage, penalty cost and number of SLA violations. 

 

The constraint of the request and VM mapping relationship depends on the number of accounts, 

product edition, and request type. For the sole purpose of deriving the lower bound, we relax these 

constraints to minimize the VM space wastage and penalty cost by initiating the large VM to 

deploy and install the full package (e.g. enterprise edition) on them. Take the product edition as an 

example, when the type of the old VM is small, but the customer requests to upgrade product 

edition to enterprise, which requires the VM of type large but the existing large VMs may do not 

have enough space for the new request, which causes the penalty. Because all VMs have the same 

capability, when one VM does not have enough space, we can allocate some accounts to other 

VMs to minimize VM space wastage. In addition, to relax the dynamic request constraint, the 

incoming customer requests are known in advance.  This forms the ideal lower bound scenario, 

where all incoming requests are known in advance without any request constraint. c denotes the 

individual customer request and C denotes the total number of customer requests arrived at time t. 

ac denote the number of accounts requested by customer request c. The maximum number of 

accounts can be accepted by the large VM is defined as M. According to Equation 4.3, the 

equation for lower bound is expressed by: 

Minimize (Cost) =  VMCost + PenaltyCost   ;   Where    PenaltyCost = 0         

PerUnitTimeVMCostlarge =  VMPricelarge × Min(VMlarge)  =
)(10

1

small

C

c c

VM

a



 
   

VMPricelarge  × 
)( arg

1

el

C

c c

VMM

a 
 

(4.21) 

 

(4.22) 

However, this lower bound solution is the ideal solution, whereas in real dynamic and constraint 

Cloud environment we cannot achieve the lower bound but can optimize proposed algorithms to 

be as close as possible to the lower bound. The reason for initiating the large VM to minimize the 

total cost is proved as below. 
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Proof for using large VM in lower bound 

For VM of type l, the base number of accounts can be accepted is m, the VM capability of type l in 

regard to the maximum number of accounts can be accepted is expressed by: 

M (VMl) =  ×m  

(4.23) 

Let I denote the total number of initiated VMs. Let c denotes the individual customer request and 

let C denote the total number of customer requests arrived at time t. Let ac denote the number of 

accounts requested by customer request c. The maximum number of accounts can be accepted by 

the large VM is defined as M. 

The minimum number of VMs required to allocate all requests, Min(VM) can be expressed by: 

                                   Min( lVM )=

 
)(

1

l

C

c c

VMM

a 
 

     (4.24) 

According to the Equation (4.23) and (4.24), the minimum number of VMs required to allocate 

the same number of all requests for the small VM, medium and large VM are expressed by (4.25), 

(4.26) and (4.27): 

 Min( smallVM )=

 
)(

1

mall

C

c c

VMsM

a 
 

(4.25) 

Min( mediumVM )=

 
)(2

1

mall

C

c c

VMsM

a



 
 

(4.26) 

Min( elVM arg )=

 
)(10

1

mall

C

c c

VMsM

a



 
 

(4.27) 

The price cost by using the small, medium and large type VM for initiating minimum number of 

VMs are expressed below: 

VMCostsmall = Min(VMlarge) × 0.12 = 0.12 ×
)(

1

mall

C

c c

VMsM

a 
 

(4.28) 
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VMCostmedium = Min(VMmedium) × 0.48 = 0.48 × 
)(2

1

mall

C

c c

VMsM

a



 
= 0.24×

)(

1

mall

C

c c

VMsM

a 
 

(4.29) 

VMCostlarge = Min(VMlarge) × 0.96 =  
)(10

1

mall

C

c c

VMsM

a



 
× 0.96 = 0.096 × 

)(

1

mall

C

c c

VMsM

a 
 

(4.30) 

Clearly, the above Equations prove that by initiating large VMs the total cost is minimized, when 

the total number of accounts requested is greater than the capability of a large VM. In addition, for 

a SaaS provider the total number of accounts requested by customers should always be greater 

than a large VM’s capability, otherwise it means that this SaaS provider does not have market 

share. Therefore, the lower bound minimize cost is achieved by initiating large VMs to serve all 

requests without space wastage and penalty cost. 

 

4.4 Performance Evaluation 

We present the performance results obtained from an extensive set of experiments comparing the 

proposed algorithms with the best algorithm introduced in our previous chapter [114]. We discuss 

the experiment methodology along with performance metrics and detailed QoS parameters. Our 

analysis of results shows the impact of (1) reservation strategies and (2) QoS parameters: 

customer’s QoS parameters (request arrival rate, proportion of upgrade requests, and credit level) 

and SaaS provider’s parameters (service initiation time and penalty rate).  

4.4.1 Experimental Methodology 

We used CloudSim Toolkit [80] to model and simulate the proposed algorithms for resource 

provisioning. We simulated a data center with 500 physical machines whose configuration 

resembles are Amazon EC2 large image. A number of VMs of different types that are mapped to a 

physical machine is shown in Figure 4.2. Configuration details of three different types of VMs 

(small, medium and large) are given in Table 4.2. The bandwidth of the network connecting 

physical machine is 10 Gb. The general scheduling policy is time shared scheduling. We have 

extended the existing Cloud environment and added our algorithm for SLA-based resource 

provisioning. We model the execution time (i.e. service processing time) based on what  we 

measured from dynamic CRM 4.0 system on a VM with Windows Server 2008R2 OS and 10Gb 

bandwidth over 2 weekdays and a weekend. For an operation of 303 items records, the mean time 
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for query response time was 2.0 second with a standard deviation of 0.2 second. 

 

We observe the performance of the proposed algorithms by considering performance criteria from 

both customers’ and SaaS providers’ perspectives. From customers’ perspective, CSL 

improvement is considered as reducing SLAs violations (from provider’s perspectives this is KPI 

Assurance) and improving service quality (from provider’s perspectives this is KPI Performance) 

in the experiment section. Although in the proposed algorithms only minimization of SLA 

violations is considered. The number of SLA violations is defined as the number of requests which 

experience slower response time than the specified in the SLA. Service Quality Improvement (SQI) 

for an algorithm in the system model is defined as how much faster the actual response time respT 

(actual) than the SLA pre-defined response time respT (SLA). 

SQI = respT(SLA) - respT(actual) (4.23) 

In experiments, how much the response time of a proposed algorithm is faster than the base 

algorithm and is calculated as below: 

ServiceQualityImprov. = SQI ( base algorithm) – SQI (proposed algorithm) (4.24) 

From SaaS providers’ perspective, how much the total cost is reduced by minimizing the number 

of VMs is observed. Therefore, there are four performance measurement metrics: the total cost, 

number of initiated VMs, percentage of SLA violations, and service quality improvement. 

 

In this chapter, experiments are designed from the following three high level considerations: 

1)  Impact of reservation strategies: The credit level is defined by multiple parameters including 

(1) company type, which is based on company size (2) customer actual requirements (3) 

customer expressed future interest. We look into different resource reservation strategies to 

analyse how dynamic (based on credit level) and fixed reservation strategies impact on 

performance metrics. 

2) Impact of QoS parameters: Which algorithm performs better in which situation by varying 

arrival rate, proportion of upgrade requests, credit level, service initiation time and penalty rate? 

3) Performance Analysis under Uncertainty Future Interest Value: To evaluate the performance 

of our algorithms in handling the uncertainty in the future interest value. 

All the parameters used in the simulation study are given in the following sections.  

4.4.2 QoS parameters 

 Customers’ Side 
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From the customers’ side, three parameters (request arrival rate, proportion of upgrade 

requests, and credit level) are varied to evaluate their impact on the performance of our 

proposed algorithms. Requests arrival rate follows a Poisson distribution as suggested by 

previous publications [100][138]. We use a normal distribution (standard deviation = (1/2) x 

mean) to model all parameters, because there is no available workload specifying these 

parameters. 

 

Five different types of request arrival rate are used by varying the mean from 200 to 650 

simulated customers per second. The probability of a customer to have small, medium and 

large company type is equal. 

 

Five different variations in the proportion of upgrade requests are used by varying the mean 

proportion of upgrade requests from 20% to 80%. 

 

Five scenarios varying the proportion of customers having a credit level factor ≥ 1. This 

proportion is varied from 10% to 90% (‘very low’ to ‘very high’ proportion of companies 

having high credit level). 

 

SaaS Providers’ Side 

A SaaS provider offers three product editions (Table 4.2). Due to unavailability of the public 

data of the SaaS provider’s spending on VMs, we have used the price schema of Amazon EC2 

[106] to estimate the cost per hour of using a hosted VM. It is a reasonable assumption, since 

today many SaaS providers lease resources from IaaS providers rather than maintaining their 

own resources. Resource price and capabilities, which are used for modeling VMs, are shown 

in Table 4.2.  

  Five different types of service initiation time (mean value varies from 5 to 15 minutes) 

were used in the experiments. The mean of initiation time is calculated by conducting 

real experiments of 60 samples on Amazon EC2 [106] over four days (2 week days 

and a weekend) by deploying different editions of products.  

 The penalty cost is modelled by Equation (10) and it depends on the request type. The 

mean of penalty rate (β) varies from $3 per second (very low) to $12 per second (very 

high).  
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4.4.3 Results Analysis 

We evaluate our proposed algorithms – BFResvResource and BFReschedReq by examining the 

impact of QoS parameters on the providers’ KPIs. For all results, we present the average obtained 

from 5 experiment runs. In the following sections, we examine various experiments by varying 

both customers’ and SaaS providers’ SLA properties to analyze the impact of each parameter. 

The mean response time which governs SLA violations is set at 5 seconds for ‘first time rent’ 

requests, 10 seconds for ‘upgrade product’ requests and 3 seconds for ‘add account’ requests. 

 

 

(a).  Total Cost 

 

(b).  Number of initiated VMs 

 

(c).  Percentage of  SLA Violations 

 

(d).  Service Quality Improvement 

 Figure 4.6 Impact on reservation strategy during the variation in proportion of customers with high 

credit level 
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strategies are examined by varying the proportion of high credit level customers, for instance, 

20% reservation strategies mean reserve 20% more space during resource reservation.  

 

In Figure 4.6, the variation in credit level (x-axis) indicates the variation in the proportion of 

customers having high credit level. For instance, the ‘very low’ credit level indicates that most 

customers have very low credit level. Fixed (20%) reservation strategy costs the least (about 

20% higher) by utilizing the least number of VMs, but responses slowest (about 60% slower) 

when the credit level is not very low. The dynamic strategy performs the best with respect to 

the response time but costs the most, because it initiates the largest number of VMs, when the 

credit level is high.  

 

In regard to the customer satisfaction level, there are two aspects: (1) how many requests 

experience violations (Figure 4.6c), and (2) the service quality improvement (Figure 4.6d). In 

conclusion, during the service type variation experiments, dynamic reservation gives the best 

service quality improvement, but the fixed reservation saves the most cost. Varying the credit 

level has the greatest impact on the results, although the overall conclusions are the same as 

those obtained from the experiments which varied the other parameters, such as upgrade 

frequency. On the other hand, when the credit level is very low, the dynamic strategy saves 

the largest amount of cost and incurs the smallest number of SLA violations. 

Impact of QoS parameters 

a) Impact of arrival rate variation 
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             (c).  Percentage of  SLA Violations             (d).  Service Quality Improvement  

 

Figure 4.7 Impact of  request arrival rate variation 

In this section, we present the performance results of our proposed algorithms in different 

scenarios. In each experimental scenario, we varied one QoS parameter and set others as 

constant. For instance, the scenario considered for credit level is ‘medium’, which indicates 

the medium proportion of companies with high credit level. The reason for presenting the 

‘medium’ is to minimize the impact of other factors during the evaluation of reservation 

strategies.  For all experiments, only dynamic reservation strategy is used in algorithms, since 

it performs best among other evaluated reservation strategies.  

 

The impact of arrival rate on our algorithms is depicted in Figure 4.7 with the following 

parameter settings: ‘low’ upgrade frequency, ‘low’ initiation time, and ‘medium’ for all rest 

parameters. The lower bound is plotted in line chart. The BFReschedReq is the closest to the 

lower bound, and it is 18 times and 13 times closer than the BFResvResource and the base 

algorithm respectively. 
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                 (c).  Percentage of  SLA Violations                       (d).  Service Quality Improvement  

 

                Figure 4.8 Impact of  proportion of upgrade requests variation 

 

On average, the BFReschedReq performs the best by saving about 50% of the cost and 

reducing 60% of the SLA violations by using approximately half the number of VMs 
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when a large number of concurrent requests arrive, they increase the response time for 
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data and initiating new VMs. In addition, Figure 4.7 a and d show that as the service quality 
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contrast, the total cost that is generated by two proposed algorithms decreases, because less 

number of VMs are initiated by utilizing reserved resources. In the worst case scenario, our 

proposed algorithms deliver results similar or close to the Best-fit algorithm. When the 

proportion of upgrade requests is ‘very low', BFResvResource saves more cost than the 

BFReschedReq, because BFReschedReq uses large VMs, which cost more than the small and 

medium VMs. However, when the proportion of upgrade requests varies from ‘low’ to ‘very 

high’, the BFReschedReq saves cost over the BFResvResource, because BFReschedReq takes 

care of product upgrade penalty (SLA violations) and utilizes less VMs to serve an increasing 

number of product upgrade requests.   

 

To compare with the base algorithm, on average BFReschedReq reduces the cost more than 

27% when the proportion of upgrade requests varies from ‘very low’ to ‘very high’, because 

it initiates about 30% of the number of VMs (Figure 4.8b) and SLA violations reduces to 

about 1% (Figure 4.8c). The overall trend of SLA violations is increasing (Figure 4.8c). 

Nevertheless, when the upgrade frequency varies from ‘low’ to ‘very high’, the 

BFReschedReq causes more SLA violations than the BFResvResource, because the 

BFReschedReq cannot prevent SLA violations caused by product upgrade.  

In regard to the service quality improvement, the BFReschedReq takes more time for 

rescheduling and the BFResvResource provides better service quality, because the 

BFResvResource takes about half of the time than that the BFReschedReq takes to respond to 

the customers’ requests (Figure 4.8d). 

c) Impact of credit level variation 

To investigate the impact of customer profiles, we investigate how the proportion of high 

credit level customers impacts the performance of our algorithms. In Figure 4.9, the variation 

in credit level (x-axis) indicates the variation in the proportion of customers with high credit 

level. Parameter settings are: ‘very high’ value of requests arrival rates, ‘very high’ value of 

upgrade proportion, and ‘medium’ value of all rest parameters. It can be seen from Figure 4.9 

that there is no influence on the base algorithm, which does not consider customer profiles. 

However, our proposed algorithms are affected during the variation of proportion of high 

credit level customers, because our algorithms reserve resources according to the credit level.  

When the proportion of high credit level customers varies from ‘very low’ to ‘very high’, 

proposed algorithms generates less cost than the base algorithm by initiating up to 12% less 

number of VMs (Figure 4.9b) and violating up to 6% less SLA violations (Figure 4.9c). This 

is because the wastage of reserved resources is lower, when the credit level increases. The 
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service quality improvement decreases for both proposed algorithms (Figure 4.9d), because it 

takes longer to serve the same number of requests using fewer VMs. 

 

             (a). Total cost                                                     (b). Number of initiated VMs 

 

                 (c).  Percentage of  SLA Violations                      (d).  Service Quality Improvement  

 

        Figure 4.9 Impact of credit level variation 

 

d) Impact of service initiation time variation  

Figure 4.10 shows how service initiation time variation impacts the SaaS provider’s total 

cost. Parameter settings are: ‘very high’ value of requests arrival rate, and ‘medium’ value of 

all rest parameters. When the initiation time varies from ‘very short’ to ‘very long’, the trend 

of the total cost generated by all algorithms increases about 1.5 times, because it causes 

penalty delays (SLA violations) resulted in new service initiation. The base algorithm is 

affected more when service initiation time varies from ‘long’ to ‘very long’, because it 

initiates more VMs. The service quality improvement falls down during the enlargement of 

service initiation time, because the service initiation time includes the time for deploying 

software services. 

e) Impact of penalty rate variation 
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             (a). Total cost                                                     (b). Number of initiated VMs 

 

                 (c).  Percentage of  SLA Violations                       (d).  Service Quality Improvement  

 

                Figure 4.10 Impact of  service initiation time variation 

 

How the penalty rate (β) impacts our algorithms is investigated. Parameter settings are: ‘very 

high’ requests arrival rate, ‘low’ value of service initiation time, and ‘medium’ value of all rest 

parameters. It can be observed from Figure 4.10 that all algorithms are affected during the 

variation of the penalty rate, because requests are scheduled with shared resources. When 

penalty rate varies from ‘very low’ to ‘very high’, the base and the BFResvResource 

algorithms cost more because of more SLA violations. However, the BFReschedReq saves 

cost and causes very small number of SLA violations (the maximum percentage is less than 

1%).  

 

When penalty rate varies from ‘medium’ to ‘very high’, the BFResvResource initiates less 

VMs by using reserved resources, which causes more SLA violations. Because the 

BFResvResource may delay first time rent requests to serve upgrade requests. In summary, 

Figure 4.11 shows that the BFReschedReq minimizes the total cost, although penalty cost 

grows during penalty rate variation. 
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             (a). Total cost                                                     (b). Number of initiated VMs 

 

                 (c).  Percentage of  SLA Violations                       (d).  Service Quality Improvement  

 

                Figure 4.11 Impact of  penalty rate factor variation 

 

Performance Analysis under Uncertainty Future Interest Value 

Since customer may be uncertain about their future interest value, they may under-claim or 

over-claim the value. To evaluate the performance of our algorithms in handling the 

uncertainty in the future interest value, we carried out  two sets of experiments by varying the 

(1) future interest from 10% to 50% over-claim (Figure 4.12). (2) future interest from 10% to 

50% under-claim (Figure 4.13).  The base algorithm (BestFit) is not impacted since it does 

not consider resource reservation. 

   

(a).  Total Cost (b).  Number of initiated VMs (c).  Percentage of  SLA Violations 
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Figure 4.12 Impact of  Future Interest Error  (Over-Claim) 

 

Figure 4.12 shows that during the over-claim of customers’ specified future interest 

value, the total cost (Figure 4.12a) increases for both proposed algorithms (upto 10%). 

This is because more VMs are initiated for resource reservation.  However, the SLA 

violations have decreased due to availability of more reserved resources than required.       

   

(a).  Total Cost (b).  Number of initiated VMs (c).  Percentage of  SLA Violations 

Figure 4.13 Impact of  Future Interest Error (Under-Claim) 

 

Figure 4.13 shows that during the under- claim of the future interest, the total cost 

(Figure 4.13a) is increasing for both proposed algorithms (upto 2%). This is because of 

more SLA violations, which is due to under allocation of required resources.  

The summary of heuristic comparison results regarding to total cost to show on which condition 

each algorithm can get best and worst results are presented in Table 4.3. 
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Table 4.3 The summary of best and worst results (cost) comparison 

Algorith

ms 

Time 

Complex

ity 

Overall performance 

O(IK+K) Arrival Rate Proportion of 

Upgrade 

Requests 

Credit Level Service 

Initiation 

Time 

Penalty 

Rate 

Factor 

BestFit O(IK+I
2
) Best (very small) 

Worst (very large) 

Best (no upgrade) 

Worst (very high) 

No effect Best (very 

short) 

Worst (very 

long) 

Best 

(very 

high) 

Worst 

(very 

low) 

BFResv

Resource 

O(IK+I
2
) Best (very small) 

Worst (very large) 

Best(only add 

account upgrade) 

Worst (very high 

proportion of  

product upgrade) 

Best (very 

high) 

Worst(very 

low) 

Best (very 

short) 

Worst (very 

long) 

Best 

(very 

high) 

Worst 

(very 

low) 

BFResch

edReq 

 Best (very small) 

Worst (very large) 

Best (very high 

proportion of  

product upgrade) 

Worst (no product 

upgrade) 

Best (very 

high) 

Worst(very 

low) 

Best (very 

short) 

Worst (very 

long) 

Best 

(very 

high) 

Worst 

(very 

low) 

4.5 Related Work 

Research on market driven resource allocation was started in early 80s [69][72]. Most market-

based resource allocation methods [6] are designed for fixed number of resources [48][104] 

[118][119]. Our work is related to user driven SLA-based economic-oriented resource provision 

with dynamic number of resources. In the following sub-sections, we present related publications 

in Grid and Cloud computing that focus on the area of resource allocation and SLA management. 

In addition, the resource usage patterns and usage prediction are related areas to our work. The 

discipline of Web Usage Mining (WUM) has grown rapidly in the past few years, despite the 

crash of the e-commerce boom of the late 1990s. WUM is the application of data mining 
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techniques to Web clickstream data in order to extract usage patterns [139]. In the current WUM 

area, the data has been classified as content, structure, usage and user profile [139]. The first 

three data categories are related to the usage of Web sites but not the e-commerce transactions. 

Current three types of usage prediction algorithms, which are history-based, sequence-based and 

MARKOV-based algorithms [139][142] are mainly used in the first three data categories. Thus, 

in this chapter as our first attempt we consider user profile and using history-based method as the 

basis of the transaction-based enterprise system usage prediction to calculate the credit level. 

 

In the following sub-sections, we present related publications in Grid and Cloud computing that 

focus on the area of resource allocation and SLA management. 

4.5.1 Grid 

Harnscher et al. discussed typical scheduling strategies in computational Grids [116]. They have 

considered scientific tasks, which run for short term, whereas we consider transaction based 

applications, which run for long term. Moreover, customer driven scenarios are out of their scope. 

In addition, the evaluation metrics are different, because they focused on the response time and 

utilization, while we focus on the cost and the number of SLA violations. 

 

Gomoluch et al. proposed market-based resource allocation algorithms for Grid computing [117]. 

The common points between their and our chapter are: firstly, the consideration of state-based 

and pre-emptive strategies. The state-based strategy indicates all resource allocation based on the 

current service/system state. The pre-emptive strategy means tasks assigned to a resource, and 

they are allowed to be migrated to other resources for some advantageous purposes. Secondly, 

both chapters focused on market-based resource allocation. Nevertheless, their work considered 

independent tasks with input data, deadline as QoS parameters using fixed number of resources. 

In our case, a customer requests the enterprise applications with multiple QoS parameters using 

dynamic and flexible resources. 

 

He et al. introduced a QoS guided task scheduling algorithm in Grid [128]. The bandwidth was 

considered as one of the major QoS parameters; and their strategy was based on the earliest 

completion time, while our chapter focuses on minimizing the cost by considering QoS parameters 

on both customer and provider side. 
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Reig et al. contributed to minimizing the resource consumption for serving requests and 

executing them within the deadline with a prediction system [105]. Their prediction system 

enables the scheduling policies to discard the service of a request, if the available resource cannot 

complete the request within its deadline. However, in our work, we consider the data intensive 

transaction based application, which run for long term, whereas they considered compute intensive 

independent application, which are relatively short term. Moreover, the QoS parameters we 

considered are different from the ones in their work. In addition, our model considers penalty and 

market oriented targets which do not exist in their work. 

 

Fu et al. proposed an SLA-based dynamic scheduling algorithm of distributed resources for 

streaming [112]. Moreover, Yarmolenko et al. evaluated various SLA-based scheduling 

heuristics on parallel computing resources with two evaluation metrics: resource (number of CPU 

nodes) utilization and income [113]. Nevertheless, our work focuses on scheduling enterprise 

applications on VMs in Cloud computing environments (the minimum unit of resources in our 

work is the number of VMs).  

 

4.5.2 Cloud 

As virtualization is a core technology of Cloud computing, the VM placement has become crucial 

[123][124][125] in the resource management and scheduling, while the virtualization at the 

operating system (such as, VMware [119]) and storage (such as [120]) level is entering the 

mainstream. For instance, Grit et al. investigated various algorithms for assignment of VMs[123]. 

Similarly, Van et al. proposed the resource provisioning and VM placement [124]. Hermenier et al. 

designed a dynamic consolidation mechanism for homogeneous resources [125]. However, these 

related publications [123][124][125] did not consider monetary cost or uncertainty of future 

demand. Bobroff proposed a dynamic heuristic-based VM placement methodology that did not 

focus on customer-driven scenario to minimize the total cost for SaaS providers [126]. 

 

Kimbre et al. proposed an allocation algorithm to minimize the number of VM migrations during 

resource reallocation [121]. Khannaet al. pursued the goal to minimize the number of VM 

migrations and the number of physical machines [122]. In contrast, the objective of our work is to 

minimize the total cost and number of initiated VMs by considering request migrations instead of 

VM migrations.  
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Popovici et al. mainly considered QoS parameters on the resource provider’s side, such as price 

and offered load in Cloud computing [104]. Lee et al. investigated the profit driven service 

requests scheduling for dependent tasks without user-driven consideration [42]. In contrast, our 

work focuses on SLA driven QoS parameters on both user and provider sides; and solves the 

challenge of assigning dynamically varying customer requests to minimize the cost and number 

of SLA violations.  

 

Chaisiri et al. proposed optimisation of resource provisioning cost in Cloud computing by 

applying stochastic programming approach in multiple phases [127]. They minimized the cost by 

considering the uncertainty which is only a part of our objective.  In the context of the resource 

allocation algorithms for enterprise applications, Yang et al. used Genetic Algorithm (GA) in 

their chapter [110]. As GA-based algorithms create a pre-planing schedule, they will not be able 

to deal with dynamic environment such as Cloud. Therefore, this approach is not suitable for 

SLA-based resource provisioning in dynamic Cloud computing environments. This chapter 

improves our previous work [114] by proposing two extended algorithms and considering 

additional QoS parameters such as credit level. We also propose resource provisioning and 

request migration strategies to optimize the total cost and SLA violations. 

 

In summary, our work is unique in the following ways: 

 It manages the CSL based on the customer QoS requirements by minimizing the SLA 

violations. 

 The utility function is time-varying that considers dynamic VM deployment time (service 

initiation time). 

 It considers KPI criteria as a decision making approach for scheduling. 

 Scheduling algorithms consider the customer profiles to minimize penalty cost.  

 It adapts to dynamic resource pools and consistently evaluates the cost of adding new 

instances, while most of the previous chapters deal with a fixed size of resource pool. 

4.6 Summary 

This chapter focused on customer driven SLA-based resource provisioning for SaaS providers 

with the explicit aim of cost minimization while maximizing CSL to achieve SaaS providers’ 

objectives. To achieve this goal, we answered questions raised in the Section 4.1 by considering 

customer profiles and KPI criteria while using mapping and scheduling mechanisms to deal with 

the dynamic demands and resource level heterogeneity. We implemented two customer driven 
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algorithms that consider various QoS parameters (such as arrival rate, service initiation time, and 

penalty rate) from both customers’ and SaaS providers’ perspectives using respectively resource 

reservation and request rescheduling strategies. In addition, in order to find out how many 

resources should be reserved to further optimize the solution, for each QoS parameter, we 

implemented five sets of reservation strategies (one dynamic and four fixed percentage 

reservation strategies).  

 

The analysis of our evaluation focused on customers’ and SaaS providers’ perspectives to 

maximize various KPI criteria, including total cost, number of initiated VMs, percentage of SLA 

violations, and service quality improvement. Simulation results showed that on average, the 

BFReschedReq results in maximum cost savings and the lowest number of SLA violations 

compared with the other evaluated algorithms. In general, both proposed algorithms improved 

service quality to a level higher than that specified in the SLAs and the BFResvResource 

improved most in regard to the service quality. The lower bound is the ideal solution and the 

BFReschedReq is the closest to the ideal solution. The dynamic reservation strategy performed 

best during the scenarios of service type variation with respect to the total cost, number of 

initiated VMs and percentage of SLA violations in general.  

 

The CRM application scenario is a good representative example of many enterprise applications. 

In addition, the scenario can also be applied to HPC (High Performance Computing) and 

scientific applications by mapping VM capabilities to QoS requirements. The package upgrade 

scenario may not be required by HPC applications, which simplifies the scenario compared to 

enterprise web applications. Therefore, techniques and algorithms proposed in our chapter can 

support a wide range of applications from many domains.  

 

In addition, the upper bound of our proposed algorithms can be explored in the future, such as the 

worst case scenarios for SaaS providers are that 1). All requests concurrently come together and 

minimized number of requests can share the same VM.  2). All scheduled requests need to be 

migrated to more expensive VMs. 

 

As customer may not always like the standard offers made, and thus need more flexible offers 

from provider, more sophisticated mechanism is needed to accept users. Thus in the next chapter, 

the SLA negotiation framework is introduced. 
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5 Automated SLA Negotiation Framework 
 

 

 

 

 

This chapter propose an automatic negotiation framework to help SaaS providers to attract more 

customers in a more flexible and profitable way. The chapter includes negotiation framework 

components, negotiation policies, protocols, strategies and decision making heuristics that take 

into account time, market constraints and trade-off between QoS parameters. The negotiation 

heuristics are evaluated by extensive experimental studies of our framework using data from a 

real Cloud provider. 

 

5.1 Introduction 

A service level agreement (SLA) is a legal contract between providers and consumers that define 

the Quality of Service (QoS) that is achieved through a negotiation process [142]. Negotiation 

processes in Cloud are essential because participating parties (customers and SaaS providers) are 

independent entities with different objectives and QoS requirements. Through negotiation, 

players in the Cloud marketplace [159] are given the opportunity to maximize their return-on-

investment. 

 

Currently, SLAs are defined by service providers without providing customers with sufficient 

negotiation opportunity. Moreover, current preliminary research work [158] on automated SLA 

negotiation frameworks in Cloud is minimal and generally does not consider, in combination, the 

following two factors: 1) the dynamic nature of the Cloud, as service cost and quality are 

constantly changing and consumers have varying needs, and 2) time and market oriented 

resource allocation, as any delay incurred in waiting for a resource assignment is perceived as an 

overhead [145]. These two factors make answering the following questions in the design of a 

negotiation framework for Cloud a challenging task: 1) how to balance the trade-off between 

multiple QoS parameters 2) how to make a decision for acceptance and rejection of the proposal, 

and 3) how to generate a counter offer? 
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To address these questions, our proposed negotiation framework integrates a decision making 

system considers the current Cloud market situation, time constraints, and multiple QoS 

parameters. In the dynamic Cloud market, opportunities and competition between service 

providers can have a considerable impact on strategies and decision making processes. For 

example, when the competition increases or the opportunity decreases, the counter offer 

generation strategy is to concede faster.  SaaS providers aim to accept more profitable customers 

with the objective of maximizing profit and market share considering the cost, market and time 

constraints. For SaaS customers: 1) to choose the best provider, a SaaS broker is introduced on 

behalf of customers to negotiate with multiple providers simultaneously in order to select the best 

offer, and 2) multiple QoS parameters are balanced through prioritization, which is based on 

customer preferences. The best offer is selected based on different objectives of the parties 

involved in the negotiation.   

5.1.1 Motivations 

Our work is motivated by: 1) the emergence of the SaaS broker model [155], and 2) the lack of 

automated negotiation frameworks along with decision making systems and strategies to 

maximize profit and improve CSL in Cloud.  

 

The broker model has been used mainly in utility markets. Due to lack of detailed information 

about different providers and current market, customers prefer using brokers, which provide fast 

and economical solutions. Similarly, in Cloud, customers face the problem of identifying the best 

provider, as the number of providers is dramatically increasing. Therefore, the SaaS broker model 

in Cloud provides a one-stop-shop for guaranteed customer service.   

 

Currently, in the Cloud market, brokers like ViTLive [155], Cordys [167], only provide a portal 

listing of different providers. However, they do not select or negotiate with providers to maximize 

profit and improve customer satisfaction. If negotiation is required, specialist knowledge is 

sourced to manage the process which incurs additional direct costs.  In addition, the existing 

negotiation framework may not be automated [149], or suitable for Cloud specific negotiations 

[154].  

 

We propose an automated Cloud negotiation framework, counter offer generation strategies, and 

decision making heuristics considering time and market factors to achieve various objectives for 
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different parties. In this way, the parallel negotiation process can be set up to maximize profit or 

the CSL for SaaS broker and SaaS provider. Our proposed negotiation framework can be extended 

for any layer (e.g. Platform-as-a-Service, and Infrastructure-as-a-Service) in Cloud.  

5.1.2 Contribution 

The key contributions of this chapter are: 1) a novel negotiation framework for Cloud along with 

decision making heuristics to achieve different objectives and strategies considering both time 

and market factors for counter offer generation, and 2) a prototype of our framework which is 

implemented proposed decision making heuristics and strategies, and compared with the latest 

best approach proposed by Zulkernine and Martin [152]. The experimental results demonstrate 

that our approach generates up to 50% increased profit and about a 60% customer satisfaction 

level (CSL) improvement for brokers over the base heuristic.     

 

5.2 Automated Negotiation Framework 

In order to design an automated negotiation framework in Cloud, it is important to define 

negotiation objectives, processes, and strategies.  

5.2.1 Framework Components 

The main components in our negotiation framework are: Customer Agent (CA), Broker 

Coordinator Agent (BCA), Provider Agent (PA), IaaS Provider, SLA Generator, Directory, 

Policy Database (PD), and Knowledge Base (KB). 

 

Customer Agent: Represents a customer that submits requests for software services and 

registers their QoS requirements into PD. 
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Figure 5.1 Negotiation Framework High Level Architecture 

 

Broker Coordinator Agent: Represents the broker by receiving customer requests and 

negotiates with providers to achieve business objectives. It includes Negotiation Policy 

Translator (NPT), Negotiation Engine (NE), and Decision Making System (DMS). 

Negotiation Policy Translator: Maps customer’s QoS parameters to provider level parameters. 

Negotiation Engine: Includes workflows which use negotiation strategies during the negotiation 

process. 

Decision Making System: Uses decision making heuristics to update the negotiation status.  

Provider Agent: Represents the provider. PA could include the third party monitoring system to 

update the provider’s dynamic information. Although out of the scope of this chapter, systems 

and processes can be implemented to monitor and measure provider capabilities. 

The SLA Generator: When the negotiation has been successfully completed, the SLA Generator 

creates an SLA between the customer and the provider using templates retrieved from the KB. 

The template includes specified Service Level Objectives (SLOs) according to the QoS (SLA 

excludes any general legal terms and conditions). 
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The Directory: The repository stores the providers’ registered service information. 

The Policy DB: The repository stores QoS terms that both providers and customers understand. 

The Knowledge Base: The repository stores negotiation strategies and SLA templates. 

 

This chapter focus on two main components: the NE, by proposing strategies considering both 

time and market, and the DMS, by proposing heuristics for different objectives. 

5.2.2 System Scenario 

We consider three entities: consumers, SaaS brokers and SaaS providers. Each consumer c 

submits a service request to the SaaS broker, who leases software services from SaaS providers. 

The customer c requests services with the following attributes: 

 Budget Bc: the maximum price a customer can afford. 

 Software service set SRb: the service editions. 

 The service start time tss: the latest service available time for a customer c.  

 The contract length indicates the period of service usage conLength, so that customer c must 

be able to use software service within the contract term. 

 The service refresh time tr: time it takes a query operation to be executed in a software 

service. 

  The service process time tp: the maximum time for a consumer c to wait for completing a 

transaction. 

 The service availability avai: the minimum availability that the customer requires. 

 The expected discount percentage for budget σ: the percentage a customer can save from 

their actual budget. 

 The preference level of each QoS parameter γ: the absolute importance level which varies (0, 

1].  

 

The broker receives the customer request and calculates the expected budget, expected refresh 

time, process time, and availability. These expected values are the best values that the broker 

expects to provide to the customer and they will be proposed to providers in the quote request 

process. If providers cannot fulfil these expected values, the broker will adjust the expected value 

up to the customer requested value during the negotiation process. The broker always seeks to 

secure the expected value from provider.  
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Each provider offers the same or different types of services. The provider can host or lease 

infrastructure services from 3
rd

 party IaaS providers.  

5.3 Negotiation Objectives 

In sophisticated markets, the negotiation objective is not only price but also other elements such 

as quality, reliability of supply, or the creation of long-term relationships. We consider multiple 

objectives including cost, refresh time, process time and availability. The main objectives for a 

customer, a SaaS broker and a provider are: 

 Customer: minimize price and guaranteed QoS within expected timeline. 

 SaaS Broker: maximize profit from the margin between the customer’s budget and the 

providers’ negotiated price. 

 SaaS Provider: maximize profit by accepting as many requests as possible to enlarge market 

share. 

5.3.1 Mathematical Models  

SaaS Broker 

The broker’s actual budget maxBc for serving a customer c depends on the customer’s    

budget Bc and the customer expected discount percentage σ for budget. 

maxBc = )1( cB          (5.1) 

The initial budget proposed to all providers is the expected budget expBc, which is based on 

the maxBc and the broker’s expected margin marginc: 

expBc= )1(max cc maginB           (5.2) 

The profit of broker b gained from serving customer c depends on the Bc and the best 

provider’s price pricep.  

Profb = maxBc - pricep         (5.3) 

 

In the following sections, a QoS parameter shall also be referred to as an “Issue”. The δi 

represents the expected improvement percentage for an issue. Therefore, the CSL is reflected 

by these Issues, which are service refresh time, process time and availability. 

 

The expected refresh time expTr depends on the customer requested refresh time tr and the 

improvement percentage for refresh time δr. The expTr changes during the negotiation 

process up to tr. 
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expTr = )1( rrt           (5.4) 

The customer requested service process time tp and the improvement percentage for process 

time p  impact the expected process time expTp and varies during the negotiation process up 

to the tp. 

expTp = )1( ppt           (5.5) 

The expected availability expAvai depends on the customer requested service availability 

avai and the improvement percentage of availability a . 

expAvai = )1( aavai           (5.6) 

The CSL of an individual Issue icsl depends on the variation between the current proposed 

value from provider icurrentV and the broker expected value iVexp . The parameter   is a 

value to guarantee that csli lies in the interval [0, 1]. 

i

ii
i

V

VcurrentV
csl

exp

exp
    

        (5.7) 

The total customer satisfaction level CSLc, where i represents the individual issue, I indicates 

all Issues, γi indicates the importance level of the Issue i, and the csli. 





I

i

iic cslCSL
0

  
 

        (5.8) 

 

SaaS Provider 

The provider’s service price is based on the provider’s cost costp and expected margin 

expMaginp. Different providers calculate price differently. The general equation for a 

provider to calculate price is proposed below.  

ppp Magintprice expcos           (5.9) 

The costp depends on the base cost baseCostp (such as infrastructure cost, admin cost, 

software cost) and the relevant cost of satisfying each Issue i, where i  I. Take availability as 

an example. To provide a higher availability than what currently exists, it may cost extra for 

the provider to buy another server as a mirror server. This extra cost is the relevant cost for 

satisfying availability.  

                                              costp= 




I

i

p itbaseCost

0

)(cos

                                                   

(5.10) 
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5.4 Negotiation Policy Specification 

The negotiation policy specifications are used to specify QoS parameters, which are to be 

negotiated and the acceptable range of them to reach the mutual agreement [157]. In this section, 

we propose the QoS model and policy specification. 

5.4.1 QoS Model 

Different participants’ using different terms is one of the critical challenges in SLA negotiation 

[166]. In our framework, a QoS model is used to provide shared knowledge about QoS attributes 

among negotiating participants. A QoS model defines a set of QoS dimensions. Each QoS 

dimension represents a specific quality aspect of a service, such as refresh time, availability, and 

price. In our QoS model, a quality dimension is defined using: a title, a category, a name, a 

description, and a metric. The QoS model is shared among service consumers and service 

providers. Thus, they have a common understanding on the QoS attributes about how they are 

defined, how they are measured, and so on. In this chapter, we consider the following QoS 

dimensions – price, refresh time, process time and availability. These dimensions are the ones that 

are mostly used and they are domain-independent. Our QoS model can be easily extended to 

include other QoS dimensions. 

 

Before negotiation, both participants specify the rule of QoS parameter in a policy specification.  

The policy usually refers to a high-level description of goals to be achieved and actions to be taken 

in different situations. 

5.4.2 Policy Specification 

Our policy specification is inspired by WS-Policy and XACML. WS-Policy is a XML-based 

specification, in which assertions are basic blocks [167]. Each assertion defines domain specific 

constrains, capabilities, and requirements. However, the WS-Policy framework does not provide 

any assertion, and therefore users of this framework need to develop their own assertions. 

XACML is a XML-based language which is standardized by OASIS and has been successfully 

used widely as access-control policy languages [157]. With XACML, the QoS parameter 

constraints can be domain-independent, because XACML is based on generic data type. However, 

both of them are only machine-readable but not human-readable, especially for non-IT 

background users. Therefore, based on the concept of constraints and goals in WS-Policy and 
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XACML, we design our domain-independent policy in a both human-readable and machine-

readable manner by providing web user interface to register constraints (rules) and goals.  

 

The main concepts of our policy specification are rules and goals: 

 The rules: are used to specify the QoS parameters and the acceptable range of these 

parameters (Figure 5.2). 

 The goals: are non-negotiable rules. 

 

Moreover, in order to take care of different policy rules from different agents we provide a rule 

register to extend policy flexibly. 

     

 

Figure 5.2 Negotiation Rule Register Web Form 

 

In Figure 5.2, the rule names are QoS parameters. The lower value and upper value fields are 

lower and upper bounds of the rule value. If a rule does not exist, there is another interface to 

register new rule names. Any policy and rule registered by providers are stored in Policy DB 

component of the framework. The NPT component matches these policies with customer QoS 

parameters during the negotiation. 

5.5 Negotiation Protocol 

The negotiation protocol refers to a set of rules, steps or sequences during the negotiation process, 

aiming at SLA establishment. It covers the negotiation states (e.g. propose offer, accept/reject 

offer, and terminate negotiation). It is common to characterize negotiations by their settings: 

bilateral, one-to-many, or many-to-many. We focus on the one-to-many bargaining setting, where 

we consider three types of agents (CA, BCA and PA). A BCA negotiates with many PAs in a 

bilateral fashion. 
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During the negotiation process, the negotiation status is updated using negotiation states described 

in Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1 The Negotiation States and Description Summary 

States Description 

Propose  The agent propose initial or counter offer to the opponent agent. 

Reject The agent does not accept the offer proposed by the opponent agent. 

Accept The agent accepts the offer proposed by the opponent agent. 

Failure System failure, trigger renegotiation. 

Terminate Negotiation is terminated due to timeout or no mutual agreement. 

 

In our framework, the sequential negotiation process is described as follows and depicted in 

Figure 5.3: 

Phase 1: CA submits requests: CA requests services on behalf of the customer to the Broker.  

Phase 2: The BCA requests initial proposals from all providers, who are registered in the 

Directory. The values sent from BCA to PAs are expected values.  

Phase 3: PAs propose initial offer: All PAs propose initial offers based on their current 

capabilities and availability to fulfil BCA’s requirements. 

Phase 4: Negotiation Process with PAs: 

a). If there are providers who can fulfil all requirements, then the BCA selects the best 

vendor. 

b). If there is no provider that can fulfil all requirements, then the BCA starts the        

negotiation process with PAs. 

Step 1: BCA selects the best initial offer from all offers that are proposed by all 

providers according to the objective. 

Step 2: BCA adjusts its initial offer according to the offer selected in Step 1 to 

generate new counter offer and propose it to all providers. 

Step 3: A PA evaluates BCA’s counter proposal. 

Step 4: If the counter offer proposed by BCA cannot be accepted, PA proposes a 

counter offer.  

Step 5: Terminate negotiation. There are three termination conditions: First, when 

negotiation deadline expires. Second, when the offer is mutual agreed by both the 
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CA and the PA. Third, when BCA is not able to accept any counter offer proposed by 

all providers within the negotiation deadline. 

Phase 5: SLA Generation: Initiate SLA creator to generate SLA for customer and provider 

respectively using SLA templates stored in KB. 

Phase 6: Send SLA to all participants: The generated SLA will be sent to the customer and 

provider respectively by the SLA creator. 

 

 

 

  Figure 5.3 The Interaction between Components during Negotiation Process 

4. Negotiation

 {Iteration}

CA PABCA SLA CreatorDirectory KB

1. request service

2.1Retrive Providers Info.

2.2 All Providers List

3.1 Request Proposal from All Providers

3.2 Propose Initial Offer

4.1 Validate Offers and Select Best Deal

4.2 Propose Counter Offer to All Providers

4.3 Validate Counter Offer

4.4  Propose Counter Offer

5.1 Triger SLA

5.2 Request SLA Templage

5.3 SLA Template

6. Send SLA

6 Send SLA

4.5 Terminate Negotiation
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5.6 Decision Making System 

In the negotiation process, the action that a participant performs is determined by a decision 

making system. In the decision making system, three main questions need to be answered: 1) 

how to evaluate the offer; 2) what actions to take: accept, reject or generate counter offer; and 3) 

how to generate counter offer? We design negotiation heuristics to answer them from the broker 

and provider’s perspectives. 

5.6.1 Broker 

After BCA requests quotes from all PAs, each PA proposes an initial offer to the BCA, which 

selects the best offer and makes a decision. If the decision is to propose a counter offer, then the 

new counter offer will be proposed to all PAs. The best offer is selected based on different 

objectives. We consider cost-benefit objectives as follows: 

 Minimum cost: selects the offer with the lowest price first and then the highest cumulative 

CSL for all QoS. 

 Maximize CSL: selects the offer with the highest cumulative CSL for all QoS first and then 

the lowest price. 

Table 5.2 The Mincost Heuristic 

Conditions Within BCA’s expB Exceed BCA’s expB 

All QoS parameters are 

satisfied 

If deadline condition is urgent, agree. 

Otherwise decrease expB. 

If expB is less than actual budget, 

then increase expB. 

Otherwise reject. 

Not all QoS are satisfied Satisfy all parameters and reduce 

expB. 

Satisfy all parameters by 

negotiating on minimal (not 

desired) values. 

 

Table 5.3 The Maxcsl Heuristic 

Conditions Within BCA’s expB Exceed BCA’s expB 

all QoS parameters are 

satisfied 

If deadline condition is urgent, agree. 

Otherwise decreases the least 

preference parameter to decrease 

expB.   

Decreases the value of parameters, 

which are better than expected to 

decrease price.  
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Not all QoS are satisfied Satisfy all parameters and increases 

expB. 

Increases expB. 

 

After selecting the best offer, the broker needs to decide how to deal with the selected best offer. 

One of three actions can be adopted: accept, reject or generate counter offer according to 

negotiation heuristics. We design two broker negotiation heuristics (mincost heuristic and maxcsl 

heuristic) to decide which action to take according to different objectives.      

 

In these two heuristics (Table 5.2 and 5.3), cost and other Issue values are calculated using 

negotiation strategy functions, where the most desired and the minimal acceptable values for 

each Issue are considered for the broker. 

 

In both decision making heuristics, two criteria is used to evaluate the offer: 1) weather offer is 

within BCA’s expected budget: whether the service price offered by provider pricep is less than 

the broker’s expected budget expB, and 2) whether all QoS parameters are satisfied. 

 

The above two criteria generate four combined conditions. For each condition, the decision 

making heuristics guide the broker to make different decisions on which Issue requires 

adjustment. There are two factors that require consideration when making adjustments. Firstly, 

trade-off between cost and QoS parameters depends on the objective. Secondly, when the broker 

must concede on QoS parameters, it always adjusts the least preferred parameter. After the 

broker decides which Issue to adjust, the new value of the Issue is calculated. The time 

complexity of these heuristics is O(CPI) depending on the number of customers (C), the number 

of providers (P) and the number of Issues (I).  

5.6.2 Provider 

Table 5.4 Provider’s Decision Making Heuristic 

Conditions Within BCA’s expB Exceed BCA’s expB 

All QoS parameters are 

satisfied 

If deadline condition is urgent, agree. 

Otherwise decrease the least preference 

parameter to decrease expB.   

If expB is less than actual budget, 

increase expB.  

Otherwise decrease the QoS value. 

Not all QoS are 

satisfied 

Satisfy all parameters and increase price. Increase price. 
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The provider’s objective is to maximize profit by accepting as many requests as possible. 

Therefore, the provider does not reject requests but continues to negotiate with each broker until 

negotiations have ended. Table 5.4 shows the provider’s decision making heuristic.  

5.7 Negotiation Strategy 

The negotiation strategy underpins the counter offer generation process using various strategy 

functions which guide to what degree the agent concedes or bargains considering time and 

market factors. 

 

The strategy functions control whether an agent concedes on certain Issues, or in the alternative, 

negotiates very hard in each negotiation until the deadline is reached.  

 

The new value 
i

aanewv   proposed by agent a (e.g. broker) to opponent ^a (e.g. provider) for 

Issue i depends on the current value of Issue i proposed by the opponent agent 
i

acv , the best 

expected value 
i
abestv  and a strategy function.  

))(...,( 21
i

a
i
an

i
a

i
a

i
aa cvbestvcvnewv           (5.11) 

 

The strategy function )...,( 21 n
i
a   guides the speed of adjustment, where n indicates different 

factors (such as time, market related factors), which will be explained below. 

 

Opportunity: At time t, the probability that an agent is ranked as the most preferred candidate is 

defined using the condition of opportunity Co (ct, pt). At time t, ct  indicates the number of 

competitors, and pt indicates the number of partners[157]. 

Co (ct, pt) =  
       (5.12) 

Competition: At time t, the competition Cc (ct, pt) in the market depends on the demand and 

supply ratio (equation 5.13). At time t, ct indicates the number of customers, and pt indicates the 

number of providers. The resource/market competition has the largest effect on the equilibrium 

price [157]. 

                                                               Cc (ct, pt)=                                                             (5.13) 
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Time: At time t the negotiation deadline condition Cdl(t) of an agent depends on the deadline tnd  

and negotiation start time tns. 

   Cdl(t) = 

nstndt

nstt



         (5.14) 

The negotiation period is the variation between negotiation start time tns and negotiation deadline 

tnd. As deadline is a time-based condition, the well-adopted time-dependent result of functions, 

such as Linear (L), Boulware (B) or Conceder (C) are generally used to model how an agent 

varies its offer with time. These time-based functions are often used in negotiation systems 

because of their simplicity [153][154]. In this chapter, we use a similar model and consider time, 

market (opportunity and competition) conditions to design new strategy functions for negotiation. 

 

For the broker, we propose the strategy function for a particular issue by considering 

opportunity, competition and time constraints in equation 5.15: 
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      (5.15) 

For the provider, we propose strategy function for a particular issue by considering opportunity, 

competition and time constraints in equation 5.16: 
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      (5.16) 

In equations 5.15 and 5.16, the function α(.) varies from 0 to 1 and guides the changes in the 

values of an Issue in the subsequent counter offers from its current value to the maximum 

allowable value within the negotiation deadline. The k determines the initial offer. 

 

In equation 5.15,  indicates the preference of the Issue considered by the customer. The degree 

of compensation depends on a parameter β and reflects the conceding nature of the broker. The 

higher value of β (>1) results in a steeper curve, i.e., faster increment in α with time indicating a 

more conceding attitude of the negotiating party. The lower value of β (<1) represents the 

restrictive or boulware attitude. The reason for us to design our strategy using exponential and 

not polynomial models, is because the polynomial concedes faster at the beginning than the 

exponential one, even though both behave similarly on a whole level. For a small value of β the 

exponential waits longer than the polynomial model before it starts conceding. The objective of 

broker is to maximize profit by waiting as long as possible to start conceding. 
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5.8 Performance Evaluation 

We present the performance results obtained from an extensive set of experiments by comparing 

our proposed heuristics with the most recently proposed heuristic (referred as base) [152]. The 

performance of each proposed heuristic depends on three factors: time, cost and market 

constraints. Therefore, to analyse how these heuristic can achieve customer, broker and 

provider’s objectives, the following experimental scenarios are considered  

 Impact of negotiation deadline (time factor): The impact of 4 sets of negotiation timeframes 

from the customer’s perspective is observed; we use number 1 to 4 to represent the variation 

from ‘very urgent’ to ‘very relaxed’. 

 Impact of broker expected margin (cost factor): The impact of 4 sets of initial broker 

expected margins (varying from 20% to 50% over budget), are observed. 

 Impact of market factor: The impact of 4 sets of market factors (varying the ratio in relation 

to the number of providers and customers from less than 10%, 30%, 70%, and more than 

90%), are observed. Numbers 1 to 4 are used to represent each set. 

5.8.1 Reference Heuristic 

For comparing our proposed heuristics, we used the most recent work related to our context on 

automated negotiation proposed by Zulkernine and Martin [9], who developed a time-based 

Sigmond function in their negotiation process for generating counter offers. We however, 

consider both time and market functions in Clouds. To compare their negotiation strategy, we 

have implemented their heuristics and Sigmond function with the objective of cost minimization.  

5.8.2 Experimental Methodology 

We implemented a prototype of the framework considering both time and market factors using 

real data shared with us by cloud provider CA Technologies.  CA Technologies offers a number 

of enterprise software solutions to customers delivered as SaaS.  The data provided included the 

response, refresh and processing times of an enterprise solution hosted on VMs, as measured by 

the quality assurance team. Availability data is collected from CloudHarmony benchmarking 

system [156], which provides real data from Cloud providers. These data are collected over 4 

days including weekdays, weekends and Easter public holiday.   

 Availability: Varies from 98.654% (Colosseum) to 100% (Amazon EC2) as derived from 

Cloud Harmony. 

 Process Time: The mean 5.243 ( 2.043) s. 
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 Refresh Time: The mean 1.581 ( 1.383) s.  

 Cost: Cost is considered similar to Windows VMs from 3rd party IaaS providers, which 

varies from $0.34 per hour (VCloud Express) to $0.46 per hour (Amazon EC2). 

 

We conducted experiments considering 50 concurrent users based on the CA provided data, 

which is designed according to their customer historic data. The summary of customer data is: 

 Availability: uniformly distributed and varies from 99.95% to 100%. 

 Process Time: normally distributed mean 1.5 (±1) s. 

 Refresh Time: normally distributed mean 2 (± 1) s. 

Software service set: consists of 3 editions. 

 The expected discount percentage: normally distributed with mean value 30% (variation ± 

20%). 

 The preference level of each QoS parameter: uniformly distributed between 0 and 1. 

 Budget: normally distributed with mean $40 (± $10). 

5.8.3 Result Analysis 

The following performance metrics are considered for evaluation based on the objectives of the 

negotiating parties: 

 Average broker’s profit: The broker’s average profit from accepted customers. 

 CSL improvement: The average CSL improvement over base.  

 Average provider’s profit: The average provider's profit for accepting customers. 

 Average round of negotiation: The average number of negotiations conducted during the 

negotiation process to reach mutual agreement. 

 Number of successful negotiations: The number of successful negotiations reaching mutual 

agreement. 
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                         (a). Average Broker Prof.($)                                                    (b). Avg Provider Prof.($) 

  

      (c).  Avg Round of Nego.                                            (d).  # of Success. Neg. 

 

               Figure 5.4 Impact of Deadline Variation 

 

Variation of negotiation deadline  

The experiment is designed to evaluate mincost and maxcsl during negotiation deadline 

variations.  

 

The bar chart in Figure 5.4a represents average broker profit while the line chart represents 

the CLS improvement over base heuristic. For all the negotiation deadline variations, mincost 

generates the highest profit (up to 400%) for the broker over maxcsl and base. The reason for 

such a trend is that the broker concedes less or bargains harder for more profit. In terms of 

CSL improvement, maxcsl results in the highest improvement (up to 15%) over base, since it 

is designed to sacrifice profit for a higher CSL.  

 

From the providers' perspective (Figure 5.4b), on average maxcsl generates more profit for 

providers, because the maxcsl aims at satisfying all Issues within the broker’s budget, which 

leaves more profit for providers.  
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Figure 5.4c shows the average negotiation round for base increases dramatically when 

deadlines are varied (as base is only time dependent), whereas our proposed heuristics 

increases slightly (less than 2 rounds), as market factors also impact on the negotiation 

process. In terms of the number of successful negotiations (Figure 5.4d), when the deadline 

becomes relaxed, our proposed heuristic performs better and increases in trend, as there is 

more bargening time.  

 

In summary, mincost generates more broker profit while maxcsl generates improved CSL 

and increased provider profit by increasing the number of successful negotiations with 

similar negotiation rounds. 

  

                         (a). Average Broker Prof.($)                                                    (b). Avg Provider Prof.($) 

  

      (c).  Avg Round of Nego.                                            (d).  # of Success. Neg. 

 

            Figure 5.5 Impact of Variation in Expected Margin 

 

Variation of initial expected margin  

As increase in expected margin leads to reduced initial broker budget (cost), the experiment 

is designed to evaluate mincost and maxcsl heuristics during the varition of broker costs. The 

expected margin varies from 20% to 50%, since after 50% the observed trend is similar.     
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Figure 5.5a bar chart depicts that the mincost generates the highest profit for the broker, 

which is up to 200% more than the base. The line chart shows that the maxcsl has improved 

CSL by up to 15% over the mincost. 

 

Figure 5.5b shows that the maxcsl generates a higher profit for providers when the broker 

negotiates for higher levels of CSL.  

 

Generally, the average round of negotiations increases for all  heuristics when the expected 

margin increases (Figure 5.5c), because when time and market factors are constant, the 

broker is required to negotiate more rounds with less budget to achieve the objectives and 

reach agreement. 

 

In summary, during expected margin variations, the mincost generates more profit for the 

broker, whereas maxcls achieves more profit for the provider as the broker sacrifices cost for 

securing improved CSL. 

Variation of the market factor  

The experiment is conducted to evaluate the proposed heuristics during the variation of 

market factors. When market factors vary from 1 to 4, which represents an increase in market 

competition, the mincost generates up to twice the profit than the base (Figure 5.6a bar chart) 

and the maxcsl improves up to 4 times more CSL compare to mincost (Figure 5.6a line 

chart). The broker’s profit generated by base only changes slightly during market factor 

variations, as base does not consider market conditions. 

 

Figure 5.6b illustrates that the provider’s profit decreases due to an increase in market 

competition. The maxcsl generates more profit for providers than mincost and base, as 

maxcsl considers the CSL as the highest priority, which leaves more profit for providers. 

 

When competition increases, more negotiation rounds are required to reach agreement 

(Figure 5.6c), as  participants bargain harder and the number of opportunities to reach 

agreement increases (Figure 5.6d).  

 

To conclude, the experiment demostrates that mincost produces more profit while the maxcsl 

achives better CSL for the broker and more profit for providers.  
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                         (a). Average Broker Prof.($)                                                    (b). Avg Provider Prof.($) 

  

      (c).  Avg Round of Nego.                                            (d).  # of Success. Neg. 

 

            Figure 5.6 Impact of Market Factor Variation 

 

5.9 Related Works 

With the advancement of web technology, various approaches of resource allocation have been 

developed for distributed systems [160]. Current literature indicates that research focusing on 

resource allocation is rapidly growing. However questions remain as to whether multi-agent 

systems can be adopted in the domain of resource allocation. In this context several multi-agent 

approaches were developed to leverage the wide applicability and efficient adoption of multi-

agent systems for the heterogeneous domain [161]. However, these approaches have some 

limitations when applied to Cloud. For example, most popular strategies such as Game theory 

[162], Reinforcement Learning [163] and Markov Decision Process (MDP) [164] require either 

expensive storage of each status or that every agent is required to expose tactics to opponents. 

Therefore, these approaches are not applicable for Cloud where private information such as the 

number of utilized resources is not advertised. 
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Faratin et al. presented a formal model of negotiation between autonomous agents in service-

oriented environments [146]. Chhetri, et al. proposed an agent-based negotiation architecture for 

coordinated negotiation in service composition [147]. Comuzzi and Pernici proposed a negotiation 

broker framework to support semi-automated or fully automated negotiation of QoS for service 

selection [153]. Similarly, Zulkernine et al. proposed a policy based negotiation broker 

middleware framework for automated negotiation of SLA’s [152]. Dastjerdi and Buyya proposed 

negotiation strategies for Infrastructure layer in Cloud which depends on provider resource 

capabilities [166]. These approaches have not considered elements such as CSL objectives, 

broker's profit, and market factors in their algorithms. 

5.10 Summary 

In Cloud computing, the SLA is a legal contract between the consumer and provider to guarantee 

the QoS. Negotiation is essential for both participants to feel comfortable about meeting their 

objectives prior to SLA finalization. In this chapter, we proposed a novel negotiation framework 

which included strategies and decision making heuristics by considering factors such as time, 

market constraints, and trade-offs. 

 

Our two proposed heuristics have been evaluated by using real data from a cloud-hosted enterprise 

software solution provided by CA Technologies. Results showed that our proposed heuristics 

minimize cost or maximize CSL in comparison to the most recently proposed base heuristic. 

 

Up to now we have demonstrated the efficiency of our algorithms through extensive simulation 

studies. In the next chapter, we develop a prototype of the system considered and show how our 

proposed strategies can be used in practical scenarios. 
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6 An SLA-based Resource Management System 

for SaaS Providers 
 

 

 

 

 

To demonstrate the usefulness of key algorithms and techniques proposed in this thesis, we 

implemented a software prototype system, called SLA-based Resource Management System 

(SLARMS).  This chapter presents SLARMS for adapting dynamic customer demands using 

cloud infrastructure resources. It covers the system architecture, and implementation are 

described. It concludes with a case study in enterprise software applications. 

6.1 Motivation and Requirements 

With the advancement of Cloud technologies, a large number of applications are delivered 

through software as a service (SaaS) model in Cloud computing environments. Although several 

existing works (noted in Chapter 2) have explored SaaS model, capabilities such as support for 

adapting dynamic customer demands using Cloud resources to achieve business objectives are 

required by many SaaS providers.  

 

In addition, to meet requirements of SLA-based resource provisioning of Cloud applications (in 

Chapter 1), future efforts should focus on design, development, and implementation of software 

systems based on novel SLA-based resource allocation models exclusively designed for data 

centres. 

 

The resource provisioning within these Cloud data centres will be driven by market-oriented 

principles for efficient resource management depending on customer QoS targets. In the case of a 

Cloud data centre as a commercial offering to enable crucial business operations of companies, 

there are many critical QoS parameters to consider in a service request, such as response times. 

In particular, QoS requirements cannot be static and need to be dynamically updated over time 

due to continuing changes in business operations and operational environments. In short, there 
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should be greater importance on customers since they pay for accessing services in data canters. 

Therefore, our thesis presented various SLA based customer requirements driven resource 

management techniques for SaaS providers to achieve their objectives. In the following sections, 

the realization of this vision about SLA-based resource management system is presented that 

includes implementation of proposed customer driven resource management techniques with 

evaluation of a prototype system in an operational data centre. 

6.2 System Architecture 

In order to fulfil the aforementioned requirements, a SaaS model for serving customers in Cloud 

is shown in Figure 6.1. A customer sends a request for software services offered by a SaaS 

provider, who uses three layers, namely application layer, platform layer and infrastructure layer, 

to satisfy the customer’s request. The application layer manages all application services that are 

offered to customers by the SaaS provider. In the platform layer, the request monitor is used to 

monitor requests including new and upgrade requests. Whenever a customer changes QoS 

requirements, the mapper and decision maker are invoked. The mapper is responsible for 

translating the customer’s QoS requirements to infrastructure level parameters and the decision 

maker is used to make decision on if the request can be accepted and where to schedule the 

acceptable request. In addition, the resource allocator is responsible for initiating or allocating 

Virtual Machines (VMs) to serve the request. Moreover, the SLA manager is used to track SLA 

violations according to actual resource information. Based on SLA terms, the market manager 

updates the final cost and profit accordingly. The infrastructure layer includes data centres where 

VMs are hosted.  
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Figure 6.1 the SLA-based resource management system high level architecture 

6.2.1 Details 

In this section, we provide finer details related to fundamental classes of the SLA-based resource 

allocation system, which are also the building blocks of the system. The overall Class, Sequence, 

and States design diagrams are shown below. 

Class Diagram 

       The main components of class diagram are described below:   

 (QoS) Request Monitor: When a customer submits a new request or changes an existing 

request for the service, this class monitors changes and then invokes Mapper and 

DecisionMaker classes to reschedule the request. 

 Mapper:  This class maps customer QoS requirements to a suitable type of resource by 

method getVMTypebyServiceType(servType). 

 SLA Service Setting: This class provides functions to access and operate the SaaS 

provider’s predefined service characteristics. For example, 

getServiceResponseTime(servType) is used to retrieve the predefined service response 

time. 
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Figure 6.2 Class diagram 

 

 Decision Maker:  This class invokes the admission control and scheduling classes to 

make decision on whether to admit the customer request and how to assign resource to 

the customer. 

o Admission Control: This class is used to interpret and analyse customers’ QoS 

requirements and receive the pre-scheduling result from scheduler, and then it 

uses admission control criteria to decide whether to accept or reject the request. 

The ProfminVM and ProfPD algorithms are proposed in Chapter 3. 

o Scheduler: This class is responsible for pre-scheduling the request with 

scheduling strategies and returning where the request can be scheduled. The 

ProfminVio and ProfminVmMinAvaiSpace are algorithms proposed in Chapter 

4.  

 SLA Manager: SLA Manager is the class that keeps track of SLAs fulfilment between 

customers and service providers. It also detects the penalty delay and updates the market 

manager. 

 Market Manager: It is responsible for calculating and updating the cost and profit 

according to the actual resource usage. When there is a SLA violation, penalty cost is 

calculated and final profit is adjusted by the market manager.  

 Data Centre: Characteristics and related functions of data centres are represented in this 

class. 
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 VM: This class represents actual VMs and includes their related data, such as VM 

initiation time. 

 VM Setting: This class includes characteristics of VMs, which are average values based 

on history records. 

 Resource Coordinator:  This class assigns existing resource or initiating new resources 

for customer requests according to the decision. It includes VM Initiator, VM Assigner, 

VM Monitor, and VM Cleaner. 

o VM Initiator:  It takes the responsibility of creating, deploying and configuring 

VMs using VM templates in an appropriate data centre. 

o VM Assigner: It is responsible for configuring software on the appropriate VM.  

Sequence Diagram 

Internal process among system entities: When the system receives a request from a customer, 

the QoS request monitor invokes the class mapper’s function called 

getVMTypebyServType(servType), which returns a suitable VM type. Following this, the 

QoS request monitor invokes the function MakeDecision() in class DecisionMaker to get 

decision whether this request can be accepted. Next, the DecisionMaker class invokes the 

function AdmissionControlProcess() in class AdmissionControl, which includes two stages: 

the first stage AdmissionControlAnalysis() calls the scheduler’s SchedulingAnalysis() 

function, which checks current resource availability and capability using scheduling 

strategies and returns where the request can be scheduled. The second stage, 

AdmissionControlDecisionMaking(), checks if the request can be accepted regarding to the 

admission control criteria and returns the result to Decision Maker. Finally, the request 

monitor receives the decision. 

 

Internal process on resource level: The resource coordinator detects the decision made by the 

decision maker. If the decision result is accept and scheduling result is initiateNewVM, then 

the request state goes into provisioning and resource coordinator calls the initiateVM() 

function in VMInitiator class to create and deploy a suitable VM image. If the scheduling 

result is Wait or Insert, then the resource coordinator calls the assignRequest() function in 

class VMAssigner to assign the request to an appropriate existing VM by configuring the 

software service. The status of the request becomes inserting or waiting. Following that, the 

monitorVMIni() function in class VMMonitor detects the actual VM initiation time and then 

updates the VMinitiation time by calling the updateVM() function in the class VM. When all 
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requests are finished on a VM, the VMCleaner invokes function PowerOff() to power off the 

VM. 

 

 

Figure 6.3 Sequence diagram among entities 

 

States Diagram 

Figure 6.5 illustrates diverse states that a customer QoS request can experience during its 

lifetime. When a request is submitted to the system, the new request goes to the new state and 

the upgrade request goes to the upgrade state. Both new and upgrade requests can go to the 

rejected state if a SaaS provider cannot gain the expected profit. If service start deadline is 

achievable with available resources, the request goes to the inserting state. If there is no 

resource available immediately but some existing requests will finish before the service start 

deadline, then the request goes to the waiting state. When the Scheduler detects that a new 

resource needs to be initiated for the request, either because there is no existing resource 

available before the service start deadline, but new resource can be initiated for the request, 

then the request goes to the provisioning state. For inserting, waiting and provisioning 

requests, after the request has been assigned to the VM, the states goes to the running state, 

which means a customer starts to use the service for enterprise software as a service or a task 
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starts to execute for bag of task service. Also, changes in state may happen every time a 

request contract expires and then the resource capability is recalculated. 

 

 

Figure 6.4 Sequence diagram among resource level entities 

 

For both new and upgrade requests, the finished state is reached in three different situations: 

(i) contract expires; (ii) system failure; and (iii) the customer cancelled the request. 

6.3 System Implementation Technologies 

The SLARMS has been implemented by leveraging the following key technologies using C# 

on .Net platform: (1) SharePoint 2010, which is a secure, manageable, and web-based platform 

supporting application development. (2) PowerShell for creating, managing, and configuring 

VMs hosted on private and public cloud (such as Azure).   
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Figure 6.5 States diagram of requests in the SLARA system 

6.3.1 Design Considerations 

The design considerations of the SLARMS are the following: 

 Support for dynamic customer requests:  When there is a customer updating the 

request, the request monitor will be triggered to detect request changes and go through 

the decision making process. 

 Support for scalable infrastructure resources:  To allow easy utilization of using 

different types of Cloud infrastructures, SLARMS is designed to use C# in .Net platform 

to execute PowerShell command on remote VMs. PowerShell has been chosen because 

the most popular private VM infrastructure provision technology, VMWare, has a 

PowerShell based API (PowerCML). In addition, two of the most popular public 

infrastructure providers - Azure and Amazon, support PowerShell VM provision and 

configuration.   

 Fault tolerance: SLARMS can handle failures at two stages: during decision making, 

and during resource provisioning. Failures during resource provisioning (initiation or 

allocation) can occur due to various reasons, such as network problems. In this case, the 

failed resource will be re-provisioned in the next resource allocation cycle.  
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 Scalability: Most of the SLARMS’s components work independently and interact 

through a database, which facilitates the scalable implementation of SLARMS as each 

component can be distributed across different servers accessing a shared database. 

 

6.3.2 Implementation Details 

The implementation of each component is described as below: 

 

 

Figure 6.6 Implementation Technologies 

 

The design followed the three layer design pattern containing data layer, business logic layer and 

presentation layer.  

The main system entities are implemented using the following technologies: 
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 Custom web parts and web pages: In the presentation layer, custom web parts and web 

pages are used to provide an easy to use portal for customers to add or update their 

requests. 

 Workflow: Workflow technology in SharePoint is used to implement QoS Request 

Monitor. The workflow can be triggered when there is a new request or any field of an 

existed request is updated.  The background technology to support SharePoint workflow 

is the .Net workflow foundation. 

 Event Handler/Event Receiver: SharePoint Event Handler/ Event Receiver technology 

is used to implement VMMonitor. Whenever there is any change happens on VM, such 

as actual VM initiation time is updated in the list, then the event handler will detect the 

change and invokes the SLA manager to calculate the penalty delay. 

 Class: Standard C# classes are used to implement other components, such as main 

components decision maker, which includes admission control and scheduler. 

 Timer job: SharePoint timer job is used to implement VMCleaner. The timer job runs 

every minute to detect if any VM does not have requests allocated and then the VM will 

be powered off in one hour. 

 PowerShell:  is used for most of resource coordinator related operations, such as VM 

initiation, because PowerCLI (based on PowerShell) is the easiest API to operate 

VMware Vsphere virtualized Cloud infrastructures (and for the extension of future work 

it is the common way to access Azure and Amazon EC2). In addition, for guest OS 

operation, the PowerShell is one of the most powerful technologies to configure the guest 

OS and install the software.  

 Linq and CAML (Collaborative Application Markup Language): To implement the 

Data Access Layer, both Linq and CAML data access technologies are used because of 

some issues with Linq. For example, when disposing the data context, there is an error 

which is a known issue. Therefore, traditional CAML is used for insert operation and 

keep Linq for the rest data access operations. 

 All data tables are presented using SharePoint Column and List technologies, which are 

more readable and friendly ways to structure the information, and all table structures and 

data are stored in SQL Server 2008. 

 Internet Information Services (IIS): IIS for Windows® Server is a flexible, secure, and 

manageable Web server for hosting anything on the Web. From media streaming to web 

applications, IIS's scalable and open architecture is ready to handle the most demanding 

tasks. 
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6.4 Case Study: CA (Computer Associates) Directory 

This section describes how the SLARMS prototype is implemented using a private enterprise 

Cloud. This private Cloud is within an enterprise without affecting the productivity of their users, 

hence, it increases the amount of computing resources available within an enterprise to accelerate 

application performance.   

6.4.1 System Details 

Customer related 

Customer: Request CA Directory services. This component is constituted by a simple Web 

Service client that generates all resource requests to SLARMS with the following QoS: 

 Request Type (reqType): It defines the customer request type, which is ‘new’ or 

‘upgrade service’. A ‘new’ request will get one hour free service usage, while an 

‘upgrade service’ is for an existing customer, who wants to upgrade from a lower service 

edition to an upper service edition (According to the customer usage, there maybe a 

customer loyalty level). 

 Product Type (proType): The software products offered to customers. It can be 

Standard, Silver, and Gold service. The Standard product includes CA Director.  The 

Silver service package contains all functions of Standard plus JExplorer component. The 

Gold service includes all features of Silver plus dxgrid component. 

 Account # (accNum): It constrains the maximum number of concurrent users from the 

same organization can use the software service. 

 Contract Length (conLen): How long the software service is legally available for a 

customer to use (minimum is one hour). 

  Records storage (recNum): The maximum storage capability for each DSA period and 

it will impact the data transfer time during the service upgrade (The value of this 

parameter is predefined in SLA). 

 Response Time (respTime): It represents the elapsed time between the end of a demand 

on a software service and the beginning of a service. Violation occurs when actual 

elapsed time is longer than the pre-defined response time in the SLA.  

SaaS provider related 

Application Layer: provides CA Directory services. The CA directory provides a high-

performance directory foundation for online applications. It allows customer organizations to 
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meet the needs of new and future dynamic business applications and improve operational 

efficiency by consolidating islands of data into a single information backbone. 

Platform Layer:  SharePoint 2010 platform and PowerShell are two main technologies used 

in this layer. SharePoint is used to implement most platform layer components except the 

resource allocator, which is implemented in PowerShell. The SharePoint platform and 

PowerShell scripts are integrated with C# language on .Net platform. Details are described in 

section 6.4. 

Infrastructure Layer: In CA Lab, the internal operable Cloud infrastructure is built using 

VMware VSphere, which is the industry leading virtualization platform. This layer can be 

extended into public clouds. 

The platform layer of a SaaS provider uses VM images to create instances according to the 

mapping (Table 6.1) and decision. (In Table 6.1, m is 5, n is 10). Therefore, it is important to 

identify the following properties for resource allocation mechanisms to ensure that the SLA 

is adequately drafted: 

• VM types (l): How many types of VM can be used and what they are. For example, there 

are three types of VM, which are large, medium, and small. The capacity of one large VM 

equals to that of two medium VMs or four small VMs.  

• VM Service Initiation Time (iniTimeSev): How long it takes to initiate a VM, which is 

deployed with the service appliance. 

• VM Price (PriVM): How much it costs to a SaaS provider for using a VM to serve the 

customer request per time unit. It includes the physical equipment, power, network, and 

administration price. 

Table 6.1 Mapper Details 

VM Type Service Account # Storage VM Price CPU Memory Storage 

Small Standard [0, m] [0, n] $0.085 1 core 1G 50G 

Medium Silver [m+1,2m] [n+1,2n] $0.34 2 cores 2G 50G 

Large Gold [2m+1,5m] [2n+1,5n] $0.68 4 cores 4G 50G 

 

Decision Making  

The decision making process includes two main components: scheduling and admission 

control, in this case study, we implemented the algorithms introduced in Chapters 3 and 4. 
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6.5 Performance Evaluation  

6.5.1 Experiment Setup 

The evaluation of mechanisms of SLARMS, described in the previous section, has been carried 

out entirely in CA Lab VMware Vsphere Cloud infrastructure environment. 

 

The experimental setup consists of three types of dynamic resources: small instance ( 1 GB of 

memory, 1 CPU core, 50G of local instance storage, Windows OS); medium instance ( 2 GB of 

memory, 2 CPU core, 50G of local instance storage, Windows OS); and large instance ( 4 GB of 

memory, 4 CPU core, 50G of local instance storage, Windows OS). An enterprise application CA 

directory is used for experiments. SLA is defined in terms of response times. The experiment 

evaluation is designed based on the CA CloudMinder test strategy and plan. CloudMinder is an 

online application that uses CA Directory as the directory foundation.  In this set of experiments 

the total profit, number of accepted users and number of SLA violations are evaluated as follows 

during the variation of request arrival rate from 20 to 200 requests per second. Up to 200 

concurrent user requests are considered because 1) The test strategy provided by CA is designed 

using 200 user requests, which has been analysed through their customer usage data and 2) The 

capability of the private data centre allocated to this research work is limited, which does not 

allow a very large number of user requests. 

6.5.2 Scheduling algorithms evaluate 

The evaluation is designed to test our proposed algorithms in Chapter 3 and 4. As expected, the 

algorithms perform the similar trend as the simulation results in the prototype implementation 

environment. In this set of experiment the total cost, SLA violations are evaluated in this section 

during the variation of request upgrade proportion varies from very low to very high. 

 

It can be seen from Figure 6.7, in average the algorithm ProfminVMminAvaiSpace reduces about 

50% cost compared with ProfminVio. As Figure 6.7b shows, during the arrival rate variation, the 

number of SLA violations caused by ProfminVMminAvaiSpace  is less than the ProfminVio 

because the ProfminVio has more risk to cause VM initiation delay due to network-related issues. 

Therefore, during the variation of arrival rate, the ProfminVMminAvaiSpace performs better and 

minimize the SLA violations in the context of resource sharing, where it is impossible to avoid 

SLA violations. 
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       (a) Total cost($)                                                              (b) SLA violation 

Figure 6.7 Variation in Request Arrival Rate 

6.5.3 Admission control algorithms evaluate 

The evaluation is designed to test our proposed algorithms in Chapters 3 and 4. The evaluation 

results show that the algorithms performs similar trend in the prototype environment. In this set 

of experiment total profit and number of accepted users are evaluated during the variation of user 

request number from 10(small) to 100(very large). 

 

Figure 6.8 shows that the ProfPD achieves (17%) more profit over ProfminVM by accepting 

(15%) more user requests, when number of users changes from “small” to “very large”. When the 

number of users is increased from “medium” to “large”, the profit difference between ProfPD 

and ProfminVM became larger. This is because when the number of requests increases, the 

number of users being accepted increases by utilizing initiated VMs. Therefore, a SaaS provider 

should use ProfPD to maximize profit.  

  

       (a). Total profit($)                                                              (b). User accepted($) 

Figure 6.8 Variation in User Request Number 
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6.6 Related Work 

There are several previous approaches for resource management with respect to SLA. Control-

theory approach has been proposed to dynamically adjust resource allocation to maintain the 

service differentiation [172]. CPU cycles of single servers are main concerns of other approaches, 

which share resources among multiple customer requests or applications [168][170]. For 

example, the Shift adjusts how much and when CPU resources should be allocated to a VM 

[173]. In contrast, SLARMS focuses on sharing at the granularity of whole VMs and the 

management of a whole farm of servers. IcorpMaker provides isolation via virtual private 

networks rather than VM[169]. Océano attempts to modify the computing environment (e.g. by 

installing an operating system) to satisfy the allocation. Finally, the Galaxy project [171] focuses 

on providing tools to build Windows-NT clusters. It does not consider SLA monitoring.  

SLARMS provides a unique and more comprehensive combination of technologies to address a 

number of issues ignored by these approaches and focused on SLA-based customer requirement 

driven resource provisioning. 

6.7 Summary 

To meet requirements of SLA-based resource management of Cloud services (in Chapter 1), this 

chapter focused on the design, development, and implementation of a software systems based on 

novel SLA-based resource management algorithms exclusively designed for SaaS. Through this 

prototype implementation, called SLA-based Resource Management System (SLARMS), we also 

demonstrated the usefulness of key algorithms and techniques proposed in this thesis. The 

architecture and implementation of SLARMS is comprehensively described and evaluated. Two 

sets of experiments performed to test algorithms proposed in Chapter 3 and 4. In the experiments, 

the total cost, SLA violations were evaluated and the experimental results show trend similar to 

simulation results. 
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7 Conclusions and Future Directions 
 

 

 

 

 

This chapter summarizes our objectives and work carried out on this thesis. Our main findings and 

lessons learned are discussed along with their significance. This chapter also concludes with a 

discussion on the future research direction that emerged during this research. 

7.1 Summary 

Cloud computing is a solution for addressing challenges such as licensing, distribution, 

configuration, and operation of enterprise applications associated with the traditional IT 

infrastructure, software sales and deployment models. Migrating from a traditional model to the 

Cloud model reduces the maintenance complexity and cost for enterprise customers, and provides 

on-going revenue for Software as a Service (SaaS) providers. Clients and SaaS providers need to 

establish a Service Level Agreement (SLA) to define the Quality of Service (QoS). The main 

objectives of SaaS providers are to optimize resource provisioning for maximizingthe utilization 

of underline Cloud system in order to maximize profit and enlarge market share. 

 

To achieve these objectives, the thesis started with a comprehensive survey on SLA and their 

creation, management and usage in utility computing environments. It discussed existing use cases 

in Grid and Cloud computing environments to identify the level of SLA realization in state-of-art 

systems and emerging challenges for future research. The survey identified that most works 

manage resources with the aim of minimizing cost without sufficiently considering the customers’ 

needs.  Thus, to achieve the SaaS providers’ objectives, SaaS providers can manage resources in a 

way to 1) accept more profitable requests with guaranteed QoS and 2) improve the QoS for 

customers, since in general it costs much more to attract new customers than it does to keep an 

existing one. 
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There are several challenges to achieve the objectives in SLA-based resource provisioning for 

management of Cloud-based software as service applications for SaaS providers. First, the SaaS 

provider uses shared infrastructure and different types of requests loads that lead to dynamic 

variation in availability and capacity of resources. Second, there is possibility for existing 

customers to change their requirements, such as upgrade services, which may lead to resource 

reallocation. Third, the SaaS provider requires flexible SLA establishment processes to cater for 

individual customers and considering market competition among other providers. Therefore, three 

sub objectives of thesis are identified to overcome these challenges: 

 To design SLA-based admission control and scheduling algorithms that differentiate 

customer requests based on the dynamic resource performance and capabilities to 

minimize cost and SLA violations by accepting more profitable requests.  

 To investigate adaptive SLA-based resource provisioning algorithms according to the 

changes in customer requirements by considering more customer factors that provide 

personalized attention to customers  and understanding their specific needs. 

 To investigate the architectural model for automated SLA negotiation to establish SLAs 

between SaaS and customers, whose requirements are not covered by existing SaaS 

predefined static SLAs. 

The first objective is achieved in Chapter 3, which proposed innovative cost-effective admission 

control and scheduling algorithms. Our proposed solutions are able to accept more profitable 

requests and minimize SLA violations through the efficient placement of requests on VMs leased 

from multiple IaaS providers. Our solution takes into account various customer’s QoS 

requirements (such as deadline, budget, penalty rate) and infrastructure heterogeneity (such as 

different types of VM, service initiation time and price). Simulation results showed that our 

proposed algorithms provide substantial improvement (up to 40% cost saving) over reference ones 

across all ranges of variation in QoS parameters. 

 

The thesis accomplished the second objective in Chapter 4 by designing customer requirements 

driven resource provisioning algorithms to maximize profit by minimizing resource and penalty 

cost. These algorithms also improve CSL by SLA violations minimization and service quality 

improvement. These algorithms consider customer profiles and providers’ quality parameters (e.g. 

response time) to handle customer requirements changes and infrastructure level heterogeneity 

for enterprise systems. Customer-side parameters (such as the proportion of upgrade requests), 

and infrastructure-level parameters (such as the service initiation time) are considered to compare 

proposed algorithms. Simulation results showed that the proposed algorithms reduce the total 
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cost up to 54% and the number of SLA violations up to 45%, compared with the previously 

proposed best algorithm. 

 

In order to enlarge customer base, SaaS providers have to attract customers with special 

requirements.  Chapter 5 proposed a novel automated negotiation framework to establish SLAs 

with these special QoS requirements. The framework also considers the SaaS Broker as the one-

stop-shop for customers to efficiently secure the required services. The framework also included 

negotiation policies, protocols, and strategies to perform adaptive and intelligent bilateral 

bargaining of SLAs between the SaaS provider and the SaaS broker. It designed decision-making 

heuristics considering time, market constraints, and trade-off between different issues. These 

negotiation heuristics are evaluated by extensive experimental study of our prototype framework 

using data from a real Cloud. 

 

Chapter 6 introduced a prototype of SLA-based resource management system, which is 

implemented to prove the usefulness of the proposed algorithms using real Cloud resources. 

7.2 Lessons Learned and Significance 

Chapter 2 contained a comprehensive survey of how SLAs are created, managed and used with 

use cases in both academy and industry with major emphasis on the SLA-based resource 

management systems. This survey not only assists researchers to understand primary design 

factors and issues that are still outstanding and crucial, but also provides insights for extending 

and reusing components of existing Resource Management Systems (RMSs). Therefore, the 

survey can help in the design and implementation of more practical and enhanced SLA-based 

resource management systems in Cloud. 

 

The admission control and scheduling algorithms proposed in Chapter 3 can be used by SaaS 

providers like Animoto. All proposed algorithms in this thesis can be used by SaaS providers 

who rent 3
rd

 party resources or/and use in house hosted resources. Resources we considered are 

VMs, which are hosted in physical data centres. SaaS providers may not have knowledge of the 

configuration and capabilities of these physical resources. Moreover, SaaS providers are sharing 

physical resources with other SaaS providers, whose software usage and requests arrival rate may 

impact the performance of hosted software service. Proposed algorithms assist in identifying 

which request is more profitable and should be accepted and reduce the probability of SLA 

violations given the dynamic nature of Cloud resources. 
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Once a request is accepted by the SaaS provider, there is a possibility for customers to change 

their existing requirements (such as add more accounts or upgrade service package). Thus, SaaS 

is expected to be scaled up and out dynamically according to the customers’ QoS requirements. 

When the customer changes his/her requirements, the SaaS provider has to dynamically relocate 

resources on-demand. Moreover, while allocating/reallocating resources, the SaaS provider has to 

minimize impact on existing customers while satisfying change requests. Customer requirements 

driven resource provisioning algorithms proposed in Chapter 4 can help in adapting to changes in 

the requirements. It takes into account more customer factors that provide personalized attention 

to the customer (such as customer profiles) and also is able to understand specific needs of 

customers by taking into consideration the customer’s historical data. 

 

These algorithms can be used by any enterprise software as service providers, who lease 

packaged enterprise software to customers with a fixed price. In addition, the scenario can also be 

applied to High Performance Computing and scientific applications by mapping VM capabilities 

and QoS requirements. The upgrade service package scenario may not be required by them, 

which simplifies the scenario compared to enterprise applications. Therefore algorithms and 

techniques proposed in this thesis can be applied to a wide range of applications from many 

domains. 

 

As SaaS providers want to enlarge market share, they need to provide more flexibility in terms of 

services to cater to variations associated with an individual customer. This is generally done by a 

negotiation process between customers and service providers. However, while undertaking this 

negotiation process, the service provider needs to take into consideration not only what they can 

provide to customers but also the competition with other SaaS providers. Thus, Chapter 5 

proposed that new negotiation frameworks are needed for the SaaS provider that considers 

dynamism in Cloud environment with time and market factors to make the best possible 

decisions for negotiation. The proposed negotiation framework can be used for the SaaS provider 

and the SaaS broker model. 

 

To prove the usefulness of our proposed strategies, in Chapter 6, a prototype of the customer 

requirements driven SLA-based resource management system is implemented taking care of the 

changes in customer requirements and resource side heterogeneity using SharePoint platform 

and .NET technologies. The resource used in this prototype is a private Cloud, hosted by 
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Computer Associates, who is a Cloud software solution provider. The case study used CA 

Directory as a service because of the availability of the software. However, SaaS providers can 

offer any software as a service using our algorithms accordingly. This prototype can be plugged 

in with different resource management strategies to achieve different objectives. SaaS providers 

can scale out to use multiple resource providers including 3
rd

 party resource providers with 

different resource APIs. 

7.3 Future Directions 

We have carried out detailed investigations in SLA-based resource provisioning for management 

of Cloud-based SaaS applications using dynamic resources in Cloud to maximize profit and 

market share for SaaS providers.  However, there are still open issues that can serve as a starting 

point for future research. 

7.3.1 Providing Services with Different Pricing Models 

SaaS providers can design different dynamic pricing policies to maximize profit and increase 

market. For example, when customers buy laptops, there is self-service way for customers to 

customize their machines by paying different price according to the hardware configurations. 

SaaS providers can employ the similar functionality allows self-service feature for customers to 

customize software packages according to their needs in a more flexible and profitable way for 

SLA-based resource management strategies to achieve their objectives. Therefore, to design the 

resource management strategies, it is required to understand 1) what software components can be 

offered; 2) how resources consumption will vary during the variation of these components; and 3) 

how to design the price policy among the variation of these components.  

7.3.2 Using Resources with Different Pricing Models 

The SaaS provider can use resources with various price policies to satisfy customer requirements 

and reduce costs. For example, Amazon [13] has two types of pricing models; a) fixed pricing 

and b) spot pricing. Each of these models gives some advantages and disadvantages to consumers. 

For instance, the spot pricing can be exploited to maximise the consumer’s profit but it reduces 

the chances of requests being executed successfully. In such environments, not only the current 

but also future status of resources needs to be considered to reduce the consumer’s violation of 

SLA and spending. Hence, there is a need to understand the effect of using different pricing 

models on SLA-based resource management, and design novel resource management strategies 

to handle such varieties. 
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7.3.3 Resource Provisioning for Multi-tier Applications 

In our scenarios, various kinds of applications are considered as a standalone package including 

the application and data. However, there are some enterprises using combination of single tier 

and multiple-tier structures for applications. For example, enterprises host both SharePoint and 

SQL-Server database in a single VM for development and testing environments, whereas host 

SharePoint and SQL-Server database in different VMs for staging and production environments. 

Therefore, the exploration of resource provisioning for multi-tier applications is a critical topic in 

the future.  

7.3.4 Resource Provisioning for Network and Data-Aware Application 

In Clouds, there are several applications that require petabytes of data from various repositories 

distributed across various nations. The resource provisioning process for these applications 

competing for compute and storage resources can be very challenging due to the highly dynamic 

nature of network. Moreover, computation should be ideally located near to storage, thus 

decreasing the delays in the execution. If the scheduling decisions are made just on the basis of 

either data size or computation time, the resultant schedule can lead to resource wastage in terms 

of network bandwidth, and performance degradation due to large execution delays. Therefore, 

approaches that consider both monetary execution costs and reconcile the competing storage, 

network and computation demand of users are required. 

7.3.5 Customer Usage Model for Customer Driven Resource Management  

We proposed user profile and using history-based method for predicting the transaction-based 

enterprise system usage to calculate the credit level. However, resource usage patterns and usage 

prediction is actually another area that has been studied intensely. The future research could 

explore more sophisticated credit level calculation based on the usage pattern and usage 

prediction technologies for SLA-based resource management strategies. 
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